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Christinas in the Churches.

Mary Ellen,

the'Unitarian church last Sunday evergreen trees weie arranged on each side and in

18th,

At

of the nulnit.

rear

A

lartre candelabrum

communion table, with single candlesticks on each side.
Large laurel wreaths
were hung iu each window with Christmift
candles on the sills, which were banked in
pine. Rev. Arthur E. Wilson preached a very

k of Swan Lake

avenue

Day Mr. and Mrs.
ighter Ruth, Misses Flormas

|

helpful sermon on “The Light of the World.”
regular church choir furnished excellent
music, and little Miss Betty Hanshue sang
Candle'”
At the North Congregational church Rev.
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Hawthorne
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true wife and

Searsport.

the

and

mother and the

dearest
She is survived by
piace to her was home.
her husband, by two daughters, Mrs. Annie p.
Brown and Edna L., wife of Cecil G. Roberts,
by two granddaughters, Julia B., wife of Ross
W. Cunningham, and Ethel M., wife of Henry
Cqllins, and by one great granddaughter, Doris
Collins, all of Belfast; by a brother, Fred
N. Treat of Searsport, and by two nieces, Mrs,
Wilbur E. Carter of Palmer, Mass
and Mrs
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Miss Hilda Williams of Boston is at the
lome of her mother for the holidays.
H. Baker is spending the holilays with her mother, Mrs. J. H. Baker.
Miss

Ethel

s

Winterport attended
Bangor last week.
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several

hymns
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sunc

as a

morning, and in the evening there
a duet by Miss Bertha
Z. Hayes and Mr. Harry H. Upt jo.
At the Universalist church the decorations
were of evergreens and cut flowers.
Special
Christmas music was rendered by the regular
music in the
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of
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Howard; rec., Leslie RobGew. Robbins; singing, Millard
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rec., Maxine Roberts; singing,
*"•, Alberta Nickerson, Eleanor
Nickerson; greetings by Rev. Wm.

Roberts; reading,
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Mrs,
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the Methodist church Rev. Horace B.
Seilers pleached on “Tne Babe ir the Manger”
and the

regular choir furnished special Christ-
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the public would like a
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complete Btory, and which would
popular favorite, Earle Williams,
of the Colonial theater has
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released through
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feminine stars who add their
"e8B to this feature serial are:
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\k.
Kelly, Billie Billings, Gypsy
^

Ijr*1' Keefe, Jean
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North

Congregational church gathered around
a well-laden Christmas tree in the vestry last
Monday afternoon, when Miss Louise W. Richards read the story, “His

Birthday,” and Miss
Alice E. Simmons read “The Foolish Fir
Tree.” Then Santa Claus arrived and distrib-

gifts.
Sunday

uted the
The

school children of the

dist church had
to 5 p.

happy

Metho-

Monday

from 3

m., under the direction of the

pastor,

U

a

time

P

D.il.

n

---

served, games and Christmas music enjoyed, and gifts distributed by Samuel Durost
as

Santa Claus.

Baptist church Chr istmas afternoon,
2.30 to 4.30, the children of the Sunday
school had a pleasant party under the direction of Supt. and Mrs, Charles E. Rhoades.
Gifts were distributed, refreshments served,
and games played.
At the

from

the

Girls’

Home.

The Misses Winifred Nealley

rhompson
S.

will

1

Blake

^8Ce*
l^afterDoon
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us.

service will

to come

and

worship

school will be held at

the

Bessie Allen

At the

was

the

accompanist.

conclusion of the program the double

M. Milliken o£ New York arrived
Saturday to visit his mother, Mrs. Elizabeth A.
Milliken.

at

"and"Geneva

their studies at

resume

Castine this

the E.

Miss Grace CogginB will return to Farmingafter spending her vacation with her parents, Mr, and Mrs. Clifton Coggins.
ton

Several employes on the E. S. S. Camden are
here wuile the boat is having
ner winter’s
overhauling and painting.
it their homes

j

J

|

Miss Maude E. Savery is spending the holilays with her aunt, Mrs. A. P. Stevens, Jr., in
New York city.
Mrs. Louise Royal went to New Durham, N.
EL, last Saturday to spend Christmas with her
son, Ulmer L. Royal.

Roland Stevens, principal of the High school
Franklin is spending the holidays at his
home in this city.

in

Myra Ladd of Bucksport spent ChristBar Harbor with her brother, Charles
U. Ladd, and family.
Miss

mas

!

the

Gospel

Miss Kathleen Morris came home from Bar
Harbor to spend the holidays with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. H. S. Morris.
Edward Evans returned last Thursday from
three days’ visit in Bangor to attend the

ball.

who took

sessions of the State

on Mrs. J. H. Thayer,
part,
John and the topic will be “The Samaritan
who drilled them so faithfully. Following is
Woman’s Testimony to Jesu6.”
Let nothing ; the
program: Voluntary; singing, choir; praymarried about that time to Miss Annie Kelinterfere with your ccming tonight, out let us j
er; solo, Margaret Thayer; chorus, primary deley. She is survived by three daughters, Mrs. have Ihe largest attendance
possible. It will partment; recitations, Marion Eaton and BesH. Maud McLellan of Everett, Mass., Mrs. Ma- I
be worth while.
The trustees of the church sie
Carleton; duet, Clara and Carl Knowle8^
bel Angus of Bayonne, N. J„ Mrs. Alice
wish to announce that they have made special I
George of Haverhill, Mass., two sons, Roy i arrangements with Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher recitations, George Lord, Robert Cowan and
Avis Staples; duet, Marion Eaton and Grace
with whom she was living, and Carl of the

to form and lead

a

volunteer chorus choir in

piaeeu in

Cemetery.

tne

receiving

tomb

at tirove

own

versalist church

officiating.

Thomas H. McLain, former representative to
the Legislature, died Dec. 25th in Rockland,
88 years. He had been employed as
cashier in local banks for 25 years and had previously taught school in various parts of the
State.

aged

way for six vessel contracts

ly $800,000.

aggregating
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Harvest Home

Grange, Brooks, has elected

1

Moon Grange, Thorndike, has adopted the following resolutions of respect:
Whereas, death has again visited the community, and removed one whose name is on
the roll book of Harvest Moon

Grange;

there-

fore, be it
Resolved, That

in the death of Sister Jane
Stevens, this grange has lost one of its most
aged members, who for several years had been
unable to attend the

meetings.

The Primary Department of the Morrill Sunschool had their annual Christmas tree and
exercises in the church vestry Saturday afternoon, Dec. 23d. It was a very rough cold day
but twenty-three of the little ones gathered
there, and had their tree, dainty refreshments,
carried out a little program, played games and
had a delightful time, thanks to the faithful
efforts of the primary Supt, Mrs. T. Pearson,
ably assisted by her assistant, Miss Gladys
Sheldon.

day

trip
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a

a

Miss Marian P. Stover and Miss Alice For-

syth, teachers

at

our new

grip

physician.

Lawrence and Thurston

Bucksport

last

Thursday

busy.

Owihg

to

the

unfavorable

weather

the I
post-

was

poned.
Rankin, Past Master of Tranquility Grange, attended the State Grange in Baugor last week.
Lawrence

Hurd, who is attending the High
school in Rockland, is passing her vacation at
Miss Ruih

her home here.
The death of Josiah Stetson Miller, briefly
noted last week, marks the passing of another
of

oldest residents.

our

Mr. Miller

was

born

Lincolnville Dec. 14, 1831, the second of the
eight children of the family of Hon. Joseph
and Izannah Miller. All of his brothers and
sisters had preceded him but one, I. V. Miller
who resides in Belfast.
The residence where
he died had been his home for 60 years.
Mr.
in

Miller had been in

time, but
converse

was

failing

health for

a

long

able to be about the

with friends until

one

place and
week before

He was taken with a bad cold and
bronchitis, resulting in pneumonia. He was a
respected citizen, a kind neighbor and a devoted husband and father. Of a very domestic nature his home life was always first in his
thoughts, and he was always devoted to his
home and family.
He leaves his wife, one
brother, I. V. Miller of Belfast, and three
daughters, Mrs. Eva Dean, Mrs. Effie Rankin
and Mrs. Befle Russ, who during his brief illness gave him unceasing care.
The funeral
was held Thursday at 1.30 p. m., Rev. John N.
Palmer officiating. Beautiful floral tributes
surrounded the casket The funeral arrangements were in charge of Hon. J. S. Mullen,
and the interment was in the family lot in
Union Cemetery. The sympathy of the community is extended to the bereaved wife and
his death.

family.
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Jackson spent

a

few

days in Belfast

past week..

Harold Nutter and Alfred Jackson

ing

are

spend-

their school vacation at home.

W. V. Thompson is working for Darius
Thompson threshing with their gasoline engine.

Mrs. E. F. Banton, who has been staying
with ner daughter, Mrs, Vern Poland,in Massachusetts for the past six weeks, returned home
Dec, 22nd.
Edith Vose, who works in the Dormitory
Miss Anita Crocker from
Freedom, and
Pemaquid, are spending two weeks with Mr.
and Mra. W. M. Vote.
Mrs.

at

Blodgett

arrived

a

Charles R. Decrow was at home from New
¥ork to spend Christmas with his family.
Mrs. Harriet A. Bray bas returned from
Boston and Lowell, Mass.

a

few weeks visit in

Mrs. Bertha Wetherbee of Boston, who had
been visiting in Knox, returned horae last

Friday.
Mrs. Roscoe Black is In Brookline. Mass.,,
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. James F.

Cooper.
Hazel

Miss

Ransdell,

stenographer for

the

Matnews

bros, spent
mother in Milo.

Christmas

with

her

Mrs. Abbie Read of Benton return sd home;
from a few days visit with Mrs*
Lefia M. Cottrell.

Wednesday

Clyde B. Holmes arrived home two days beChristmas, having,made a good recovery

fore

from

recent

a

operation.

J

Rev. Horace B. Sellers will return
a

been

Mr. and Mrs. Augustus Marshall spent
Christmas day in Unity with their daughter
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. Harry Murray.
Dr. and

Mrs. J. Donald Clement arrived
for a visit with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos Clement.
They will return to Raymond next Saturday.

Raymond last Thursday

from

Friends of Dr. W. H. Harris, who is ill at
on the corner of Western avenue and
Grove street, Augusta, suffering from an ab-

his home

right leg,
reported, to

the

scess on

that he is
bec

gratified to learn
improving.—Kenne-

will he
be

Journal.

and Mrs. George U. Hatch of Boston
spent Christmas with Belfast relatives. They
returned home Tuesday accompained by Mr.
Hatch's si«ter, Mrs. Melvin O. Dickey, who
will visit in Boston and vicinity for a few
Mr.

weeks.

F. W, Angier writes from San Jose, Calif.,
Dec. 7th: "I made a very hurried trip to Boston two weeks ago; my first
under date of

visit there in
time

years, and

seven

would not

permit

my

was

very sorryon to

continuing

Bellast. The Journal keeps me in touch with
home, howevfer. and 1 feel that I have been
enabled to go along with the people and
changes so that 1 wou'd not be entirely lost if
I should have the opportunity to drop in upon
you

day."

some
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Bridgeport,

Conn.
T. N. Shorey, who had been ill at his home
Murray street, Augusta, suffering from
congestion of the lungs, has recovered so far as
the disease is concerned, but is not strong
enough to resume his duties at the Bowditch &
Webster pharmacy and has gone to the home
of his brother at City point, Belfast, to recuperate.—Kennebec Journal.
on

Dr. Thomas A. Foster, son of Dr. and Mrs.
B. B. foster of Portland, has been accepted as
surgeon in the Red Cross base hospital in Paris
fcr three months’ extension of his term of Bix
months with
cation

for

a

Harvard unit.

hospital duty

nephew,

applicompletion of

He made

after

a

Clifton Morse.
came n^me

last

holidays with his parents.

Court.
ii

Mrs.

E.

Ramsay and son, Embert A. of

were

guests of relatives

in

town

Christmas.

over

W. Wentfamily spent Christinas with Juatir
Jackson and family.

Goodwin and wife and J.

Allen

worth and

Grange, Justir*
Jackson, and Charles M. Howes, attended
the State Grange in Bangor last week.
The master of Union Harvest

V.

Lowell

visiting

was

her friends

iYir.

UIIU

lUTb. ^UrtE.. u«w«,

and

was

detained there through the big

in

uvuui

storm

of

home of her aunt

TV,_

Mulvaney

Mulvaney

T.

recent

a

W. Howard has been drawn to serve ati
juror at the January term ot the S. J

R.

Miss Belle

ebb lett Bucksport on the
Dec. 20th
for New York city,

Augusta

home from

Leonard V. Jackson of Bath

Pittsfield,

Miss Kathleen W

Pitts*

Jennie Boulter has been spending

Airs.

week with her

Norman Donahue, a former “All-Maine”
football man on the University of Maine
eleven, and now principal of the Hartland high
school, spent the Christmas recess in Bangor.
Blake, who has sailed out of
past ten years for the American-Hawaiian S. S. Co., has accepted a line
position ashore with the France & Canadian
line.

home from

at

C. Pembroke Carter of Belfast was
guest of Air. and Alia. Perley Allen.

Tuesday

Lester

his.

Thursday

traverse

Capt.

abscess in

field.

week to pass the

New York the

an

throat.

Shaw’s Business College in
Augusta after spending Christmas with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. B. B. Greenlaw.

Mro

Saturday

week’s visit in Boston, where he has
attending the Billy Sunday meetings.

from

at

Andover, Mass,
with their parents

from

to her studies at

quite prevalent and
Kinghorn, is kept quite

Christmas tree at the grange hall

Seminary,
Bucksport Dec.

Miss Carrie M. Greenlaw returned

busi-

are

Dr.

the xsational Park

Forest Glen, Md., arrived in
22nd for the holidays.

was the guest ot her sisMorton, in Belfast last week.

and the

Mrs. Arthur Ritchie has returned from
with relatives in Plymouth, Mass.

visit

at

tal

Mrs. A. H. Miller

Colds

student

Tuft’s DenStephenson,
College, is spending the holidays with'his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. F. Stephenson.
Milton

to Boston.

ter, Mrs. Ada

his

of

to

Mr. and Mrs.

Young returned Sunday

Parker
ness

1

spend the' winter with his ^laughter*
Mrs. Cecil Roberts, and other relatives.
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NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

Ffapk Davis of Benton is the guest
grandmother, Mrs. Sarah J. Morse.

Searsport arrived Satur-

Mr. Thomas Rich of

girls; singing, I

for the Christmas

"Praise ye Jehovah
Praise God in His sapctuary.”

near-

Mr. Bean has partly completed a four-master
of 600 tons for Capt. E. A. Tinker of Tremont. It is being built for the lumber trade,
and will have a carrying capacity of 1100 tons.
The frame for a duplicate of the Percy R,
Pine II is on its way from Nova Scotia, and
frames for one small and two large four-masters are being cut. Mr. Bean expects to have
all of these schooners overboard within the
year, and to that end has llS^men onjhis payroll-

Miss Marion Waterman is at home from Colby college to spend the holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John U Waterman.

application.

Harvest

Francis J. Lenfest of Swanville died Dec.
23d, aged 89 years, 2 months and 17 days. He
was born in Swanville, the son of James and
Susan Tripp Lenfest, and was always a farmThe funeral was held Tuesday at 11 a.
er.
m., Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Belfast Uni-

class of little

Michaels,

H.

night from Cambridge, MasB., to spend the
holidays at their Miller street home.

the church. We extend a hearty and cordial
choir; recitations, Ruth Ryder, Doris Arey,
invitation to everyone who would thus like to with choir
singing No. 71; recitations, lone
come and help to make our services more effecj Staples, Lemuel Lord; song, ‘/Happy Christti*e.
Please report to Mr. Pitcher as soon mas Time,” Barbara
Foley, Christine Coie and
after reading this as po-sible. This is a splen- Irene
Staples; recitation, Frances Atwood;
did opportunity for our young people, especsong, “Wide Awakes,” junior clasa; recitaially, to be trained for singing, while at the tions, Delia Parker and Frances
Eldridge;
same time helping forward the work of the
choir; chorus, primary department; exercise,
church
We hope the new choir will be ready Christmas
and
Candles, juniors
primary
for service on the first Sunday of the new
classes; remarks by pastor, A. J. Lockhart;
year, so please do not delay in making your
choir; benediction.

officers for the ensuing year as follows: Seth
W. Norwood, master; Elbert Moulton, overseer; Albert Jenkins, lecturer; Lewis Leonard
steward; Hollis Jones, assistant steward; Is
years of service in the State and will be much I epha Miller, chaplain; Frank JH.
Quimby, treasmissed.
urer; Clifton Roberts, secretary; James S.
Oscar L. staples died Dec. 24th at his home ! Crockett, gate keeper; Emma Hamlin, ceres;
in Waldo, aged 69 years, 7 months and 13
days. Affie Godding, pomona; Hattie Jenkins, flora;
He was born in Bjlfast, the son of the late
Mary Quimby, lady assistant steward. It was
Simeon and Eliza Ann Dyer Staples of Belfast,
and his early lire was spent in Belfast. He voted to invite Jackson Grange to be present
married and settled in Waldo. He is survived I at the installation on Jan. 8th.
Hon. J. H
by one sister, Mrs. James S. Dyer of Brock- 1 McKinley will be the installing
master. For
ton. Mass., and by one brother, Walter D. !
Staples. The funeral was held Wednesday at
1 p. in., Rev. Arthur A. Blair of the Belfast sent a mock trial, “The Great Pumpkin Case;’’
Universalist church officiating. The remains Guff vs. Muff.
were

Nelson; exercise,

Grange.

a clerk at the Hotel
Kimball, Springfield, Mass., has arrived to
Bpend two weeks with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. N. H.^Small returned Saturday

Chelli®

and also

by

Dr, Sherman Perry of Worcester, Ma6s„ is
guest of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. W.
Perry, High street, Camden.

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Collins went to North
Brooksville Sunday for a few days’ visit with
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pierce.

noon.
The Christmas concert last Sunday evening
7.30, the usual mid-week ; at the M. E. church was a
pleasant occasion
be held in the vestry.
The minis- and reflected credit on the children and all
on

in

the

at

ter will continue his discourses

Miss Bernice Woodbury is spending the
relatives in Northport.

Dr. Edward M. Corliss of Newport Vt., reMr. and Mrs, Frank Selden arrived Saturday !
turned last Monday after a week’s /iait with
;o spend the holidajs with Mr. and Mrs.
L, E. j
Mr. and Mrs. V. A. Simmons.
McMahan.
Clifford J. Pattee spent Christmas in AlbaMr. and Mrs. William A. Coombs of Camden |
ton, Mass., joining his wife and son Dana, who
iriived Saturday to spend Christmas with Bel- !
are spending the winter there.
ast relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Ingersoll of Portland
Misses Jennie and Nellie Edison of Haverspent Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Robert P.
nil, Mass., arrived Saturday to visit the family
Coombs, returning home Tuesday.
of Walter C. Shaw.

week.

noon

Resolved, That we extend our sympathy to
Girls’ Home Sunthe sons and daughter of the deceased, that a
auspices of the Unicopy of these resolutions be sent to them, and
versalist Sunday school was largely attended
O. Hinckley Emery died Dec. 22nd at his a copy placed on our records.
by neighbors aud friends, All gathered in the
Committee on resolutions, Alice C. Mills,
home in Hampden, aged 68 years.
He had
dining room, which was decorated in green 1 long^been a resident of
Hampden and was for Clara B. Crosby, Lydia H. Far well.
and red, and at 4 p. m. the following program, years the village blacksmith. He leaves a
arranged by Bessie Alien and Georgia Knight, daughter, Miss Cynthia Emery,
MORRILL.
was announced by
Mr. Wm. K. MacNeil, suSHIPBUILDING AT CAMDEN.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods and Delbert
perintendent of the Home farm, and given by
the Home children:
The four-masted auxiliary schooner Percy
Paul attended the State Orange in Bangor last
R. Pine II, built for W. & S. Job of New York week.
Song, "There’s a Song in the /iir,”
was launched last
at Camden from
All tne girls
j the yard of Robert Saturday
Claude Knowlton of Liberty spent the weekL Bean. The new craft
Recitation, "John Henry Paul Brown,”
has a gross tonnage of 1150 and will be the
end with his sisters, Mrs. Geo. Dow and Mrs.
Florence MacNeil
j largest
auxiliary sailing vessel on this coast. Ernest Bowen.
Song. “Why I)o Bells for Christmas Ring,”
Her dimensions are: Keel, 205 feet, beam, 40
Edna Walker, Myrtle Carey, Angie WebRev. Nathan Hunt and daughter Esther
her, Feme McDonald and Stella Howard. feet; hold, 19 feet. Trie schooner has two full
decks and a short poopdeck. giving a total
Martha Allen
Recitation, “Her Vision”
went to Boston last week to attend the Billy
of
about
2000
The
tons.
carrying
capacity'
Old
Santa
Song, “Jolly
Claus,”
Sunday meetings.
Georgia Knight and Amber Holmes Oregon pine masts are each 152 feet long. AuxRecitation, “Poor Santa,”
Mrs. Ella Littlefield and Mrs. Ida Cross reAngie Webber iliary power is furnished by an engine of 360The approximate cost of the
horsepower.
Song, “Jolly, Jolly Santa Claus,”
turned last week from Massachusetts, where
Feme McDonald vessel is $150,000. It is said that the first
charter will net more than one-third of the they spent the past two months.
Song, “On Our Way to School,
Edna Walker and Myrtle Carey COBt.
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Dow and Mr. and Mrs,
The construction of, the Percy R. Pine II j
Song, “Merry, Merry Christmas,”
Ernest Bowen spent Christmas at Claudius
Edna Walker | marks the resumption of an industry which j
has been dormant in this town the past seven Knowlton’s in Liberty.
Dialogue, “Living the Christmas Spirit,”
j
Amber Holmes, Millie Whitcomb, Harriet years: Mr. Bean and his father, H. M. Bean, |
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Sheldon closed their
Towne, Madaline Walker, Martha Allen, built nearly 70 vessels in this yard, which had |
been converted into a hayfield when an ab- home this week and have gone to Foxboro,
Bessie Allen, Georgia Knight.
normal demand for new tonnage paved the Mass where
Song, “Happy Christmas,”
they find employment.
by all
at

afternoon under the

Stuart, Betty Howe, doors leading to the play room were thrown
and Louiszita open, revealing two large trees laden with
gifts.
Then Santa Claus, Hillard Buzzell, appeared
“The ^ar and His Majes- and with assistance distributed the
gifts to the
'nleH'"''ruduces
epi80de' Earle
Williamsiaa ‘‘Chris- girls and all connected with the Home, The
V
be shown next Saturday, committee in
charge, Mieses Velma Mitchell.
and evening, at the Colo- E. Frances Abbott, Gladys Bradford, Ruth
Knight,|k Florence Donnell, assisted by Supt.

Hr

V!^kfcr’

Sunday
Tonight, Thursday,
with

selections.

The Christmas tree

WILLIAMS

j

on

hospital corps of El Paso, Texas, and by two
brothers, Charles R. Knowles of Portland and
I he Sunday Schools.
Gilbert Morrill of Waterville. The funeral
The Unitarian Sunday school, with a number ; waB held at 2 p. m., Christmas day, Rev, J.
the Baptist
of friends and parents, had a most enjoyable Wilbor Richardson of
church
The bearers, J. Lee Patterson,
Christmas party in the church parlor last Sat- officiating.
urdoy afternoon. Those taking parts iu “The Horace Grant, Charles and Seldon Hammons,
Christmas Sprites,” arranged by Rev, and Mrs. are from the
Belfast Band of which Roy is a
Arthur E. Wilson, were Helen Wescott as Mrs. member. The remains were placed in the reSanta Claus; Hope Dorman, Mother Bunch, ceiving tomb in Grove Cemetery and will be
Jennie Spear, the Christmas tree; Helen Burinterred in Thorndike.
gess, pop corn; Elizabeth Doak Tinsel; Betty
Joseph M. Robinson, a well known travelir £
Hanshue, the Christmas Candle, and she also 1
December 21st in Portsalesman, died
sang the soio, Tne Christmas Candle; Elana
land after a brief attack of pneumonia. He
Shute, orange; Robert Johnson,a stick ot candy;
was for many years in the employ of the C. M.
Ruth Uinsmore, toys, and Dorothy Spear, fruit.
Rice Paper Co., his territory including
thip
Horace Wescott sang “Moon Dear” and a Flag
section of the State, and he was well known
Song, accompanied by his mother, and brought to many of the business men of Belfast, and
was always a welcome caller at The Journal
down the house. Julia Littlefield accompanied
office. He had been in ill health for several
the little children. Mabel Spear recited in the
years, suffering at times from severe attacks
absence of her sister Mary, who was ill.
uf heart trouble which kept him off the road.
the
The members of
Sunday school of the | He was one of the oldest travelling men in

mas

day

WILLIAMS MARRED IN
SCARLET RUNNER.”

The church

its members

home.

at

At

I... LE

to

At

le

Iris

pastor, Rev. A. A. Blair, preach-

“God’s Gift to the Worlu.”

sent out

ping elsewhere is invited

Peirce street, aged 57 years and 19
days. She was born in Thorndike, the daughter of Andrew and Caroline Rand Knowles.
About two months ago Mrs. Welch came to
Belfast from Everett, Mass,, to make her
home with her son, Leroy A. Green, who watj
home

chorus choir with

was a

vicinity.
Capt, S.

holidays.

the

Subject for this service “New Year’s thoughts.’ j the scene. Officers for the ensuing year were
Preaching at Northport Baptist church Sun- j elected as follows: Noble grand, Maud C.
the
services.
of
While
the
colregular
part
'til, Messrs Ivan ar.d John
day afternoon at 2 30. The young people who
Young; vice grand, Effie.A. Barrows; secretary,
was being taken Mr. Hawthorne sang,
lection
Biown
of
Ct.
One
Henry
Waterbury,
Mrs. Fred N. Savery and
daugh- are
rehearsing for the play will meet on Mon- ; Florence Belches; treasurer, Estella Campbell.
to the delight of his hearers, “The Three ter, Lulie T., wife of Gustav W. Larson, died
ml W ilda.
and Friday of next week.
Brief congratulatory remarks were made by
Kings of the Orient.” This church is to have in Searsport, Oct. 20, 1914, and one grand- day
ry, teacher of the Union
Service at the Congregational church will be i Miss Katharine Haley, Mrs. Annie B. Clema chorus in addition to the choir, under the
Maude L., wife of Lewis F. Clifford
daughter,
r.aimers Ford had a Christents of Loyal lodge, Monroe, C. R, Hill, Rayof Stocktjn Springs, died Oct. 29, 1916. The held at 10.45 a. m., subject of sermon, **A
direction of E, S. Pitcher.
ines by the school and SunAt the Baptist church Rev. J. Wilbor Rich- funeral was held from her late home Dec. 20th
Question of Conscience.” This will be a fur- mond Carleton and others. Ellery Bowden,
>n schooihouse last week,
ardson preached two inspiring sermons. At the Rev. T. H. Martin of the Congregational tner study in the religious life of Jacob.
It is Esq., past grand master of the I. O. O. F. of
given by the children. The morning service he
also addressed the lodge on subjects of
spoke on “The Wonder church officiating. The interment was in Elm- a subject of vital interest to us all at the pres- Maine,
.ecorated, candy, nuts, pop- Gift” and in the
value and interest.
Refreshments were servem day and it will be dealt with in a practical
evening on “The Christmas wood cemetery, Searsport.
e enjoyed and a delightful
and helpful manner.
Sign.” The regular choir sang Christmas j
Everyone not worship- j ed at the close of the meeting in the banquet
E.
Cora
Green
Weich
died
Dec. 23d at her
ssed.
and

sermon

Mrs. A. I. Brown returned to Augusta Dec
a visit of two weeks in Boston and

50th from

are

Rir.gwall during

M. N.

naster.

and Mrs. F. C. Young and daughter
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Herbert W.

Mr.
Ruth

Mrs. Walter Averill of Frankfort spent the
Christmas holidays with friends in Bangor.

Dr, and Mrs. Eugene D. Tapley will arrive
lome today from a few days' visit in Boston.
Edgar T. Whitehouse has been nominated as
)ostmaster at Unity,
He is the present post-

Grange

the State

a

Miss Doris Clifford went to Augusta Tuesday
9 take a course at Shaw’s Business College.
Mrs. Samuel H. Lord has returned from a
rfait of several weeks in Boston and Reading.

L. E. White and Mrs. F. T^ Bussey of

Mrs.
West

holi-

the

week with

Charles of Banmonth’s visit.

son

Harry H. Upton arrived from Waterville
Saturday to spend the holidays with friends.
Miss Lucene Ide went to Winterport last Satirday for a few days’ visit with her parents.

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Shaw of Boston are visitng bis parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Shaw,
luring the holidays.

Mary Woodbury is spending
Augusts and Gardiner.

Mrs. Ellen Hanson and
are in Winterport for

Miss Kathleen Colcord spent Christmas in
the home of George P. Carter.

Mr. and Mrs. S. C. Thompson of Washing;on, D. C., were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
3. C. Moody.

in

Mr. and Mrs. I. L; Perry went to.Boston
Putsday for a few days’ visit.

: Searsport at

returned from bis vacation at his old home
Warren.

Miss

oa

Miss Ada Sprowl went to Appleton last Satto spend Christmas with relatives.

Percy Downes, who has employment in New
Hampshire, is visiting his father, Simeon

ias

j

3ays

<

Ray D. Robinson, Superintendent of schools,

[
!
j

Mrs. Abbie F. Salisbury bas returned from
risits in Ellsworth and Machias.

tear,

Mrs. M. A. Patch left by Thursday's boat to
ipend the holidays with relatives in Massachusetts.

i

Charles B. Eaton went to Boston
Tuesday
business.

1 for

Downes.

j

Miss Georgia Blake spent Christmas with
datives in Morrill.

Harriet Moody will teach the internediate school the remainder of the school
Miss

n

PERSONAL.

irday

George Cole, who has employment in Kineo,
with his family here for the holidays.

j c, c. Clements, secretary of the Farmers’
Bible
convenes in the main auditorUnion of Maine, attended a meeting of the
ium. A large attendance, much enthusiasm, j executive board in Waterviile last
Friday.
good teachers, classes for every age. A welThe concert and ball of the Winterport
come extended to all visitors.
Sunday evening Board of
Trade in Union Hall on Tuesday
preaching service at 7.30; Minister's topic.
ivening, Dec. 26th is expected to be the lead“The last opportunity of the year.” Some
61
event of the season.
thoughts for wise people who understand wise j ing
On Tuesday and Friday evenings
things.
Mizpah Rebekah Lodge met in regular session Wednesday evening, Dec. 20th, and the
young people's rehearsal in the vestry at seven
o’clock. This, Thursday, night at 7.30 the
beautiful degree of the order was impressively
weekly prayer and praise service in the vestry. conferred on two candidates.
The recently
The public cordially invited to this service.
installed electric lights added much beauty t0
view

August 1, 1863, she married
Mr. Rich and they had spent 52 years of their
wedded life in the home where she died.
She

The

Walter T.

She

Cjrtis Treat.

“The Christmas

••;

Thomas Rich, died Dec.
her home in Searsport after three

1916.

Town schools will begin Tuesday, Jan. 2nd
ifter the holiday recess.

weeks.

First Baptist church, Rev. J. Wilbor Rich-

Oct. 1. 1843. the dauirnter of David

wn.

the

on

at

six

ardson, minister; residence, 1 Northport avenue, telephone 212 3. Sunday morning preaching service at 10.45. Ministers topic: “The re-

wife of

months’ illness.

has lasted for

28,

WINTERPORT.

c

his par-

:s

t

Mrs. Frank I. Wilson, had solicited
Christmas
dolls,
The Churches.
hair ribbons, combs,
fruit, confectionery,
It was unfortunate that the weather condietc. The girls of the Home
received boxes
Services as usual at the Universaliat church
tions were such as prevented the out-door exfrom friends.so that all were well
remembered. next
Sunday, at 10 45 a m. Sunday school at
excises at the municipal Christmas tree, but Several Christmas checKs
were received and
noon.
the committee had wisely provided for such a
books and magazines came from tbe
Prout’s
At the Unitarian church next Sunday morncontingency, and they took place in the Opera Neck Library in Scarboro. The Home had
House. The trumpeters were heard at 5.45 as been made bright and
ing Rev. A. E. Wilson’s sermon subject will be,
attractive with everper program, and at 6 p. m. the Christmas tree green and Christmas bells, and all
Why Hezekiah Prospered," a Good Thought
concerned
for a New Year, with an application today.
with its dazzling array of red, green and white hid a happy time.
Monday the children enlights, and on the top a Urge star, was lighted. joyed a turkey dinner with all the accessories
By special rt quest Arthur N. Johnson will
Then as the children came flocking into the furnished by Mr. and Mrs. Ira
repeat next Sunday the solo be sang last SunM. Cube.
square they were directed to the Opera House,
The Home For Aged Women.
day at the Unitarian church—“There Was
wnich was quickly filled, the little ones making
Mr. Johnson's
The inmates at the Home for
Aged Women Born a Saviour," by Stuart.
for the front seats. The exercises planned for were presented with six
white muslin aprons voice was never heard to better advantage
the open air were then carried out
Old Ger- by Mrs. Selwyn
Thompson, a beautiful book by than in this beautiful solo.
man and Sicilian carols were
rendered by a
Miss Inez E. Crawford, apples
At the Methodist church next Sunday mornby Mrs. Lillian
chorus of male voices, E. S, Pitcher, Rev. A. E
Gardner, a plum pudding by Mrs. Jesse H. ing Rev. Horace B. Sellers will speak on
Wilson, Arthur N. Johnson, Selden and Earl WeDber, a carpet sweeper by two friends, a “How to Insure a
Happy New Year.” SunHammons, A. J. Goodhue and B. L. Davis, the three months’ subscription to the Bangor
day school at 12 m. The subject of the gospel
was
offered
Rev.
News
assembly joining. Prayer
by
DaUy
by Miss Anne M. Kiitridge, $5 service at 7 30 p. m. will be "Making New
^
Walter T. Hawthorne of the North Congrega- j from Miss Margaret Conner, a Christmas cake Year
Resolutions." There will be no prayer
tional church, followed by the double quartet by Mrs. Charles A. Pilsbury, dainty little cakes
meeting this, Thursday evening owing to the
rendering “0 ! Sanctissima” and “0! Faithful by Miss Avis M. Moriaon, a mince pie by Mrs.
absence of the pastor.
Le Roi Green rendered a cornet solo, S. W. Mathews, four pounds of chocolates and
Pine.”
The sum of $123,000 is in the permanent fund
and Mayor Wm. K. Keene was then introduced two pounds of nuts by Leslie B. Gardner, aud
of the Maine Methodist Episcopal Conference,
by Mr. Morris L Slugg and made a brief ad- Christmas cards were received from Mrs. the
interest to be used in the support of the
dress appropriate to the occasion,
saying Sarah R. Pierce and other friends.
retired ministers of that conference, accordamong other things that it was the season
Dinners For All Y\ ho {Seeded.
ing to the report of Dist. Supt. D, B. Holt, at
when all should be happy and contribute to i
Thirty cases were reported to the Associated a
meeting of the Conference Commission in
others’ happiness. “Away in a Manger” was I Charities, where Christmas dinners would be
Portland, Dec 18th. The estimute of Dr. Holt
the
and
The
audience.
exersung by
quartet
needed and the committee, Mrs. Charles M. was made after
receiving reports from severcises closed with singing America.
Then the Craig, chairman,
superintended their delivery al churches in which the matter had been prelittle folks were invited to form a march to the j
by the Boy Scouts and others. The dinners sented on the
preceding Sunday. The amount
street door, where a real San.a Claus—in the : included
meats, vegetables, confectionery and fixed as a goal is
$200,000, and the officials of
B. Gilehrest—assisted by : fruit.
person of Elon
In addition to his usual remembrances the
churches are very hopeful that the entire
Charles R. Coombs, distributed bags of candy, | to his many lriends, Mr, Charles Bradbury left
amount may be secured within a few weeks,
nuts arid pop corn
an order at Fogg’s market to supply dinners to
Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes, resident bishop of
In the afternoon the children of the city ! all who were not otherwise supplied. Mr. and
New England, assisted greatly in the camwere
given a tree matinee by Manager Mrs. Ira M. Cobe sent three turkeys and ail the paign, giving four addresses Saturday and
Thompson to see Mary Pickford. Dinners and ! “tixins” to the Girls' Home.
Sunday in Portland and Biddeford. The camand

Observances.

News of the Granges.
.ObituObservances
urches. Personal.

,(
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al.

,

his field service.
Thomas J. Abernethy of West Pembroke
Me., was given a ranking of 100 per cent for
mentality in a series of psychological teats
conducted recently by Prof. Hugo Munsterberg of Harvard University, it was announced
Dec. 20th. Abernethy was the only one out of
Prof. Munsterberg’s class of 340 to attain perfection. The lowest rating w as 24 per cent.

has been

Edward Stewart,
superin
of a State institution in Pennsylvania
who

a

tendent
for

number of years, is

a

at home with hie

father, Mr. Loren Stewart.
The
and

great

16th

was

snow

storm

December

of

the heaviest fall of

great many years.

The

roads

were

snow

15th.
for

a

blocked up

everywhere, and were shoveled and broker*
out continually for several* days, as the wind
blew a gale and drifted them full again. The
mail carrier from Brooks missed

two

heavy;rain Dec. 22nd settled the

people

are

getting

out

trips. A
that

snow so

once more.

Christmas festivities passeu off ve.-y pleas
antly, notwithstanding the bad weather and
traveling, Mrs. Clement of the Center school
gave her scholars a Christmas tree Friday,
Dec. 22nd. Union Harvest Grange had a children's night, and Christinas tree, Saturday

night,

with

a

good

attendance.

Over 30 chil-

present, with ages from twelve to
two years and many older ones. The hall was
tastefully decorated with wreaths, garland*
and Christmas belis. Two beautiful trees stoo<
at the right and left of the stage ar.d every chib
dren

were

abundantly supplied

with presents after a*
interesting program was given by the
children, consisting of words of welcome by
Edwina Berry; concert reading by the Center
Chelsea, New York city. They were accomschool; rec.. “Hang up the baby’s stocking,’’
panied by Mrs. Clement W. Wescott, who will
Mabel Thompson; rec., Charley Place; rec.;,
visit friends. Thie Bradbury residence in
Carolyn Cushman; rec., Helen Cushman; rec.,
Northport avenue will be kept open during
Edna Kane; tableau, ‘Wife Wanted,” Clarence
their absence by the housekeeper, Mrs. Agnes
Thompson and four girls; dialog, “My Favorite
and
Mrs. C. C. Glover, Mrs. BradPlummer,
Tree,” Wesley Tibbetts, Floyd Thompson and
bury’s mother, will close her house in High Lee
Carter; rec., Arline Mor«>e; rec, Louise
street and spend the winter there.
Clement, four years old; song, Helen Cushmarv
Mr. and Mrs. George W. Pea rson have closed and Vera Place; dialog, Floyd and Mabel
their house in Morrill and gone to WabaD, Thompson; rec., Helen Gordon; rec., “TeleMass., to spend the winter with Mr. and Mrs. phone to Santa Claus,” Doris Wentworth,
Ralph Griffin, 92 Carleton Road. Mrs. Griffin four years old; song, Euna Bean and Elnora
was formerly Miss Mabel Pearson, their daughPlace, who played the piano; rec., Philip Clemter. They will also visit their son and wife, ent; rec., Frank Wentworth; rec., Vesta ClemMr. and Mrs. George M. Pearson, in Medford. ent; rec., Vera Place;
song, Elnora Place and
Another daughter, Mrs. Lillian Gray of Cam- Euna Bean, piano accompaniment, Clara Bean ;
is
the
the
latter
Pearsons
and concert reading, school. The program closed
den,
guest of
was joined for the holidays by her daughters.
with a recitation by Mrs. Zylpha Clement,
Misses Winnie and Ina.
A family party will after which games were
played till time of
be held in Waban.
closing.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury left Tuesday
to spend the remainder of the winter at Hotel

was

very

The

California

CENTER MONTVILLE.
pounds: oranges and lemons, 40,600 cars;
Fred S. Smith, who has long been ill
j wiih
fresh fruits, apricots, cherries, figs, aptuberculosis, died Dec. 12th at C. H.
carloads;
140,with
sciatic
rheuill
raisigs,
is
ples,
etc.
15.280
W.
Mason
F.
The Pioneer Railway Westward, Built DesFuller’s, where he ,had made his home
000 pounds; prunes, 150,000,000 pounds; matism.
recently.
pite Opposition in ihe East.
dried fruits,' peaches, apricots, figs, apMrs. Leola Choate has returned from |
les, etc., 88,260,000 pounds; almonds and
Penson Clement has bought an automobile and is having a body made for an
walnuts’ 11 000 tons; petroleum, 48,306,- Rockland.
000 barrels;’ gold, $20,000,000—just from
auto
truck to do his trucking from BelMrs. Carney Shure has gone to Dorfast and Thorndike.
California alone.
cheBter, Mas3.

j The

Election

Union

Pacific

Railway,

j

As Viewed from the Johnson Standpoint.
To the Editor of The Journal. In
the Journal of Nov. 30th your Monrovia,

Calif,, correspondent gives his views
as to why the State was found in the
Wilson column. A large porton of those
residing south of the Tehachapi think
that they hold the larger portion of the
wealth, about all the culture, temper,
ance and morality, and all the political
acumen there is in the State,
sight of the great valleys of the

loosing

wonoerfulIecord

of a

the innumerable towns
largely by the descendants of the early

WONDERFUL REMEDY

pioneers, an industrious and productive
population, attending to the development
of this great and glorious State. Witness
the farming development, the oil fields,

Thousands Of Sufferers In England
And Canada Owe Their Recovery
To “Fruit-a-tives”.
"Fruit-a-tives” is now made in the
United States. This will be welcome
news to thousands of people who have
been sending to Canada for their supply
of these famous tablets, which are
made from the juices of apples,
oranges, jigs and prunes.
So great has been the demand for
Fruit-a-tives from all parts of the
United States, that the proprietors
deemed it wise to establish a branch
right in this country.
Offices and fruit tablet works are in
active operation at Ogdensburg, New
York from which point druggists and

the lumber interest, the manufactures,
the schools and colleges. The people of
that portion of the State are men and

attending strictly to business, not
relying upon any one industry, but developing all that makes this great Com-

women

monwealth prosperous, while south of
the Tehachapi they have one industry
on which they rely largly, the annual
crop of tourists. That is, of course, a
wonderful crop, costing nothing to plant
and less to harvest, and with their citrus

general

wonderful country.
to

loyality

one

no

been

having

a

his adopted State,
resident since 1851, and
to

of the whole State I

am

friends of the southland
the

busy,

industrious

who W'bile

assuredly a
writer yields

The

proud. Our
lose sight of
and

men

attending strictly

women

to

their

business read, reason and conclude for |
themselves. The;- do not follow any
man or set of men, and take their pro-

i will turn back
view the
two
was

political

Skin Diseases,
"Fruit-a-tives" is sold by dealers
at 50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size,
25c. or sent postpaid on receipt of
price by Fruit-a-tives timited,
Ogdensburg, New York,

short

a

situation

period
as

and

it existed

years ago, when Hiram Johnson
candidate to succeed himself as

a

lefeat him by the so-called Republican
party from the south end of the State.
They nominated tiieir man from Los Angeies -and the Los Angeles Times, the
,San Francisco Chronicle and many

standpatters,

few

so-

Golden

Mr. and Mrs.

were

I

A. Hart observed

married

in

Belfast

ception

Hughes

of Mr.

was

certainly

the

frost ever beheld in this city, and
had the election been held ten days after
worst

that event Mr. Hughes would have received many less votes than he obtained
Mr. Hughes

finally.

was

not

permitted

to meet the Governor at any time while
in the State.

After the
ernor

primaries, in which the Govan unprecedented major-

received

ity over his opponent, the governor
stumped the State fcr Hughes, but it was
too late, the old guard undertook to down
the Governor as a candidate for the U.

S. Senate, thereby thus sacrificing the
success of
the Republican party and
causing the State to be found in the WilSouth of the Tebachapj
son column.
the Governor received a small plurality
while the south was strong for Hughes
and north of the Tehachapi the independent men and women the induBtrioUE

indepmdent bone and sinew of this
portion of our glorious State, elected Gov.
ernor Johnson to the Senate by 269,811
plurality and gave President Wilson 877£
ar.d

more

votes

than

were

cast

for Mr.

Hughes.
It is claimed by some that the woman1;
vote contributed to the result bjt from
my observation and association I believe

Kinnon, horseman
was

the

and hotel proprietor,
held for the Grand Jury
today by

Municipal Court on the charge of
issuing a fraudulent check. He gave
horde.
The complainant was h7 C. j
Buzzell, a Belfast lawyer and horse own- j

er, who testified that he sold a racehorse
to McKinnon for S350, for which McKin- I
non gave a check which was
returned indorsed ‘‘no funds,” and that he had been
unable to make a settlement. McKinnon contended that it was understood
the check was not to be made good unless the horse was as represented and
that as he considered the horse was not
up to Buzzell’s claims he did not make
the check good.

HELPFUL HAIR HINTS
Worthy

the Attention of
Would Avoid Dandruff,

Everyone Who
Itching Scalp,

Gray Hairs and Baldness.
"What will stop my hair coming out?” Reply: Parisian Sage is the best remedy for hair
and scalp trouble: said to prevent
baldness,
grayness and dandruff.
"Before going to bed, I always rub a little
Parisian Sage into my scalp,” says a woman
whose luxurious, soft and fluffy hair is
greatly
admired. This stops itching scalp, keeps the
hair from falling out and makes it
easy to
dress attractively.

Leonard Jackson, who has been worka
machine shop in Bath, has returned home.

ing in

Mrs. Kittie Tibbetts and son Wesley
went to Freedom Dec. 15th, and were
Btorm-staid there.

Elijah Gay recently celebrated his 73rd
birthday and received a shower of postcards from his many friends.

Wentworth and Clara Bean of
the M. C. I., Pittsfield, are passing the
holiday vacation with their parents.

Mary

Dr. Merrill was called upon and responded with a fine address, taking for his
subject, “The business of farming.” His

A meeting has been officially called by
the New England Milk Producers' association at every county seat in Maine
and throughout New England for Saturday, Dec. 30th, at 10 a. m,, and every
cow-owning farmer, man or woman, is
invited to be present.
Better profits to every farmer in this
county and State, is the purpose of the
New England milk producers’ association. Already it has added a million dollars to the returns farmers will receive
for winter milk.
Now it plans to net
better profits upon every pound of milk
and cream, butter and cheese that our
farmers can produce the year around.
Its trademark for dairy produce, "made
in New England,” aims to supply all the
New England market. To do this would
require double the number of cows kept
at present.
The complete carrying out
of the project would bring to our farmers several times the amount of ready
cash they have ever received heretofore
from dairying.
After county organizations have been
perfected the work will be carried into
It is expected to have
separate towns.
the work finished by the time of the annual meeting in February. The object
of the organization is to obtain full market value for dairy products.

eo

1912.

2,377,549.
produce?

V?

the

/

>

/

Signature of

1914

]

19

1

CABTorn A
A MEETING FOR COW-OWNEKS.

To btop telf-Poisoning.
and coated tongue, biliousness,
sour stomach, indigestion, constipation and
other results of a fermenting and poisoning
mass of-undigested food in the stomach and
bowels, there is nothing better than that oldfashioned physic—Foley Cathartic Tablets. Do
not gripe nor sicken; act
promptly. Sold every-

“Let’s see—»if
costs

a

scuttle of coal

quarter”—

a

quarter buys about two
SOGON1 Kerosene, which
will keep a Perfection Oil Heater going full
blast for twenty hours. And not a cent’s
worth of fuel is wasted. The Perfection is on
when you need it and off when you don’t.’’

That
gallons of

same

Save money and keep

Burn

warm.

\

SOCONY KEROSENE

!

Remember it’s SOCONY Kerosene,
the Standard Oi! Company of New
York’s best grade of refined Oil. S
SOCONY to the grocer’s boy. Lo
for the SOCONY Sign at your dealer

|
|

STANDARD

Fur furred

!
NEW YORK

OIL CO. of NEW YORK
(Principal Offices)
Ai
BO.;

BUFFALO

*
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MAINE.
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Searsport

National Sank

Searsport, [Maine.
The annual meeting of the stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank will be held at
their banking rooms in Searsport, on Tuesday,
January 9, 1917.
This meeting will be for the election of directors for the ensuing year and for the transaction of such other business as may legally
come before it.
A. H. NICHOLS, Cashier.
Dec. 12, 1916.
4w60.

Glasses Fitted.

Eyes Examined.

sa’Sd

righi

days,

building
importance

Frank F.

Graves,

Registered Optometrist,
Belfast, Me., I. O. O. F. Bldg

The Lewis U. Fernald homestead at corner
of Cedar and Salmond streets.
38
JOHN R. DUNTON.
Adm’r estate of Lew is O. Fernaid, deceased

Office 14 Main St.,

lei. 341-3

Residence 17 Church St.,

empirebuildei

population
later,

Belfaat, December 14, A. D. 1916.

3w51

A Good Roads

Meeting.

Belfast, December 19. 1916.
A

meeting will be held at the Court Hou
in Belfast, on Thursday, December twenty
eighth, 1916, at 10 o’clock a. m., to discuss go<><
roads and the present patrol system.
All persons interested are invited to be pres
ent, especially the municipal officers of th<
City of Belfast and the several towns of tl.i
County, and the Senator and Representative!
elect to the Legislature.
PFTER HARMON.
VOLNEY THOMPSON,
FRANK I. MOKTLAND
Commissioners of Waldo County.

lei. 234-3

Eye-Sight Specialist
OF

THF

BOYINGTON OPTICAL CO.,
44 South Main Street,

Winteroort,

OFFICE DAYS, MONDAYS

Maine.

at $1.00 per month per load.

t LON B. GILCHREST.
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STORAGE

E. H. BOYINGTON,

Route,”

bushels; barley,
l,750,0u0
Beautiful, soft, glossy, healthy hair for those 270,000 bushels;
who use Parisian Sage. You can get a bottle
6,280,000 bushels;
of this inexpensive French hair
dressing from 000,000
A. A. Howes & Co. and druggists everywhere,
6,162,00U pounds;
202,400,with guarantee of satisfaction or
money re*
pounds; hopB,
poundsjwool,
funded.
16,000,000 pounds; honey, 6,250,000

Always bears

IL

building
nothing
trip

developed

Child

in Use For Over 3o y.

in safety. The schooner is
owned by J. B. Ford of Cambridge,
Mass.
She was built at Vinalhaven in
1904, was 365 tons gross, and for several years was commanded by a brother of
the late 0. W. Webster of this city.

FOR FLETCaER1^

brought

attracting

ami, Fla.,
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journey

importance

For Infants and
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Reducing

thought

CASTORiJ

reported to have reached Mi-

seven are

1913

development
development

performed

M. Ford, bound fro m San Domingo to
New York, with a cargo of lumber, has
been lost in a storm off the southern
coast. Captain Malcolm and the crew of

et

Ohiiarau Ui;>-

Daniel
North

publicity,
May,
publicity

Mr. and M,
ford, Mr. and Mrs. M t,
mander and Mrs. W. || '>,
I and Mrs. Henry Cann

3

The meet-

WALDO SS.
December 14, 1916.
this fourteenth day of
I
December,
j 1916, on an execution dated October 12, 1916,
issued on a judgment rendered by our Supreme
Judicial Court at a term thereof begun and
I
held at Bangor, within and for the County of
Penobscot, on the first Tuesday of April, 1916,
to wit, on the ninth day of June, 1916, in favor
of Walter J. Bicknell of Hampden, in the
County of Penobscot and State of Maine, and
against Charles F. Drake of Frankfort, in the
County of Waldo aforesaid, for the sum of
three hundred and fifty-two dollars, debt or
damage, and twenty-five dollars and eightyseven cents, costs of suit, and will be sold at
public auction at my office, No. 19 Congress
street, Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to
the highest bidder, on the sixteenth day of
January, 1917, at eleven o’clock in the forenoon, the following described real estate and
all the right, title and interest which the
Charles F. Drake has in and to the same, to wit:
Two certain parcels of real estate conveyed
to the said Charles F. Drake by Darius K.
Drake, by deed dated November 5, 1892, and
recorded in the Registry of Deeds for said
County of Waldo, in Vol. 231, Page 42, and
therein described as follows:
First Parcel. A certain parcel of land with
the buildings thereon, situated in Frankfort
aforesaid, containing fifty acres from off the
south end of lot No. 77, being the same conThe Transcontinental Tourist.
veyed to Selden Morton by Philo J. York.Jby
his deed bearing date August 6. 1870, and reThe “second great step in the
corded in the Waid'o Registry of Deeds, Book
direction” was that of
witt
152, Page 132, reference to which deed is to be
the
of the road in
1869. A had for a more particular description.
has beer
systematic course of
Second Parcel. Also another parcel of land
pursued which has brought about a rapic situated in said Frankfort, with buildings
of the entire coast countrj thereon, described as follows: Being all of lot
No. 85 on the east side of the road leading by
—a
that has created a demand for all means of transportation, the homestead of the late Nicholas West. Being the same set off by the Commissioners apthe time of four to six months
pointed by the Court, and conveyed to Selden
which was consumed in a
fron
Morton by Jane Monroe by her deed of May 4
San Prancisco to New York around thi 1883.
Horn to one of from four to six
Also another parcel of real estate situated in
which is now
by the overlant said Frankfort,being formerly the homestead of
the
late Jane Kingsbury, containing one hunPacific limited trains, has
ths
dred acres, more or less, and being the same
two coasts together and created a tourisl
conveyed to the said Charles F Drake by two
travel that is
up this entire deeds, viz: one from Abbie F. Kingsbury, dated
whatever is now October 3, 1901, and recorded in said Waldo
country, and
of a
across the continent.
County Registry of Deeds in Vol. 263, Page
There is so much of interest and na
360, and the other from Darius K. Drake, administrator of the estate of Jane E. Perkins,
tional
relative to the
dated December 3, 1902, and recorded in said
of this road and itB
to th*
welfare of the Pacific to be found in the Registry in Vol. 224, Page 474, and described
as follows, to wit: Beginning at a stake standcongressional records that it has become ing in a red oak sturr^
on the west side of
known aB the “Old Historical
and
Marsh Stream, being the northeast corner of
is
attention from all interestec land settled by Daniel Lane;thence
north.eighty
in the country.
degrees and thirty minutes west by said land
settled by Daniel Lane, two hundred and four
But examine what this
rods to a yellow birch tree marked “J. C. 1808;”
has
out of one State alone, in
Daniel Webster's “vast and worthless thence north ninety degrees and thirty minutes .east, eighty rods to a stake and stones;
area.” At the opening of the overlanc thence
south, eighty degrees and thirty minof 560, utes east, one hundred eighty-six rods to a
route, California had a
247.
In 1910, 41 years
the census stake and stones on the west bank of Marsh
shows
What can that deser- Stream; thence southerly by said stream to the
The report for 1909 shows; place of beginning.
Also another parcel of real estate situated in
Wheat, 11,550,000
31,: said
Frankfort, being formerly the homestead
bushelBl
corn,
farm of Darius K. Drake, and the same debeet sugar, 185,- vised
oats,
by the said Darius K. Drake to the said
pounds; butter, 48,468,000pounds; Charles F. Drake by will, an abstract whereof
cheese,
is recorded in said Registry in Vol, 317, Page 19.
beans,
000
FRANK A. CUSHMAN, Sheriff.
13,875,000

opening

,

Thompson,

,v

was closed with the usual ceremonies
and a selection by the choir.
The next meeting will he with Granite
Grange, North Searsport, Jan 9lh, and
is the annual meeting. The election and
installation of officers will he followed
by a short program, if time permits.

The First Move West.
of the warnings of
Prof. Morse or the
American Review, the Union
railway was built, and in Senate

!

£

ing

Mississippi river anc
of the Missouri.

Webster,

F

l

closely followed and the
opinion was expressed on every hand
that it had been a privilege to hear the
subject discussed from the standpoint of
one
of Dr. Meirill’s experience.
A
question box proved a very interesting
and instructive feature of the day’s ex-

west

spite

S.

Mrs. X. A. Withee, Mr.

V,

remarks were

way west or the

In

j^pT
I

ercises and concluded them.

only 26 1-2 miles

Word has been received at Boston
that the three-masted schooner Margar-

Mr. and Mrs.

on

■

the governor was not invited or present
any of the functions held. The re-

Loss of Sch. Margaret M. Ford.

programs as follows;
Velzora Nickerson. Eda Clements, Clara
York, Susie White and Zepha Miller.

Master Nickerson

Morse in his “Universal Geography”
declared: “All settlers who go beyonc
the Mississippi river will be lost forevei
to the United States.”
As late as 1858 the North American
Review declared: “The people of the
United ^States have reached their inlanc
western frontier, and the banks of the
Missouri river are the shores at the termination of a vast ocean desert, over 100C
miles in breadth which it is proposed tc
travel, if at all, with caravans of camels,
and which interpose a final barrier to the
establishment of large communities—
agricultural, commercial, or even pastoral.”
In 1860 there were 2100 miles ot rail-

Pacific
Dec. 14, 1866, by Rev. C. P. Adams, and
Docu
Mr. Hart’s sister, Mrs. Carrie Hewett
ment No. 447 we learn the real “first
of Portland, was married to Mrs. Hart’s
good step in the right direction was
that he would be a candidate for the U.
brother, Mr. Hollis Smart, on the same taken at Omaha, Neb., on the first day
S. Senate before the primaries as a Reday. It was a double wedding. Mr. of December, 1863, when ground was
broken for the Union Pacific railway;
publican and Progressive did they sc Smart has been dead for several
yearB and from that time the believers in the
himannounced
wish. In due time he so
Mr.
her
second
and
Hewett,
husfeand,
great country west of the Missouri river
The Republican party, or those
self.
has been dead about 12 years.
Mrs. in the face of every kind of opposition,
who claimed they were the simon pure,
Hewett was present at the golden wed- the hardship of severe winters, in a
others having any right to the
none
inhabited only by Indians and
Mr. and Mrs. Hart were both country
ding.
wild animals, where the protection of the
brand, put up a howl that was backed by
born
in
Belfast.
Mr.
Hart
went to Bea
United States troops was required, where
the Los Angeles Times, the San Francisall supplies and material had to be hauled
at the age of 10 years with his father,
co Chronicle, that the south end of the
team for miles, persevered in their
Capt. Wm. Hart, and he followed the by
State was entitled to the Senator, thal
and upon May 10, 1869,
undertaking,
i sea until the outbreak of the Civil War,
completed their work and gave to this
the Governor was no Republican and was
when he enlisted and served in both the 1 country the coi nection, the great highsailing under false colors, and they pul
army and navy. At the close of the way, which developed the Pacific coast
the
as
Los
man
from
city
a
Angeles
up
and was the making of the great State
war
he was married to Miss Annie
! of California. They had fulfilled the
Governor’s opponent. When the returns
and their married life was spent 1
Smart,
prophecy made by Senator Charles Sumin their candidate was nardly
came
in North Belfast on the place where ner in 1853, when he said: “The railroad
aware that he had been in the running.
Mrs. Hart hail lived when a girl. Their from the Atlantic to the Pacific, traversWe will analyze the situation, see if posing a whole continent and binding towas reported at the time in
marriage
sible, just the condition and why such t
gether two oceans, this mighty thoroughthe Progressive Age and the account was fare when
completed will hiark an epoch
In the registration prior to the
resuli.
in rhyme. Three children were born to of human progress second only to that
conventions held in Chicago many hac
them, one dying in infancy. The two of our Declaration of Independence.
declared their affiliations to be Progres! May the day soon come.”
are Mr. Fred W.
surviving
Hart, who
to
state
declined
had
sive, while many
‘‘What of the Future.”
lives at home, and Mrs. Emery Roberts.
theirs, causing them to be deprived ol
With the completion of the road the
There
are several grandchildren, all of
their vote at the primary. When the
whom generously remembered the aged one thought that was in ail minds was
Gocernor announced himself hundreds,
[ “What of the future?”—what could a
couple on their golden anniversary. Let- railroad earn that ran almost its entire
if not thousands, registered as Republi
ters
of
were
received
and
\
congratulation
length from Nebraska to California state
cans and hundreds of those who had no!
there were gifts of glass ware, linen and line through a country uninhabited, anc
declared their affiliations hastened to se
at that date with no developed local busiThe registratior many useful articles from friends and ness
declare themselves.
upon its whole line? In 1869 GenerMr. and Mrs. Hart are spend- al Grenville M.
relatives.
in the
was published from clay to day
Dodge expressed the fol;
ing the winter in East Belfast and ex- lowing view: “Its future is fraughl
newspapers, showing a large majority ol
pect to return to their home in North with great good. It will develop a waste,
the voters to be Republican.
will bind together the two extremes ol
Belfast in the spring. They are both
the nation as one, will stimulate interthat
Mr.
When it was announced
kind and obliging neighoors and faith- ! course and
trade, and bring harmony,
Hughes was to visit this State the State ful
parents. Ice cream, fancy cookies, 1 prosperity and wealth to the two coasts.
the
of
committee
Republican
general
uts and apples, were served, and a very A proper policy systematically and perfollowed will bring to the roat
party, so-called, took the initiative tc
happy
evening was passed. There were sistently
the trade of the two oceans and will givt
prepare for his entertainment, which
Mr. Fred Hart, who is a fine it all the business it can accommodate
songs
by
they had a perfect right to do. The
singer and has sung at G. A. R. meet- while the local trade will increase grad
committee for the Progressives made
ings, and the events of fifty years ago ually until the mining, grazing and agri
overtures to them to divide the honors,
cultural
through which it passes
were recalled.
Friends and neighbors will buildregions
but the standpatters claimed that the
up and create a business thai
extended congratulations, and all de- will be a
lasting and permanent suppori
registration showed that the Republican
parted from the hospitable home wishparty was overwhelmingly in the maWhat a contrast from what Danie
ing the bride and groom of 1866 much Webster
jority and would have none of it. They
thought in 1843, and how easj
and good luck in their declin- it was after the Union
happiness
|
Pacific had openec
completely ignored the Governor and his
the development and deand
started
ing
!
years.
up
triencs ana maae an arrangements to sun
monstrated to the east what a wonderfu
'heir views.
When the distinguished
Fraud Charged in a Horse Sale.
country was located west of the Missour
river to finance and put through othei
guest arrived the mayor of this city met
him at the ferry and welcomed him, and
Bangor, Me., Dec. 22. Pope D. Mc- transcontinental lines.
at

Mrs. C. M. Berry was a recent guest
of friends and relatives in Washington
and Palermo.

I

Worthy

ed the committee

viting?

the 50th anniversary of their wedding at
on Swan Lake avenue, Dec.

They

was

]

their home
14th.

almost at the start the snow is far from
level in the open country.
Hours of
tedious shoveling Sunday failed to get
all the highways passable.

appoint-

time

j

Wedding.

Byron

Mrs. Grace Daggett of Union is the
guest of her daughter. Mrs. Percy
Knowlton.

H. York
priate to the occasion.
sponded in behalf of Pomona. At this

1

Francisco, Dee. lz, 1016.

A

ville.

The

was

in attempting to defeat Johnson,
and is so considered by the larger portion j
I
of the p ople of the State.
H. M.
San

Miss Belle Lowell is the guest of Mr.
and Mrs. C. M. Howes in South Mont-

fifth

in 1843 that Daniel Webster, who
then considered one of the greatest
; men of the day, when making an address to the senate of the United States
! regarding this country, said: “What do
you want of that vast and worthless
area, that region of savages and wild
beasts, of deserts, of shifting sands and
whirling winds, of dust, of cactus and
prairie dogs? To what use could we ever
i hope to put those great deserts and those
! endless mountain ranges, impenetrable
and covered to their very base with
I eternal snow?
What can we ever dc
with the western coast, a coast of 3.00C
miles, rock bound, cheerless and uninit

;

former

CoupI^^J

Skowhegan, Me., Dec icelebration was
| wedding
^ 4«
| prise to eight members of .i l!i
Relief
Corps and their hu,i \
]
five of these couples
havin„
| BOth
|
anniversary this
')
The snowstorm which started Friday
A banquet
afternoon, Dee. 15th, and cotitinund until previously.
Saturday night, was a peeler. Two feet j the Rell'ef Corps and ;
on the level is the estimate, but as the
R., with a special tah
wind threw the clutch into third speed | honor:
I
Mr. and Mr

dinner comprises.

good step

in spending a winter in California.
The “Empire of the West” states that

called,

j

J. F. Burkill is visiting his
home in Hudson, Mass.

Grange was re-assembled in the
degree and after a selection by the
choir, May Curtis extended kindly words
newspapers by the Union Pacific system,
of greeting, closing with a poem approcalling attention to the pleasure derived
reG.

elected to the Doited States Senate I
by over 250,000, and a maj irity of the \
|
Congressmen are Republican, is due to
a

]

in the right direction”
is the heading of a most striking piece
of publicity being published in eastern

was

tlie blunder of

cury Herald

after this cere-

in attendance to see that all were supplied with the good things that a Grange

W. Angier in the Ban Jose (Calif.) Mer-

“A

electoral vote of the State to Mr. Wilson by a small plurality, while Johnson

papers of lesser note did all possible to defeat Johnson. The result was something
While south of
that surprised them.

Tehachap1 gave Johnson only a smal1
majority, the vaileys, cities and mining
counties gave him an unprecedented majority. Governor Johnson was a deleat
gate to the Progressive convention
Chicago and when the leader of that
reparty deserted them, the Governor
turned to this State, met the leading
men of the Progressive party in this city
and informed them that he would supfriende they
port Hughes and told his
must judge for themselves; and further

,[F.

immediately

mony the visitors were invited to the
dining hall and the tables were quickly
filled. An efficient corps of waiters was

Hon. Oakes Ames, to whom, more than anyone else, is due the construction of the Union
Pacific.

the woman’s vote is more independent
than that of the men. The giving the

Governor of this State and the effort to

and

mona

being supplied.

are

—

j

from none.

gram

stores

“FRUIT-A-TIVES” is the only
medicine in the world made from fruit
juices. An English physician in
Ottawa discovered a process whereby
fruit juices may be combined in such
a way that the natural medicinal properties of fruits are many times
increased.
“Fruit-a-tives” has many times
proved its value in cases of Stomach,
Liver and Kidney Trouble—in J\keu~
tnalism, Headaches, and Neuralgiain Dyspepsia and Constipation
ift
Nervousness, general weakness and

fruits and sunshine it is most

WALDO POMONA

North Waldo Pomona Grange was entertained by Morning Light Grange,
Monroe, Dec. 13th. There was a large
attendance from the neighboring Granges
and Dr. Leon S. Merrill of the U. of M.
was the guest of honor. Worthy Master
A. T. Nickerson presided and nearly all
of the officers were present. The Lady
Steward was absent and Eda Clements
acceptably filled her station during the
degree work. Six Granges were represented at the opening of the afternoon
session. Five candidates were instructed in the lessons of the degree of Po-

“Fruit-a-tives" Is Made From The
Juices Of Apples, Oranges, Figs And
Prunes; With Tonics.
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He was the |
home in Appleton Dec. 6th.
eon of Henry and Susan Wilaon Waterman, one of 13 children, and ony one
Following is a report, of the December term
sister, Mrs. Susan Higgins of Rcckport,
You ***
Strength is required to overcome
t?nifthe trouble. Let that tonic be one that is specially
survives him.
He first married Frances of the Waldo County Probate Court, Judge
valuable in
catarrhal conditions, and you can conquer the cold. A
One
child
Follett of Searsmont, in 1853.
James Libby of Unity presiding:
cold is
acute catarrh; it may become chronic.
Chronic catarrh frewas born of this union, when she died.
Petitions for probate of wills were presented
quently becomes systemic, involving the stomach and the intesEmeline
Boynton.
tinal tract as well as the nose or throat. It means
In
1859 he married
stagnation
in estates of JameB M. Treat, late of Stockton
He
to them.
born
children
were
Eight
PERUNA IS
leaves to deeply mourn their loss a wife, Springs; Charles E. Campbell, late of WinterIt clears away the waste matter, dispels the inflammation
Emeline Boynton Waterman, and five port; Jane Stevens, late of Unity; Philena F.
and tones up the system. For forty-five years it has been used
children: Mrs. Ida Hosken, daughter of Bi.gley, late of Waldo; Lydia S. Ferguson, late
in catarrh by thousands of grateful sufferers, who
willingly
tell the world of their relief. Pcruna’s long history of helpful.
his first wife, and Laura and James of Belfast,
nesg jg the best evidence that it is
Waterman, Mrs. Bessie B. Luce and
Petitions for allowance were presented in
what you should take.
Lottie Waterman; also two grandchil- estates of
Liquid or tablet form for your conLindley H, Mosher, late of Unity;
and
Hallowed
venience.
of
Albert
Hosken
dren,
Ida M. Pendelton, late of Islesboro.
Manalin is the ideal laxative and
Mass.
Worcester,
Helen
Waterman
of
-■
liver tonic.
In tablet form it is deliAccounts were presented in estates of Frances
In early life he prepared for the ministry.
DlRECTlONS— ~; _rT=r=r-i=?
ckms to take, mild and effective, with-~
‘-‘jnas
out unpleasant effects, and will not
he never preached he taught L. Robertson, late of Monroe, first and final;
Although
form a habit. Liquid, 35c and $1.00:
school, both the public day school and Wm S. Brannagan, late of Belfast, trustee’s
J tablets, 10c and 26c.
singing school. The older people will re- fifth; George D. Marden. late of Winterport,
THE PERUNA CO., Columbtu, O.
jgggggg^
call with pleasure the old-fashioned singfirst and final; Charles G. Glidden, late of
ing school and Mr. Waterman's beautifirst and fmal.
ful voice. He joined Hiram Bliss Lodge, Northport,
Petition for administration was presented in
when
a
F.
and
A.
of
Washington
M.,
RECENT DEATHS.
young man, received an honorable demit estate of Callie F. Harvey, late of Freedom
and some years ago joined QuantabaPetition for confirmation of trustee was preFOR FLETCHER S
Word has been received at Kent’s Hill
cook
of Masons of Searsmont. He sented in estate of Aurilla Baker, late of Belof the death in Lutherville, Md., of was Lodge
also a member of the Independent
Charles
Wesley Gallagher, who was Order of Good Templars for a number of fast.
Petition for resignation of guardian was
president of Maine Wesleyan Seminary years and loved its teaching. In 1863 he
DEBUT OF MISS ANNE DOKSEY
from 1893 to 1897.
of
At the time of his
enlisted in the Civil War from Hampden, presented in estate of Jesse F, Yeaton
death he was president of the Maryland
HOPKINS.
in the First Maine Heavy Artil- Knox.
serving
College for Women.
Accounts were allowed in estates of Frank
lery, Co. F, until almost the close of the
I
Mrs. Fannie Monroe Hopkins of Edgemoors
war, when he was wounded and taken to H. Crosby late of Unity, first and fiord; Luetta
Infection of a slight scratch in her the
hospital. He then was given an hon- E. Harding, late of Troy, first and final; Guy
Bethesda, Maryland, daughter of the late Dr.
face, in which erysipelas developed, re- orable discharge, with a pension. Since S. Morse of
Nahum and Anne Sarah Johnson,in sending a sulted in the death Dec. 20th of
Unity, guardians first; Lester
Miss that period his health had been poor and
first and final
Belfast friend an invitation to meet her daugh- Madeline Rich
Wyman of Brewer, 22 he had spent his life on the farm where Crockett, late of Northport,
Ann A. Gowen, late of Thorndike, first and
ter, Miss Anne Dorsey Hopkins, at a dancing years old, only daughter of Fred D. Wy- he was
He was a good man, square,
born,
party at Edgemoor Dec. 14th, enclosed the fol- man, who is a Bangor druggist and pro- honest, a Christian gentleman, and a final; Edward Shibles, late of Knox, first and
lowing clipping from a Washington, D. C* prietor of the Lilly Bay House, Moose- kind, loving and indulgent father.
final; John Ward, late of Belfast, first; Bertha
head Lake.
Wyman was a graduE. Jackson, late of Morrill, first and final; Levi
| newspaper, which will interest the friend ate of BrewerMiss
High School and Abbott
I. Whitcomb, late of Belfast, first and final;
of the family in Belfast:
and
News
School, Andover, M ss., and prominent
Julia M. Haley, late of Winterport, first and
The Thanksgiving bud in Washington this
in Brewer society.
! year was Miss Anne Dorsey Hopkins, the very
The- Woman’s Home Companion for final; Inez M. Jackson, late of Morrill, first and
Mrs.
Nevil
and
Dr
attractive daughter of
Mrs. Harriet Fisk died Dec. 19th at January is an interesting number, filled final; Dora M. Jackson, late of Belfast, first
Monroe Hopkins, who was introduced .yesterher home in Rockland
88 years. with good things for those who seek and final; Horace W. Murphy, late of Swanday afternoon in the pretty and very dis inc- She was the widow ofaged
Capt. Moses | profit and pit asure. Ellis Parker Butler, ville,first and final;Perley Watton of Searsmont,
tivo home of her parents in Bancroft place.
Fisk, a well-known mariner, whom she Sophie Kerr, Mary Stewart Cutting, guardian’s first; Allen Moody, late of LincolnThe house was a veritable bower of blossoms,
of every kind and color, all sent as tributes to
accompanied on voyages around the Temple Bailey ami other well-known vfile, first and final; Fred M. Connor, late of
friends
and
her
tne debutante
admiring
world. She was the last of the large writers contribute short stories. The
by
| those of her parents. They stood massed in family horn to Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Companion continues its two-part serial Troy, first and final; Lillian L. Harmon of
in
and on mantels, and were placed
coiners
Ingraham 2d. Her surviving children policy; this time it is "The Stingy Re- Thorndike, guardian’s first and final; Ola F.
vases and
bowls, and in many cases lay flat are Mrs. C. A.
CrocKeti, Mrs. A. H. ceiver,” by Eleanor Hallowed Abbott. Goodrich et al of Burnham, guardian’s second
| upon the piano and shelves ot the bookcases
There are articles about "The Imper- and final; Ellen V. Rowell of Montville, guarwhich line the walls of the library, where tne Jones, Mrs. G. Iv. Mayo and Capt. William II. Fisk.
sonal Attitude,” “A Happy Mother-in- dian’s second; Merland W. Yeaton, et als. of
debutante and her mother stood to receive the
1,aw” and ‘‘Clean Motion Pictures.”
guests.
Knox, guardian’s fifth.
Rev. James H. Trask, who died Dec. The issue has many tine things for the
Petitions for probate of wills were allowed
20th
at
a
readers
as
well
as
Melrose, Mass., aged 74 years, young
; sort of oais, was a real garden, showing
grown-ups, and
in estates of Dolly J. Bryant, late of Freeand
was
a
white,
retired
the
I
of
Methodist
minister
and
section
and
variety
chrysanthemums, yellow
fashions, cooking, picture
|I and
of rich re 1 roses. The dining room was deCivil War Veteran.
He was burn in ail the regular departments are up to the ! dom; Mary A. Harriman, late of Prospect.
corated with only yellow and white bl >ssoms
Petitions for allowance were allowed in esWestbrook, graduated from Kent’s Hill minute with the freshest and newest
and yellow shades on the candles. A string
and in 1871 from Boston University material.
; tates of Fred M. Conner, late of Troy; Leroy
Mrs.
orchestra p'ayed during the afternoon.
School of Theology.
He was a member
| A. Fickett, late of Thorndike; Fred A. ClemF, A Hopkins, the charming grandmother of of the
Maine Conference for 45 years.
the debutante, presided at one of the tables,
American Magazine is the lead- j ent, late of Montville; Leslie Crockett, late of
January
He
served
in
the
Mrs.
Civil War as a sergeant
! and Viscountess de Sibour at the other.
article by Booth Tarkington call- Northport; Andrew J. Woodbury, late of Morthe
I Lyman
Pratt
served
punch. As- in Co. T, 30th Maine. A widow and two ing
ed
“Nipskillions.” It relates some rill.
! Bisting also were a little group of debutante daughters in Massachusetts snd two
of Mr. Tarkington’s own opinion of
Petitions for administration were allowed in
: friends of Miss Hopkins, including Miss Marbrothers and two sisters in Maine surdrink founded upon his own experience estates
I garet Fahnestock, Miss Margaret Tuttle, Miss
of Joel H. Grant, late of Knox; Thomas
vive.
and his knowledge of the experience of
| Nellie Johnson, Miss Hallie Davis, Miss MarHeagan, late of Searsport; John Dickey, late
men he has known well.
garet Clark, Miss Candace Howard, Mbs
it
a
Running
T.
B.
Hamilton
died Dec. 3d at his
Esther Hosmer, of Boston, and Miss Elizabeth
close second is “Why Married Men Are of Brooks; Mary Ellen Goodwin, late of SearsHe
! Sefton, the two last being house guests of home in Dixmont, aged 72 years.
More Successful in Business Than Bache- mont.
was
born
in
Dixmont
and
at
the
of
Miss Hopkins.
age
Petitions in regard to tbe collateral inheri1
18 enlisted in Co. G, 14th Maine Regt., lors,” which explains the point suggestThe dubutante, who ib fair and slender, wore
and followed the fortune of that com- ed by the title. An article on selling in- tance tax were allowed in estates of Edward
| an exquisite gown of several tiers of pointed
tulle overskirts, built over a foundation of
mand from Maine to Brownsville, Texas, surance emphasizes that to do business ! Shibles, late of Knox; Jfessie L. Nickerson,
silver gauze, edged with deep silver iace. The
and back to Virginia where he was mus- one must know people. Laurette Taylor, late of Swanville,
of
bodice was of the silver lace, with sleeves
tered out at expiration of his enlistment. the favorite of “Peg o’ My Heart,” tells
Petition for license to sell real estate was
lace. She carried
tulle edged with silver
At the installation of Post 60, G. A. R., of her experience on the stage,and Kathseveral of her choice bouquets, turn about,one
leen Norris writes about her native allowed in estate of James C. White, late of
in
Comrade
the
1830
Hamilton
1882,
a
was
charter
in the quaint, old-fashioned style of
State, California. The fiction is most Boston.
period, made of violets, lilies of the valley, member and until his death was ready
Petition to close affairs of partnership by
adventure and
forget-me-nots, mignonette,the tiniest of pink for any duty in the Post, serving one term interesting, containing
love stores by II. C. Witwer, Jack Lait, surviving partner was allowed in estate of
rose buds, all edged with paper lace, in a stiff
as commander and for the
past ten years Ellis
Parker Butler, Dana Burnett, Julian George A. Quimby, late of Belfast, of the firm
round buuch. Another was a sheaf of pink
as
adjutant.
rose buds, with a shower of tiny violets and
Kothery and David Grayson. The popu- of Field & Quimby.
lilies of the valley, hanging by pale pink gauze
continues.
The remains of William Albert Thomp- lar serial, “Cinderella Jane,
Petition for guardian was allowed in estate
ribbons. Mrs. Hopkins’ gown was a most beThe Interesting People department,Famcoming one of cloth of gold veiled with bronze son of Wollaston, Mass, were brought to
and
other
departments are of Oscar M. Newell of Searsmont.
the Pilgrims' Home Cemetery, Winter- ily Money,
net.
filled with entertaining material.
Petition for dismissal of guardian was allowAfter the tea Mr. and Mrs. Hopkins took 52
15th.
Mr.
port, for interment Dec.
of their daughter’s young friends to the BeFull of practical suggestions valuable ed in estate of Ida Yeaton of Knox and the
was a resident of
Thompson
Winterpcrt
lasco, where they occupied eight boxes. They until a few years ago and
many friends to all who write and interesting to all guardian’s resignation accepted.
; returned to the Hopkins home for supper, and
in that town and vicinity extend sympa- who read, is the December number of
Warrants and inventories were allowed in
off
relief
then dashed
to the navy
ball, forming
thy to the remaining members of his "The Wrirer,” the Boston magazine for estates of Andrew J. Woodbury, late of Mora procession of taxis.
now
its
in
their
workers,
bereavement
literary
ending
and
also
twenty- rill; Allen J. Simmons, late of Waldo; Frances
family
The guests were Miss Evelina Cleaves, Miss
Edward B. Hughes confeel a personal loss in the passing of one ninth year.
Esther Hosmer, Miss Ruth Patterson, Miss
L. Robertson, late of Monroe; James C. White,
Catherine Burdette, the Misses Tuttle, Miss
whose loyalty as a friend was never tributes another instalment of his “Comlate of Boston; George D. Marden, late of Win j
Janet Herron, Miss Elizabeth Sefton, Miss questioned.
His widow, his only son, mon Errors in Writing Corrected,” and
Margaret Fahnestock. Miss Nellie Johnson, Professor S. C. Thompson and Mrs. the series of articles on “Preparation terport; Frederick S. Jones, late of Reading, i
Miss Margaret Clark, Miss Candace Howard,
Thompson of Washington, D. C.; his for Proofreading” by “Arthur Pember- Pa.; Ida M, Pendleton, late of Islesboro.
Miss Hallie Davis,Mr. a- d Mrs. Lyman Pratt,
In the department
stepdaughter, Mrs. Charles Day, and son ton, is continued.
Miss Elizabeth Harding, Miss Georgia Schodevoted to Advertisement Writing Joseph
field, Baroness Lily von Winckler, Miss Edith Harlow Pendleton of Dorchester, Mass.,
Stopped Children’s Croup Cough.
14lair. Miss Catherine Harlow, Mrs, F. A. M. accompanied the remains and left Mon- Gerard Morgan gives advice about “Layi Hopkins, Mr. and Mrs. Brooke Hopkins, of
‘•Three weeks ago two of my children began
day morning for their respective homes. ing Out an Advertisement.” The deBaltimore; Dr. and Mrs. Alfred Hopkins, Vispartment, “The Manuscript Market,” choking and coughing, and I saw they were
count and Viscountess Henri de Sibour, Mr. and
Word has been received here of the gives information about the present man- having an attack of croup,” writes Billie MayMrs. Henry Ward, John Remey, Richard Chew,
death,Nov. 22nd, of Mr. Lee J. Calley, a uscript needs of many periodicals, ob- berry, Eckert, Ga. “I got a bottle of Foley’s
Melville W. F. Wallace, Lieut, E. M. Watson, well known former
tained directly from the editors, and an- Honey and Tar and gave them a dose before
resident of this place.
Johns Hopkins, of Philadelphia, cousin of the
bedtime. Next morning their cough and all
He died of a shock at the home of his- nouncements of prize offers for manuPeter 3d. Edwin Margan, BalArroistead
of croup was gone.” Sold everywhere.
hud;
(
i
I sign
and
the
of
“The
Mrs.
Albert
K.
at
scripts,
daughter,
publication
Watts,
lard Moore, Sylvanus Stokes, Jr., John Hemp-'
—
Writer’s
of
_Scott
Chittenden,
Mr.
Directory
Periodicals,”
Baker,
Bushey,
Hertfordshire,
givhill.
Henry
England.
|
Ensign
I Donald Washburn, Ross Thompson, Manning Calley was about 70 years of age and ing the addresses of publications that,
Stead, Stuart Walcott, James Karrick, jr., was for many years engaged in business buy manuscripts and information as to the
"•
Philip Lee, of Baltimore, and Charles Noble in Boston as a salesman and manufactur- kind of manuscripts they want, is continGregory. Mrs. F. A. M. IlopKins, grandmother er of shoes.— Newton
ued. Other subjects discussed are “GetGraphic.
of Miss Hopkins, will give a ball in her honor
Mr. Calley was well known in Belfast ting Manuscripts Accepted, Selling Mana
on December 14 in her home at Edgemoor, Md.
where he was a salesman for the Critch- uscripts Already Printed, Shorthand in
-1
ett & Sibley shoe factory for many years.
Newspaper Work, and Newspapers That i
When an article has been on the
Beside his daughter, Mrs. Watts, he is
Pay for Verse. There is a full reference
market for years and has given comsurvived by a sister, Miss Clara Calley list of literary articles in current periodsatisfaction
when
used
in
plete
of Saugus, Mass.
His wife died when icals, and the News and Notes departthousands of homes it creates for
they resided in Newton. Mrs. Calley ment gives news of the literary and pubitself a valuable reputation, yet at
“The Writer” costs ten
and daughter had frequently visited lishing worlds.
the same time this good reputation
has its penalty.
Belfast, guests of Mr. and Mrs. O. G. cents a number or one dollar a year, and
the address is P. 0. Box 1905, Boston.
Critchett.
Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
enjoys a splendid reputation, for it
fc-verett it,. Ingraham died Dec. 17th at
has been used for three generations.
Its fair name and high repute have
the home of hia sister, Mrs. George
created a demand for it, and to supin
after
Greenlaw,
Rockport,
many
Tanlac Man Cites
Every woman wants pink cheeks.
ply this demand at a greater profit
weeks of illness and suffering. He was
imitations and substitutes are offered.
They mean not only Uauty but health.
born in Rockport Feb. 19, 1880, the son
But
Who Mastered
Then
Purchasers who know the original
the
color
in
put
your cheeks,
of the late Amariah and Elien (Fletcher)
cannot be fooled by any “just as
not on them. The glow of health is
Fell
Bad
Ingraham, His early life was spent i:i
good” offering and it is worth the
the red of healthy blood showing
his home town, but for the past 12 years
effort of any one who wants a reliable
through translucent skin. It is imhe had spent the greater part of the
cough syrup to insist upon the original and genuine Foley's Honey and
“The digestive organs of the American time in Oklahoma and Los
possible without rich, red blood.
Angeles and
Tar Compound, which has proven so
When a girl’s color fades and slia
people are degenerating and half of them was employed by an electric company in
for the relief of coughs,
valuable
looks
is
short
of
suffer trom ail kinds of chronic ill health the latter city. On account of
debilitated,
breath,
colds, croup and whooping coug'>
failing
when her heart palpitates after every
and don’t know why,” said the Tanlac health he returned home last
SOLD EVERYWHERE.
June,having
Blight exertion and she has pains in
Man here.
been granted a leave of absence.
He
various parts of the body she needs Er.
“A man is no bigger than his stomach. was a young man well known and reWilliams’ Pink Pills for Pale People.
».
Napoleon conquered the world, but he spected and his decease will be regretted
didn’t know how to conquer his stomach.
They are the remedy best suited to reby many. He is survived by two sisters,
store
the
to
blood, bring brightness the
He died of overeating.
Mrs. George Greenlaw ar.d Mrs. Louise
eyes and put color iu the cheeks and
Bryant, and by one brother, Charles F.
End of the Glutton.
lips.
Ingraham, all of Rockport. He was a
The only other treatment needed costs
“He was no different from thousands member of a Baptist church in Oklahoma
nothing. It is this. Give the patient
can
stuff
themselves
and
who think they
and belonged to the Odd Fellows and Replenty of sunlight, moderate exercise
not pay the price in health.
bekah Lodges of that city,
Funeral serevery day, not enough to cause fatigue,
“1 was invited to dine recently with vices were held Dec. 20th at the Baptist
and use care in the diet because the
THE LATEST
some prominent men. The seven courses church. Rev. H. W. Rhoades, pastor of
food craved is often not the best for the
took an hour and a half to Berve. Those the church, officiating.
Knox Lodge, I.
condition.
men had been in their offices all day.
I 0. 0. F., of Rockland attended in a body J
Twohooks, “Building Up the Blood”
venture to say not one of them had
Interment was in West Rockport.
and “What to Eat and Plow to Eat”
enough healthy exercise to keep a cat
give just the information that every
The remains of
alive.
Newburg, Dec, 20.
mother of a growing girl needs. They
“Their overloaded digestive machinery Josiah P. Rigby, son of the late Rev.
Write for them today to the
>are free.
and
Mahalie
became
The food fermented Charles
were
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Rigby,

to Newburg last week for interin the Rigby cemetery.
He died
in Bangor after a few days’ illness at
the
advanced
of
82
age
eyesight.
years.
Although
Tanlac tones up the Btomach and puts Mr. Rigby was born in the town pf Althe system in a perfectly healthy con- bion, he came to this town when a child
and lived here until about twelve years
dition.”
ago, when he moved to Itumford. Mr.
helps Hermon Parmer.
Rigby was a man whose personality won
him
many friends and was highly reAmong those who have freed themselves from stomach worries by the use spected by those who knew him.
He
of Tanlac is S. A. Smith, a farmer, living was a man long prominent in the musinear Hermon, Maine.
cal, business and political life of the comHe served his town as select“I paid in aches and general illness munity.
man and treasurer and was representafor whatever I ate,” Mr. Smith said.
j
tive to the Maine legislature in 1872
“I felt run-down all the time.
In
“After taking one bottle of Tanlac, I musical affairs he was one of the leading
felt much better and am still taking it cornet players of eastern Maine and for
and improving right along. I am posi- many years was leader of the Newburg
tive Tanlac will do for others, just what Band, which was one of the best country
it did for me and I urge them to try it.” bands of that time.
For several years
The Tanlac Man in Belfast will tell you he was engaged in carriage making and
more about Tanlac at City Drug Store. later was in business in Newport for a
A visit implies no obligation.
time.
HiB wife was Ruth Fairbanks of
Dixmont. To them one son was born,
Frank J. Rigby, who survives him.
Constipation Causes Bad Skin.
Short services were held at the cemetery
A dull and pimply skin is due to a sluggish
by Rev. T. P. Humphrey of Hampden.
bowel movement. Correct this condition and The bearers were A. W, Knowlton,
clear your complexion with Dr. King's New William Tolman, Chas. Porter and Isaiah
Life Pills. This mild laxative taken at bedtime Croxford.
will assure you a full, free, non-griping moveAlbert Augustus Tell Waterman of
ment in the morning.
Drive out the dull, list-

and
into their blood.
It made them nervous and irritable, tired
their brains and bodies and dulled their

Er. Williams Medicine Co., Schenectady, N. Y. Your own druggist sells
Er. Williams* Pink Pilla or you can
send fifty cents for a full-size package.

brought
ment

less feeling resulting from overloaded intes- Appleton died Dec. 2nd. He was born
Jan. 21,1826, on the same place on which
tines and sluggish liver. Get a bottle to-day.
he died, then a part of Hope.
He wa
At all Druggiata, 26c.
buried with Masonic honors from h

Sloan’s Liniment Eases

Pain.

Home-Made
in

Liniment is first thought of moth- |
bumps, bruises and sprains that
continually happening to children. It
quickly p’enetrates and soothes without rubfor

are

bing.

Cleaner and

more

jolds, Sloan’s Liniment gives prompt relief.
Have a bottle handy for bruises, strains.sprains
and all external pain. For
the thousands
whose work calls them outdoors, the pains and
aches following exposure
are relieved by
Sloan’s Liniment. At all Druggists, 26c.
He Needs A Rest.
wish I

rock setting on a hill
Doing nothing all day long but jest
still.
I wouldn’t work, I wouldn’t eat, I
I

was a

even

’d

wash,

just sit there a thousand
myself, by gosh!

years,

a

setting
wouldn’t

and rest
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Your Interests Are
Linked With Ours
Before calling by telephone, consult the telephore directory
and be sure to obtain the correct number. Mistakes
often result from taking numbers from letter heads,
business cards or private memoranda. Do not rely on
memoru.

Give the number to the operator distinctly and in a moderate tone of voice. With the lips about half an inch from
the mouthpiece, speak clearly the name of (he Central
office and each numeral, separating the figures of the
telephone number, forexample, “Beach, four-one-five-O'’

(4150).
Listen when the opeiator repeats the number. Say “Yes”
if it is right. If she does not quote it cor.ectly, tell her
so at once and repeat the correct number.
As

matter ot courtesy, the person making the call should
be ready to talk as soon as the line is connected and the
receiver should be held at the ear until the called party-

a

answers or some

report is given by the operator.

The identity ot the person calling should be announced as
If a wrong station
soon as the call station answers.
has been called, say to the person answering, “I beg
your pardon, you were called by mistake.” Signal th
operator, state that a vieng connection yvas made and
ask for the correct number.
7he party calling should end the conversation by saying
“( ood-bye,” leaving no doubt in the mind of the partycalled that the conversation has ended.

NEW ENGLAND TELEPHONE
AND TELEGRAPH COMPANY
E. lo. SPEAR, Manager.

Narrow Whist

Milk

Cards
Picket Cards
2 Packs for 25c.
The long evenings are now
here and card playing is in
order, and to meet the demand we have a complete
stock in all the new styles.

Beginning January

A. A. Howes & Co.
Groceries, Drugs
and Medicines.

Cheaper.

1st I shall deliver first class milk in bottle

at 8 cents per quart to a limited number of custcmers. My fa mis
so near the city that I eliminate a lcng haul over country reads
therefore can sell cheaper.
Place your order at once. Telephone 142-11

R. W. PATTERSHALL. East Side Farm.

Collector’s Notice of SALE.
STATE OF MAINE.
land situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo, for the year 1916
The following lift of taxes on rea) estate of non-resident owner in the City of Belfast, for
the year 1916. committed to me for collection for said city on the first day of July. 1916, remain
unpaid; and notice is hereby given that if said texes, interest ard charges are not previously
paid, so much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due therefor, including
interest and charges, will be sold at public auction at the (ffice of the City Clerk, in the Memorial Building in said city, cn the first Monday of February, 1917, at nine o’clock a. m.:
Div. Lot. Acres. Tax.
Owner.
Description of Property.
Godfrey, Mary Alice. Lot on S. E. correr of Congress and Bradbury
1-4 $6.00
39
streets. I

Unpaid

—Woodland Press.

Our Jitney Offer—This and 5c.
DON’T MISS THIS. Cut out this slip, enclose with five cents to Foley & Co., 2836 Sheffield Ave., Chicago, III., writing your name and
address clearly.
You will receive in return a
trial package containing Foley’s Honey and
Tar Compound for coughs, colds, and croup;
Foley Kidney Pills, and Foley Cathartic Tablets. Sold everywhere.

Sausage

FRANKFURTS and

Cards

effective than mussy

planters or ointments. For rheumatic aches,
neuralgia pain and that grippy Boreness after

N. Y.

ARLINGTON SAUSAGES

Sloat.’s

ars

COMPANY sf
Congress Street. Boston

ot Farm Sa

Congress Playing

cloggtd.
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good has championed the proideals of the United States in

well as

gressive

PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY BY

The

ways made a special feature of endeavorto bring Great Britain and America
closer together, and through evil report

ing

this oountry, we ask our friends across
the Atlantic to believe us when we say

American State paper in our generation has been calculated to cause so much
no

pain,”
Playing Germany’s game and an
to the Allies sums up the genera!
home

at

ment

and

abroad

as

insult
sentito the

President’s note, save among the Gerand pro-Germans. It looks like
playing politics by a president who has
mans

THE PRESIDENT'S NOTE.
official circles in Wash-

Thursday

East

in

public

and the

ington,
surprised by

general,

were

the announcement that 48
hours before President Wilson had sent
informal notes to all the belligerent pow-

ers,

appealing

them to discuss terms

to

which may end the war. In this connection the following paragraph from a
Washington special is significant; "The
wish and hope of the German allies that
he take some such step had long been
well known and there is no doubt of the

bulldozed Congress into subordination to
his will, and who to all intents and purposes is a dictator rather than a President who before entering upon th“ duties of his office took an oath to “preserve, protect and defend the Consti-

*

Doing

an

“Christmas

Parties” for

to enter

the war because of the continued invasion of its rights by the warring powers
So general was this in•cr. both sides.
terpretation, and such consternation did
it create in

official circles

foreign diplomat?,
.state

Lansing

was

that

and among

Secretary

obliged

to

give

of

out

a

statement in which he declared that the

government was not considering any
•■.change in its policy of neutrality, and
nut the note sent to the warring powers. was “merely an effort to get the

belligerents to define the end
they are fighting.” That
■tems hardly worih while, as

L.

one

war to

who reads the

news

of the day.

Secretary Lansing’s first explanation
proved far from reassuring and he has
had to make others, and has been in consultation with the German Ambassador,
Count von Bernstoff, whose
rejoicing
the President’s Note has been wideIt has also been
announced that the President was to

over

ly commented upon.
make

a
statement.
As to Secretary
Lansing’s first explanation the Brooklyn
Daily Eagle, a Democratic newspaper

and

a

staunch supporter of the adminis-

tration, said:
: he explanation which
Mr. Lansing
offers for the sending of the' note is even
snore significant than
the note itself.
'More and more,’’ he says, “our
rights
are
becoming involved by the belligerents on t oth sides, so that the
situation
becoming increasingly critical.” And
!o this he adds:
“We are drawing near-

the verge of war
ourselves, and therefore we are entitled to know
exactly
what each belligerent seeks in order to
our
conduct in the future.”
regulate
1 ne?e
are
alarming words. If they
p’eat* anything at all
they mean that the
btate Department is in the
possession of
Diets constituting a
very grave crisis
U hat are those facts?
hint darkly
Why
at them instead of
revealing them to the
who
must
people
pay the price of any
■or
Is the situation worse than it was
•'hen score? of American lives were
wantonly sacrificed on the Lusitania? Is
more critical than it was
when* that
er

unparalleled atrocity
-Utt ages
’’ in kind?

differing

was followed
from if in degree,

by

but
If so, we are entitled to
"v the truth and to
know it without
OSS Of time.
Words that frighten without
enlightening should not be employed
by the Secretary of State.
rre0

—;”

t

Rescue League forces started

headquarters
man

uuu

on

out

from

nnr] fuotom.

more

point, that

pacKages

ul

iuuu

lur

nurses —a

tasty mixture of apples, cornmeal, bran
and such like—to he distributed down in
the

market district.

also

arranged

well

as

The

League

to take care of dr

horses.

Whenever

one

had

vers

as

of the

special Cnristmas dinners was given to a
horse, the driver was presented with a
mug 06 steaming hot coffee and enough

the horses found in them.

Thus about

15,000 horses partook of Christmas cheer
at

the hands! of these two

organizations.

Gov. Curtis has nominated Oscar H.
Dunbar of Augusta for Commissioner of
Sea and Shore Fisheries to fill the va-

resignation

a

L/^uiucraui;

That

thpff*

arp

trrnnnHi

fnv

the

tmu.

when we talk about
government
tne people.’
This American
people
that is supposed to govern wakes
up this
morning to find that the Government has
done something it had not ordered
nor
demanded, nor hoped for, but is now
committed to.
mean

1

t price of
many articles of food is due
to like combinations or individual greed.

At the annual dinner of the

Society

of

Colonial Wars in Boston last Thursday
evening, Dr. Hugh Cabot, chief of the
While the country was
commending Harvard unit in France, said: “I think
the President on the
good judgment he we are haled by the Germans, disliked
nad shown in
forwarding the Kaiser’s by the French and more or less disliked
lueace proposal to other nations without by the English.” In Mexico the Grinnote

or

ccmment-his Note was in prepor on its
way. He regards the
great war in Europe as the street
spectator does a dog fight.
He recognizes

aration

210

distinction

sides.

They

between
are

the opposing
just fighting, and he

does rot know what
world

knows

twenty-five
ing for

that

years.”

lor.

Yet all the

Germany

had

for

more years been
preparof aggression and
conquest;
great war fund had been accumuor

are hated by all classes, and this
country has few friends in Central and
South America.

goes

In Westbrook the
s.pent their vacation

High

school boys
shovelers
because of a lack of
as

snow

$2.25 per day,
able-bodied men to take employment in

at

the street cleaning crews,
required beof the heavy snowfall.

c ause

UUUS

IJ1US L

UK

ctCCKlKi rtl KU

111

war

unaffected by talk of negotiations Holiday trade great beyond precedent.
Filling-in orderB heavy. Wholesale
lines, active to later date than urual, tend to
quiet. Far future trade feels introduction of
peace uncertainties. Present price levels the
chief
of discussion in view of peace
newspaper. The Daily Chronicle said: talk. subject
Clearings smeller. November’s record
“tAs a liberal newspaper which has al- I export trade.—Bradatreet’a, Dec. 28d.
to the whole civilized world.

How the Note was regarded in Great
Britain may be inferred from
'thefeditorial comment of a friendly London

of current trade

!

special

committee on woman’s suffrage.
Before adjournment the State Grange
adopted a resolution expressing itself in
favor of continuing the‘building of good
roads, but opposed to a bond issue and
recommending to its legislative committee consideration of a mill tax.if no better way of raising money can be found.

ana fairness.
Third: There are other very Important reasons f, r adopting the mill tax
plan. We shall in all probability secure a fixed and definite sum of monWe shall
ey for a series of years.
thus pay our debts as we go, leaving
no burden
o,f indebtedness behind us.
The mill tax thus assessed will fall
with, equal justice and fairness upon
all in proportion to our means. The
funds thus obtained, if expendeu on
the trunk lines, will be distributed,
but
and
not locally,
Impartially
wherever the work is much needed.
And furthermore, those sections and
regions in our state which are most
sorely in need of the improvement
will receive the largest share of the
benefit while they will contribute the
smallest proportion of the necessary
funds.
On the whole, it matters very little
how we obtain our highway
money
provided we obtain it. Rut still we
must proceed with caution, looking into the future and not being contented
to live merel; for the two years to
come.
And when ws consider
the
whole question in its broadest aspects.
It certainly does appear that tbe mill
tax plan confronts us with the least
possible number of serious objecMons.
Tt comes a3 nearly as can be to an
equitable and satisfactory solution
of our problem.

equity

One thing is sure—and sure beyond
is
any reasonable doubt—and that
that the people of the State of Main
will never consent to go back to the
"penny-wise and pound foolish” policy
of the days before 1913. We have
taken a long stride in advance—side
by side* with the other states in our
nation—in this problem of highway
improvement, and we shall-not now
hesitate or halt in our progress; much
less take any backward steps. We, in
other
common with
sister
states,
recognize the unquestioned value of
good roads and have begun to gather
in the economic returns from.a wise
and well managed system of highway
We are likewise
construction.
conscious that the general plan under
which we have been working during
the past four years, has been sound
and sane; it has brought us definite,
visible results, commensurate in every
sense with the money expended. This

I

GREATLY
Reduced PriceJ
JAMES H.
RESCRIPT IN A BELFAS l
Robert P. Coombs

vs.

YV.

L.

CASE.
YY'est Judg-

ment for Defendant.
The law court"
a

rescript

Robert

in

howlI
ci|X

IHf PROPER

|

Information of I
Dec. 21st handed down I

th»

P. Coombs

Waldo county case of
versus

William L.

| YVest,giving judgment for the defendant. 4
The rescript, which was drawn by Associate Justice George F. Haley of Saco, i
|
is as follows:

«

H

How to act in an
>i>ie w»ti
of the diseases and
you suffer witii k
orders. or any fvice contained
should add a v;du A.
knowledge. Wn
proof <if tiie eiKcien.
than the staleiner
u ed them and wi

^B

^^B
B

■

Robert P. Coomns vs. William L. West.
J.
u<U
iv,
urpuu,
This is a writ of entry, to recover a
derived?
rled to successful oompletion.
The
strip of land, about two feet in width, on
Mrs. Hattie W ad
the northerly side of Franklin street in
only question that now remains to ho
fast, says. "Doan's
I Belfast, and two feet and eight inches in of good when I «uIs'K
solved Is "How?” This is a .probwidth at* a northern line of the adjoinir g They cured me «,i
lem of the immediate present which
1 its of plaintiff and defendant, and is re- tiie past few years J
concerns every citizen in our state.
lYlAlJ.'irj IVlUiUIUOTii UU -i licit}my kidneys 1
ported to tiiis court on ail agreed state- from
ti I Joan's Kidney
The development of our secondary
UTE OVER MILLION TO THE m.nt of facts.
former statement.
On the 13.ii day of September, 1898,
system of roads for the agricultural
today.”
HIGHWAYS OF STATE.
Isaac M. Boardman conveyed to Charles good
and rural communities is sate. !f t<> '0,UU0
Brice 5Uc at a!!
E. White, by deed duly recorded, the for a kidney reu*d\
is available annually, under our presland
the same that M
the adjoining lots of- the
ent plans,
for
this
This
purpose.
*
Only Ones Being Taxed for Their I 1 laii comprising
tiff and d< femlan
I was c
licly recommended
■_
money should neither be touched nor
Brops
Will
Give
Buffalo, N.
as
Another
one
On
the
of
26;h
October,
Support.
Jot,
day
diverted to any other purpose.
1S98, Charles E. White conveyed by warin 1917.
$400,000
How. then, shall we raise the sum
ranty deed to M L Mitchell, so much of
Sheriff
that lot as lies easterly of the following
of approximately ?50u,0u0 annually for
described line, to wit “Beginning at a COUNTY Of HA!
By Hon. John O. Scates.
a period of six. eight or ten years in
point in the northerly line of Franklin
order to complete the trunk highways
“Of course the incoming Legisla- street,
Taken this tvven t;
so-called, four rods easterly of
of our state.
Our bond issue yielded
ture will appropriate in some form
the tree standing in the southwesterly <»n an execution d
about $o'.'0,n00 annually.
It is now
or other money to carry on the State
corner of the premises conveyed to sai l her, 1916, issued
the Supreme Judin
What method of substitute
spent.
YYTi’e by said deed from Boardman, and
roaci work.
the
Every one wants
Waldo, at. a term
shall we adopt to continue this
anthe
line
of
thence
with
extending
parallel
roads improved, and the
Belfast, in said Com,
universal
nual income. Failure to devise some
Tuesday of Sef-temn
complaint is that they ar, not being
ence N Perry of 1
iy line ot said premises.”
adequate plan will inevitably throw
improved fast enough. Whal the peoApril 28, 1908, Mitchell vonveyed the Waldo, against Kufu
us back into the chaos and waste of
ple desire the Legislature usually premises to defendant West. Feb. 9th, ham, for four hundr
earlier years.
and thirty dollars aim
Maine cannot afford to take
grants.
1909, Charles E. White conveyed to of suit,
and w ill t...
Various plans have been suggested,
a backward* step
now.
The state is
Robert P. Coombs, the plaintiff, land the
j ostoffice in said
for example:—first, the reissuing of
the
deed
described
in
now
owned
him
:
to
overcome
of
just beginning
some
by
highest bidder, on tin
the bonds as they are retired, from
the odium cast upon it by the former as follows: “A certain lot or parcel ot uary, 1917, at ten
situated
land
with
the
thereon
our present bond issue;
following described
buildings
a
;
second, new,
conditions of its roads. The automoat the junction of Franklin and Congress
right, title and intei
general issue capitalized, as regards
biiists are doing their part, and doing
Reynolds has or had
streets in said Belfast, and bounded and
interest and retirement charges, on diit nobly.
In four years
they have described as follows, to wit, viz: of December, 1916, at
rect taxation; third, a direct block apnoun, the time whei
contributed nearly a million
dollars
“Bounded northerly by land of Mrs. on this
execution, to «
propriation by our Legislature of, say,
and next year they will furnish more Lefia Cottrell, easterly by land of W. L.
A certain lot or i...
$500,000 annually and there are other than $400,000, while all other users of I West, southerly by Franklin street and with the buildings t!
suggestions which have been adthe roads are not being taxed
a
westerly by Congress street, being the ham, in said Countv
vanced.
| same premises conveyed to me hj Isaac and described as foil
penny.
M. Boardman by his warranty deed dated east end of the bridg.
“The Legislature must
raise
Each and every one of the above
at
cook
13, 1898, and recorded in Waldo i in an river at Burnham
Sept.
least $500,000 annually and it ought
plans is open to some serious objeceasterly direct’d>r
of Deeds in Book 204. j
County
Registry
]
road leading from Bur:
to he more.
The best way to raise !
tion, even at first glance. The whole
Page 170, except so much thereof as was land now or formerly
it is by a mill tax of one mill on a
question will be thoroughly threshed
conveyed by me to Martin L. Mitchell by I Sherman; thence n
dollar of the states' valuation.
The deed recorded in said Registry.”
out, during the coming weeks, and
| Cnarles E. Sherman \
school money is raised in this manIt is agreed that if, under the construc- thence in a south w e- :•
each plan will receive its careful and
ner.
If money is raised, as far as the tion placed upon the deeds by the court, Sebasticook river to t:
due consideration.
at
the being the’same premiastate’s
finances are concerned,
it lhe measurements commenced
Rufus
During the last few weeks, however,
center of the elm tree, judgment is to be dated Reynolds b.v
matters not whether it is raised by
January 19. 19'
popular opinion and popular choice
I rendered for the defendant,otherwise for
Wa*do
direct appropriation of a mill tax. A
Registry of 1
has been focussing very strongly on
the plaintiff.
direct appropriation of half a million
»n entirely different and perhaps more
At the time of giving the deed to Mar4 w5 2
would be equivalent to one mill on tin L. Mitchell of the
now
rational plan. This plan is to conpr raises
the dollar.
owned by the defendant West, the tree
tinue our construction by means of
at lhe southwesterly
“Under our constitutiov a direct mentioned
was
funds raised from the proceeds of a
STATE OK MAINE
appropriation for oads would not be corner ot land conveyed to Charles E
mill tax, which would yield annually
a part of
COUNTY OK vvALDa practicable
working proposition. White by Isaac Boardman,
about $500,000. which is very nearly
to
which
E.
White
Charles
conveyed
The
Do
ii
Legislature usually adjourns
the sum which we could expend anMiichell, it was on the boundary line,
1 aken on txecuti.
the last of March or the first
of a
of
the
corner
monument
at
southwest
of
;
nually with the
greatest economy.
Augusta, in the
in accordance with the
ihe land conveyed by Boardman, and in State of Maine, is
The plan is ideal. It furnishes a de- i April, and
referendum, the acts of the Legisla- selecting it as a monument from which Jackson, in the Coup
finite and continuous means of proture do not become operative until
to run the line of the land conveyed to Maine, is defendant,
viding the funds which we need.
on the 29th
90 days thereafter or about the first the defendant, West, the grantor, used auction,
at ten o’clock in the
Tlu reasons for supporting this prothe language that he would have used if F. W.
of July.
No act, unless passed with
Brown, Jr., i:. <
posed plan are many—too many In
he had been conveying the lot, or part of Waldo, all the
the emergency clause is legal, or apright
tree
at
(he
the
that
fact to be debated at
the
of
lot,
adjoined
length here.
Jackson, in said
propriation available until that time.
had
to
as
on the 17th
It
was
referred
corner.
.urn
southwest
ui
uir uiiiic luiptji tani rea~
Therefore, those entrusted with state lour rods easterly of the tree standing at 1 and 15 minutes inday
tm
sons may be briefly mentioned.
road construction could do nothing the southwest corner. That language hi was attached on th.
the following two dm
until after .Tulv first in such venrs an I a deed would have
First, as in the case of our 'schools
conveyed to the center
real estam
which are supported by a similar tax,
the Legislature convenes.
If surveys of the tree, if the tree was standing at mortgaged
parcel being a certa
the charge for construction and mainthe
southwest corner, and the parties situated in
are to be made, plans drawn, bids adMonroe,
tenance of roads is a fixed charge.
I being a part of l,,t t.u:
veritsed, and contracts let, all after
a
had
if
been
would
a> d
tract,
(so-called)
making
they
They are always with us—(both of
the first of July it woulc certainly be they
deed of the other half of the I jt, not from | follows; Beginning ai
them—and need
constant
early Fail before actual construction the otfter
developstream
on
the caster!
edge of the tree, but from the
ment and care.
Hence they should
could be commenced. Since each Leg- ; center of the tree. A monument is a fixed from the house former
to North
both be developed
and maintained
Monroe; 11.
islature appropriates for two years
a
place oti the earth, a reference in deed 1 stream to land
now >p
from a source of revenue which is
only, it is evident that in one year j to a tree as a boundary or monument I Knowlton; thence n
and
as
the
of
constant
two
to
the
center
and
out
of
carries
tree,
regular,
Knowlton land to Ian
every
hardly any road |
definitely deter,
the years go by, the tree increases in I thence northerly by Umined in advance.
work could be done.
Otherwise the
the Gilman Gould earn
the
remains
same.
the
monument
5
work of both becomes scrappy and ir"To obtain the best results, owing size,
the monument would change I the road leading from
to the shortness of our seasons, state Otherwise,
regular. The mill tax
a
yielding
with time. As the tree grew, if the j lage; thence easterly
I west corner of the E
road work ought to he begun in May.
regular annual revenue to be devoted
monument was the outside of the tree, : thence
by the westerU
to highway construction will render
Under the mill tax the disadvantage the lot would narrow
up, and if lots were said mill lot to the
it possible to definitely determine the
above referred to would be obvi- sold upon both sides of the tree, in the thence
southerly by
highway policy of this state for* ten
ated, because of the fact that the course of time there would be a strip of gun at,containing eight',
or twenty years to come.
$500,000 would he raised automatical- land upon which the tree stood, that, al- excepting therefrom t:
Any plan
said premises, and th
which would make the granting of
ly each year until such time as some though not owned by the grantor after j laid out
across said pr«
of his deed, would appear to
The the giving
necessary funds dependent upoh the jLegislature saw fit to repeal it.
he his by the lapse of time and the action
whims and exigencies of a biennial a State
! given by said 1. F. < iniHighway Department would of nature.
*
ell of M onroe, Maine, r<
know exactly how much It
could j
legislative assembly, is doomed to difThere being no ambiguity in the deed j Registry of Deeds.in »<•>
spend each year, and such money of White to Mitchell, under whom the de- ; is said to be due about t
ficulty in advance,—and, in all probj The second lot or
ability to failure.
par
jj would he available to be spent most fendant claims, it is the duty of the court I described
and bound, .i
the
of
and
it
is
the
the
to
construe
I
therefore,
advantageously,
it,
opinion
departSecond: A public building, a public
lot
or
of
parcel
land,
could make its plans according- court that it was the intention ot the j
bridge, or any great and lasting pub- j* ment
[ situated n Jackson,
ly and the work would go on more parties, and the legal construction of the j and bounded norther y
lic improvement may fairly be looked
the
that the parties to
from Bowen’s mill
economically and systematically. In I language used,
upon as a permanent improvement for
! deed rtterred to the tree standing at the | Mills: easterly by lai
the course of a few years hundreds
fifty, one hundred, or two hundred
southwest corner of the White property Henry Seavey ; southe
of
thousands of dollars would
be as a
years to come and may be justly conj
monument, the same a3 they would | Marsh Stream, and we-•
saved.
; have referred to it as a monument if they formerly occupied by
structed from the proceeds of a heavy
“In raising a half million dollars had been deeding the land at the south- containing eighty acrebond issue. Our posterity will share i
I
of lots num
annually for roads, the present state west corner of the lot, and that the ing parts
with us in the benefits and may well
parcel of real estate :
monument referred to by the deed, viz
tax need not be increased.
The
state
!
gage given by said 1 F. <
be doomed to contribute to the exis in the best financial condition that the tree, was of considerable thickness I tional Bank of Belfast, V
Public
pense.
highways, at first
the
from
of
monument
the
point
Registry in Book 31S, Pa,
it has been for years. The last Leg- or width,
glance, seem to come under the same
which the measurement should begin is to be due about three hu1
islature was very liberal in the matALBLK'I
the center of the tree standing at the
category, but when viewed In a proper,
ter of new buildings for state insti3w52
southwest corner of the lot conveyed tc
modern perspective, are entirely diftutions. It would seem that very little White
Boardman. Therefore the
by
ferent. The life of even the finest ol
TRANSFERS IN Kl
If any nev, construction for state In- mandate must be.
Is
modern highways
conservatively
for
defendant.
were
stitutions
for a few
necessary
Judgment
20
to
25 years. Even
placed at from
The following transfers
years r.t least.”
APPLETON.
if the bed or foundation does not rerecorded in Waldo County
tree.
It was admitted by all that he primary
for the week ending Dec.
The Boy Scouts recently enjoyed an oyatei
NORTH ISLESBORO.
class and Knights of Honor trees were tha
Hattie E. Cunningham,
supper at their rooms.
moat attractive. The Supt. received a sum of
the Pine Grove Cemetery A tvMaynard Keller arrived home laBt Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Addison McCorriBon of Hollif
from each class as a token of rememmoney
in Searsmont.
for the winter.
with Mrs. Sabrs
brance.
Apples, pop corn and candy were Center spent Christmas
Ernest A. Dav>s, et als x:
Mies Freda Knowlton went to Monroe Dec.
served while waiting for Santa Claus to arrive- McCorrison and other friends.
Howes,
Liberty; land in Mo
23rd to epend Christmas.
At the last meeting of Golden Rod Rebekat
Charles M. Nichols, et a!
Misses Caro and Nettie Heald, teachers in
T he Shoe Situation.
lodge, I O. O. F., they were entertained wit! raim S.
Syphers, do.; land
vocal solos by Mrs, Callie Fuller and Mrs
Mass., are at home for a week’s vieit with
J. W. Sanborn, Pittsfield
Helen Gushee, with piano accompaniment bj
With the future obscure, many footwear
their parents, Mr. and Mra. B. F. Heald.
l.eland Johnson and Mrs
manufacturers show more caution in accept- Mrs Frank Berry,
sart, Skownegan; land in Vwith piano accomSchoolB cloaed Dec. 21st for a two weeks’ va- ing busines for forward delivery. The de- Berry gave violin selections
Ada M. Steward, et al 1
Mrs.
Johnson.
paniment by
cation. Misa Nellie Rose, teacher of the Par- mand continues active and considerable unwood Lumber Co., Unity;
as
to
of
still
exists
supplies
leather,
Several couples from Union and this towr
ker school, ia spending the vacation in Monroe certainty
Alton Richardson, Jr., W 1
though increased offerings are claimed in who attended the dance in Riverside hall or
with her people.
The quidtness- customary at the
Borne quarters.
night of Dec. 16th were obliged to stay al B. Wellington, Unity; land
has been accentuated by the hotel until the following Tuesday afernoor
Matthew Leadbetter, Nor;i
The Sunday school had a very successful this season in leather
international developments, and the recert ©wing to the heavy snow storm at that tl r- c
and bu
concert and tree in the vestry Wednesday
declining tendency of hides and the break la No mails were received here from Friday nigh) J. Dodge, do.; land
evening, Dec. 20tb. Each class had its own calfskins.—Dun’s Review, Dec. 23d.
port.
until the following Tuesday.
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meet the demands of modern rural life.
The committee on taxation declared that
the Grange has always stood against
special favors in the legislature and is
not in sympathy with the growing tendency for special appropriations. Tnere
was a notable conflict over the manner
of raising money for road building, the
committee on roads reporting in favor of
a mill tax or similar tax, while the committee on taxation through Chairman
John E. Abbott of Berwick reported in
favor of a bond issue.
The taxation committee recommen led
stopping the return to towns of the corporation franchise tax, taxati n of savings deposits in national banks, and assessment of poll taxes in proportion to
the amount raised, also that the problem
of raising public revenue should be eliminated from political control.
The closing sessions Thursday after- ;
noon and night were chiefly devoted
to
reading and discussion of reports.
In protest against statements in the
report of the public health committee
that country living conditions are unusually unsanitary and children’s diseases
very prevalent, tnose sections were ex- ;
punged from the report before it was
ordered printed.
As the Grange representatives on a
general committee of 50 to take charge
of the suffrage campaign, C. S. Stetson
and Mrs. Esther Hewes of Easton were

Resolutions were adopted favoring National prohibition and pledging support
that a
No war news of importance the past
to Gov-Elect Milliken in enforcement of
lated, vast stores of munitions and war w eek. Peace talk
continues, but with the prohibitory law, ^Iso urging a change
engines created and that she seized what no
prospect of peace if Germany dictates in method of electing the Commissioner
she considered an opportune time to
of Agriculture; declaring for a change
the terms.
in distribution of the State, school funds
start her armies for Paris,
invading Belon basis of attendance;
favoring New
Even monkeys have gone up—in price,
gium in violation of treaty obligations,
England-wide organization of the dairy
not up a tree—according to advices from
and that on sea and land she has
and
the
industry,
systeurging
appointment of
a representative farmer on the
State
matically disregarded the rules made by W ashington.
Highway Commission.
centuries of civilization. This
country
42 degrees below zero in Bismarck,
Although discussion was favorable to
has cause to remember the
sinking of North Dakota, Dec. 20th. How is that equal suffrage, no resolution was adopted.
the Lusitania, and only the other
An invitation was received from Mayor
day a for low?
Wilford G. Chapman to meet there next
German submarine torpedoed and sank a
The audience received it with apRed Cross ship with a hundred or more
Official winter began at 10.51 Dec. year. and referred
it to the executive
2 1st, but unofficially it began some weeks plause
jof nurses on board. The nations
opposing
committee.
ago.
war of aggression and
State Master Thompson appointed as
conquest are
committee on legislation JohnF .Abbott,
fighting for their existence and that of
State of Trade.
Harry Jordan, E. P. Washburn, the State
the lesser nations;
fighting for future
Peace talk.
Speculative marxeta shaken. master and State lecturer exofficio.
i>eace and freedom in Europe; fighting Securities and cotton
Past master C. S. Stetson and Mrs.
break badly. Grain ralagainst a ruthless power that is a menace lies. Later prices better. Great momentum Esther Gilman Hewes were appointed a
a

:

Brennan had

newspaper, says of.the President’s Note:
picion that the recent increase in the
This Note illustrates again the
fright- price of coal was the result of an “artiful power in the hands of the
President
ficial and illegal combination,” was the
the United States.
of^This
13
a peace note: it
have s'a tement made in New York Dec. 21st
might
been a war note.
Even in its present
by George W. Anderson, federal district
peaceful form, it might get us into diffi
culty second only to the beginning of attorney at Boston, who is in charge of
war.
the government’s national food and fuel
The bad thing about it is the
surprise. inquiry. There are unquestionably good
It raises again the
question, What do we reasons for believing that the increase
by

„1

of Wil-

C1JU
oic'u

!

the wealthier community :
should contribute to the poorer, that the
present system of trunk line,and State!
lid roads is more intensive than the
State can afford because of its immense
mileage, and that much money could be
saved by building roads from the standpoint of business rather than that of the i
engineer. He said road building should
be a business problem and not an engineering problem. He believed that the
proposed mill tax would fall too heavily
on the smaller towns.
Speaking of the high cost of farm
products,he said: “It must be borne in
mind that the high prices have struck !
the farmer in whatever he buys, as
j
much as it has the city consumer.
Farm
labor is scarcer.and higher than ever before in this country.
Everything the !
farmer buys, whether machinery, fertilizer, fencing, clothing or the necessaries
of life, have increased in price by leaps
and bounds. This is also true of taxation, the increase being in many sections
■nearly 50 percent during the last four

At the evening session the unwritten
work was exemplified.
At the Wednesday morning session A.
onlyheld the office nine months and his resig- J.
Torsleif. chairman of the Public
Health
Committee, said there was a denation caused much surprise. It is said
lack of proper sanitary and hythat in his forthcoming report the adop- plorable
gienic conditions upon the Maine farms
tion of a nine-inch lobster law in con- due more to lack of interest or
proper
formity to the Massachusetts law may education than of means. He declared
be urged.
In a recently published in- that the health conditions were better in
the city than in the country and that
terview Mr. Brennan said:
there was no reasonable excuse for it.
“When 1 took the office 40 percent of
Mrs. Esther Giiman Hewes of the comthe lobsters which were being handled rnittee on
temperance said that the
were of illegal size.
These shorts were grange was the enemy of the saloon,
being shipped by Maine dealers all over first, last and always, that it had helped
the country.
make “dry” States and that the grange
“A strict enforcement of th? law was a big factor in the
electing of Carl
would have meant that many of the fish- E. Milliken Governor of Maine,
having
ermen would have been obliged to dis- faith in his pledges of enforcement. Th?
continue business. It would also have j report urged that the State
grange
meant that the price of lobsters would
adopt a resolution favoring National prohave reached an almost prohibitive fig- hibition.
ure.
I believe that the experiment of a
Dr. G. M. Twitchell of the Committee
nine-inch lobster law should be tried for on Agriculture urged the
keeping of
two years, and it it does not prove a more live stock to
keep up the health of
We would at least the soil, more intensive
success, repeal it.
farming, study
be on a par with Massachusetts, and of conditions and more
cooperation in
Maine people would be able to obtain marketing.
lobsters' at much cheaper prices.
In the afternoon the golden jubilee of
the grange was celebrated.
In the Massachusetts .elections last
E. T. Clifford of Winthrop and George
week the no-iicense advocates gained Alden of Gorham 'were reelected members
of the executive committee. The
two cities in the four municipalities outfifth degree was conferred by the Penobside of Boston. North Adams changed
scot Pomona officers.
from the wet to the dry column for the
At night the sixth degree was confirst time in 29 yearF, and Fitchburg ferred on a large class.
The reports on good roads, taxation
turned last year's license majority of 72
and farmers’ unions, marked the special
into a no-license margin of 84.
Peabody features of the Thursday a. m. session
and Quincy remained in the dry column. The committee on
good roads declared
Wi th the last of the 37 city elections in that the improvement of.the secondary or
the State out of the way the dry forces country roads is equal in importance, if
not of greater importance, than the trunk
h ave gained six new cities and have not
lina highway. The committee alsoexpreslost one.
sed the belief that the building of State
cancy caused by the
liam Brennan. Mr.

o....

.*

contracted but not yet comWhat shall we now do to
provide sufficient funds for the conour
of
struction
highway' work?
Something must be done, and that too,
quickly, so that the work which we
have so splendidly begun may be completed without undue loss of time.

|

OPPORTUNITY I
Suits
CoatJ

ways. The bonds were to be issued
In serial form covering a period of
fifty years. Tbe most ardent goodroads advocates In thu state defeated
the measure on this very ground of

work

.‘inc*

YOUR

$50,000,000 for construction of High-

pleted.

The 43d annual session of the Maine

Carver street with

Purpose

By PROF. GEO T. FILES
Our $2,000,000 bond Issue is exhausted,—that is with the exception
of the trivial sum of $200,000 for 1917,
and a considerable portion of this
sum has already been anticipated for

those hard

doughnuts to keep it company. Early
Sunday morning the work of the Animal Rescue League was continued. Barns
for which in all of the
poorer sections of the city
however, were visited and substantial feeds given

from the
the present time
the object for which the Allies are fighting ha? been defined, over and over
again, in terms that could not be mistaken and which are familiar to every

beginning of the

Funds for That

An Attendance of 1700 at the Opening ol
the 43d Annual Session in Bangor.

working animals, planned by State Grange opened in City Hall, Banthe M. S. P. C. A. and the Animal Res- gor, Tuesdiy morning, Dec. 19th, with
manner of its reception among them.”
cue League.
S'riday night the tree was State Master W. J. Thompson presiding
That was a safe conclusion, and Germain place in Postoffice square beside and more than 209 voting delegates presput
ny and her allies were prompt in expres- the
Angell Memorial Fountain. Satur- ent, beside about 1500 members
The report of the secretary showed
sing their pleasure. In this country the day morning it was decorated with such
the totalmembership in the State to he
The New York
effect was different.
as carrots,
practical
things
apples and 56,559, with two new granges organized
stock market, Thursday, went through
big lumps of sugar. The whole was a and two grange^ reorganized in the past,
the most exciting day in its history
gift of a friend of the M. S. P. C. A. year. The treasurer reported a balance
with one exception. There was frenzied
At noon every horse that came down on hand of $6156.
In his annual address. State Master
selling and a slaughter of prices. Offi- that
way was given a full feed of sweet Thompson took up at some length ti e
al? ar.d diplomats in Washington, anwith
and
carrots,
for
oats,
apples
sugar
subject of good roads in Maine. He exalyzing the President’s note, found some- dessert. Five hundred or more dinners pressed the opinion that a much larger
of road money should be exthing deeper than an appeal tor the con- were
provided. At 7 p. m. the Animal proportion
pended for roads connecting the farm
sideration of
that the
peace terms, viz.,
United States might be forced

The Most Feasible Method of Raising

Maine State Grange.
*•

horses, and

Immense Amount of Good*

No other medicines possess such
curative properties as these two great
restoratives, Hood’s Sarsaparilla and
Peptiron Pills, working together.
They reach the impure, impoverished, poisoned, devitalized blood, and
the worn, run-down, overworked, exhausted system.
They awaken the
appetite, aid digestion, purify and
the
vitalize
blood,
give renewed
strength to the whole body, produce
sound, natural sleep, and a complete
restoration to good health. Two dollars
invested in these two medicines will
bring better results than four dollars
spent in any other course of treatment
or attendance.
It will be wise to get Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron Pills today. They
are sold by all druggists everywhere.
Accept no substitutes. 200 doses $2.

tution of the United States.”
An interesting feature of Christmas in
Boston was a tree and fea&t for the

quire rebuilding, the constant maintenance and resurfacing will eventually accumulate a bill of expenses
that will equal the original expenditure.
Hence it is manifestly unfair
tp place upon our innocent and helpless descendants a heavy debt in payment for t mething which the;- cannot enjoy. This sane, sound interpretation of a well knovn principle actually defeated a proposal to bond one
of our sister states ti the extent of

A COMBINATION
SHALL MAINE CONTINUE
HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION?
THAT WORKS WELL

;
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To the Public

paSt
coming

season

for

house

all be here

Another year.

W. A. Whitney of Boston, for many years a
summer resident at Saturday Cove, in renewing his subscription said: *‘I look forward to
Journal each week; it keeps us in touch

meeting for cow-owners at
a. m. next Saturday.

he

„g at 10

in 2nd

my
with

page.
to Boston Tues-

! 'urgess went
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her

ng
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d.rs
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.r;i,oil’s

interested in

industry, on the
Pitcher, a Belfast

new

L.

Ralph

.tinday, when he made 250
h a free admission to the
2.30,

at

nee

part of the

as a

Belfast Opera House.

following letters
d id the Belfast post office
I i. 26th. Ladies—Ruby
S. hi. Mathews, Miss
omen—Mr. G. E. Coburn,
s;j d*orns Restaurant, John
The

i, us

to the

produced
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d at the home of Miss An-
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Christmas

The propLouise J.

attraction

member of

a

great

a

name.

week-end
Mr. and

particupeople should

to the Men’s

meeting

were

The closing exercises
School, East Belfast, Dec. 15th,
attended by thirty parents and friends*

There

interested.

were

schoolroom
“First

ii.iv.

it

it

then

snew,

'•'d the sales of

shoppers

at

holiday goods
home, prevont-

xercises at the
it

Municipal

things generally

and made

began

to

un-

lhurediy

snow

rain, a
tinuous rain, accompanied by
It rained all day Friday,
snow

turned

soon

snow so

to

that the roads

were

and

pedestrians went ankle
-rud at night and Saturday mommas frozen hard.
The traveling
than before and walking diffi-

'though

searching
Municipal

A

>!:gerou8.

the

wind

was

Christmas

e
square had been wired and
v.th its many colored lights at 6
uefore that the trumpeters had

1

r*

*r part from the
upper story of
House, it was wisely decided to
ises planned for outdoors in the

Monday
n1

«oon a

'ation.

dawned with

snowstorm set

Tuesday

there

lower-

in, but

was

light
and a strong wind all day,
the snow to drift. Yesterday
un shone, but the clouds scon

■•v

o

indicaiions
m.,

the

was

a

of another

temperature

•grves lower than at

was

the

snow

only
same

pupils

The

That fitly degan to friz
ther the latter part of last
y

Co.,

at the White

open

from the

two

was

Christmas trees and the
decorated in red and green.

received cards and

teacher, and she

was

hags

well

of

candy

remember-

by each pupil. Each visitor received a
Christmas card. Those not absent during the
term were Ethel Bowen, Helen Bowen, Leslie
Roberts. Harold Gross and Lester Ellis. Not
tardy during the term: Harold Gross, Rachel
Stephenson, Beulah Ellis, Maud Stinson, Ethel
Bowen, Emma Gross, Marian Ellis, Maxine
Roberts
The following program was given
by the pupils under the direction of their
ed

I

j

teacher, Miss Mary W'oodbury:
Christmas Acrostic, Rachel Stephenson, Leslie
Roberts, Paul Nickerson, Lester Ellis.
Harold Gross, Ethel Bowen, Helen Bowen,
Ertna Gross, Maxine Roberts,
School
Song, Santa Claus,
Beulah Ellis
Note to Santa,
Stockings in a Row, Rachel Stephenson, Ethel
Bowen, Harold Gross, Paul Nickerson,
Helen Bowen, Lester Ellis, Leslie Roberts
Maxine Roberta,
Marion Ellis, Louise
Robbins.
Iris Roberts
Jolly Santa,
Song, “Birds of tho Wildwood,” Maud Stinson,
Rachel Stephenson, Helen BoweD, Paul
Nickerson, George Robbins.
Erma Gross
The Baby’s Stocking,
Christmas Candles, Beulah Ellis, Maud Stinson, Rachel Stephenson, Ethel Bowen,
Helen Bowen, Maxine Roberts, Erma
Gross, Louise Robbias, Harold Gross.
fechnol
Song, “Holiday,”
Geo. Robbins
Sly Santa,
Marion Ellis
Old Santa Claus,
Louise Robbins
Song, “Go to Sleep,”
Leslie Roberts
Kris Krinkle,
Violin solo,
George Robbins
Harold Gross
The Story of Christmas,

Song, “Good bye,”

School

same

j

Announces that their

leav-

On the

Boston-Bangor
trips a week
Belfast performing

of

tie

Marian

Wayside,

Begins Saturday, January 6,
Continues Saturday and Monday,
TWO DAYS,
I

When

customers can take advantage
of The Unusual Bargains Offered.
our

Upon entering the
a

slip,

store you will be

with list of mdse,

on

sale.

These goods positively do not go
until Saturday, January 6.
Very truly

given

on

sale

yours,

CARLE & JONES.

jokes applicable

afternoon

was

to the guests.

151'ey

ioi='~~'

llfolit——

Christmas Club
All members of the 1917 Christmas Club,
for membership at the
»

Paid out in this

now

open

!j

Waldo Trust Company
BELFAST, MAINE,

[0

eligible
compete, with the exception of Bank
officials, directors, and clerks.

(1

to

are

o

The

at the Bank for

Inquire

You may be

o]

spend Christmas with her sisters, Mrs. H. W. !
Mackie and Mrs. Addie Merriam. They returned home Tuesday.... Mr. and Mrs. George
U. Hatch of Brookline, Mass., spent Christmas

to

one

of the contest.

particulars

j=j

of the winners.

If"

j)[ollc

-toi..

»;|pl

--*_

Belfast Opera

House, Clw,

with his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. Walter G.Hatch,
returning to their home Tuesday morning....

TONIGHT ONLY-TWO SHOW’S-7.00 AND 8.30 P. M„

There

was an error in the
report of the annual
Christmas sale and entertainment. The name
of Mrs. Frank Tibado, who is vice president of
the Ladies Aid Society and one of the promi-

nent members of the supper committee,
unintentionally omitted in the Report.
Miss

A ME

u/Knnirvt:

RIc/aN^ALTOR, DUSTIN FARNUM

Bn “The Call of the Cumberlands”
FOUNDED ON THE FAMOUS NOVEL OF THE SAME NAME.

wTas

HEARaT NEWS

Bessie Nickerson,

COM'DY CARTOONS

Friday Evening
m

j

Saturday, Matinee and Evening
WILLIAM FARNUM in

j

“FIRES

in Five Acts

I

CARLYLE BLACKWELL
'•THE CLARION”
A Great Play

Monday Evening
Paramount Feature
The Martyrdom of Philip

lol fv=.

OF

CONSCIENCE”

Fox Six Reel Feature.

Tuesday Evening
M ARY PICKFORD in
POOR LI FI LE

_Strong

Wednesday Even'ng
World Brady-Made
Feature

PEPPINA

“THE HIDDEN SCAR”

niTTI

=inr --'-7

301=~—-lilt

r~~
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rhis

Announcement.

0

Verons
Fairfield-Mushek—Married,
Park, Dec. 18th, by Freeman W. Smith, Lero>
F. Fairfield and Miss Anna H. Mushek, both ol
New York city, Mr. Fairfield is a grandson of
Mr. Smith, and is a young man of unblemishec
character, and is a skillful mechanic and elec
Mrs. Fairfield is a Bohemian lady
trician.
who speaks three languages and is a capable

We quote

at

the

December 22nd:

pi

This

p

|
01

[j
p

“Change in price ot McCall's Magazine. Beginning with the February, 1917, issue, price of MeCall’s Magazine will be 75c. a year, 10c. a copy, but
we are giving you for a short time
only, opportunity
to offer your customers the new value at the old price
until March 31st. 20 pages of new fashions are
featured every month.”

[51

|

r~—

following letter received this day,

U

j

special opportunity is good onlv until March
Very truly yours,

31, 1917.

CARLE & JONES.
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STORAGE and
PACKING

Begin the

OF

Household Goods
packed, stored or shipped by our expert
packers. Estimates given by calling.

3oods

Home

The bride's

up the

—»in=n

ior—■

To members of the

North Belfast.' Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Conant of Lowell, Mass., arrived last Friday

Over $4,500

ing cushions stood the groom and best man.and
back of the altar, with his open book, was the

,

$1000.00 in Cash Prizes

Furnishing

JOM

Many Made Happy

ends of the pews, and were roped off by white
ribbons. At the altar with its two little kneel-

gagement, the guests who were not in the
thought the party might be due to the
recent announcement of the engagement of
Miss Louise M. Heal and DeWitt Brewster of
Boston, as Miss Heal had arrived from Boston
to spend the holidays, but Miss Clara Keating
read a telegram received while at the table, as
follows: “Mr, and Mrs. A. S. Heal announce
the engagement of their daughter Marian to
Dr. Ansel M. Lothrop,” and as the telegram
was read the bride-to-be slipped a beautiful
solitaire diamond ring on her floger. After
the guests recovered from their surprise, and
congratulations had been extended.the following menu was served. Tomato relish on toast,
chicken salad, olives, hot rolls, sandwiches,
assorted cake, ices and coffee. Misses Grace
Mitchell and Katherine Kittredge served. Auction was played during the afternoon. Mrs.
Raymond R. Sherman winning the first prize,
a cut glass vase, and Mrs. Grace C. Pillsbury
The other
the Second, a gold-etched vase.
gueets toere Mrs. Norman A- Read,Mrs. Harry
L. Kilgore, Mrs, Elon B. Gilchrist, Mrs. Clyde
B. Holmes, Mrs. Roy Paul, Mrs. Wm. H. Hall,
Mrs. E. S. Webber, Mrs. M. L. Slugg, Misses
Clara B. and Belle Keating, Florence and Marjorie Shaw, Marian Hazeltine.

Scott A Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

spent socially and with dismantling a Christmas tree containing variedgifts for each. Other guests were Mrs. Fred
R. Poor, Mrs. Leslie C. Follett, Mrs. Herbert
L. Seekins and Miss Florence E. Dunton.

Hospital Notes

our

first year of

THE
h U tafe

tmme.

IWIjbnb

hat kvalMt* biaa h«W».
Rato limply dry ap. Na 060*
wh*k*«. Valoabb Wookk
m each caa. “How la Destroy Rato.'' 25c 5Ge. and
Wb. pal $6.00.
$E00

In Sea*. Hndwito.
iWUSim

Holiday

secret

NINE CENT SALE

Get SCOTT’S, for yourself, or remind some ailing
friend that SCOTT’S has proven these words for
thousands of others.
Look for this Trade-Mark.

day,

party was shov/n walkai3le, the maid of honor, the six
ushers, six bridesraa ds and lastly the bride in
fl iwing white robes, on the arm of her father.
The maids were in dainty frocks of pink and
lavender and carried baskets of flowers. The
men of the party were in full evening dress.
While the table decorations indicated an en-

AnnualQ

Miss

cards bore

repair

strength.

your

present, in uniform.

an appendicitis
Sheriff Cushman has announced the follow
patient in the Waldo County
Charles S hospital, left
Wednesday for her home in
ing deputies for the coming year:
James Swanville... .Mr.
Enos Hatch of Citypoint is
Adams, Searsmont, P. O. W. Appleton;
M. Berry,
A G. Beach, Belfast, turnkey; Willard
gaining.... Mrs. L. E, Harvey, a medical patiPalermo;
E.
Bowler,
Silas
Stockton Springs;
ent, remains about the same_Miss Mollie
Wilmot L. Gray, Troy; P. G. Hurd, Northport, Williams of Islesboro, who was operated on
Frank
for appendicitis Christmas morning, is comP. O. Belfast; Ralph A. Light, Liberty;
Pavson, fortable.... Mrs. Walter Henry of Burnham, a
B. Littlefield, Monroe; Albert B,
was operated on Wednesday
Belfast; surgical patient,
Harrison B. Toothaker,
Brooks;
forenoon... .Through the kindness of Mr. and
El- Mrs. E. C. Marden of the Swan Lake House
Charles Walker, Swanville, P. O. Monroe;
Webster, the nurses of the hospital were given a demer Webster, Searsport; Frank E
the licious Christmas dinner, the donors coming
Waldo, P. O Morrill. The January term of
down to serve it.
Covers were laid for eight,
convene on Tuesday,
will
court
and all did ample justice to the feast. There
supreme judicial
was
a
C.
Philfor the nurses in the class
Christmas
tree
Warren
Jan, 2, with Associate Justice
room that evening.
The Supt., Miss Mim'i
brook of Augusta presiding.
h
d kept all the packages coming
Valentine,
Club by mail, etc., and placed them on (he tree for
Country
The
Friday
Belfast.
We^t
The distribution by the senior nurse, Miss Ruth
met Dec. 15th with Mrs. James Sanker.
who impersonated Santa Claus.
All
Miss Kath- Coombs,
afternoon was spent in sewing.
the patients were first remembered with bags
in
hostess
the
serving
of candy and nuts.
Many gifts were received
ryn Newcomb assisted
and and the evening was greatly enjoyed.
sandwiches, cheese, olives, cake, coffee

candy and bearing the name slips. The centerpiece was a bridal party, the figures m bisque
about six inches tall, and represented a church
wedding. Glass flower holders with lilies of the
valley and maidenhair ferns, represented the

ing

CARLE & JONES

Tea

The next meeting will be Fristuffed dates.
Dec. 29th, with Mrs. Whitman Newcomb*
of
_Mr. and Mrs. George B. Dyer had as guest
honor at Christmas dinner Mr. B, B. Toothaker,
Mrs. Dyer's father. Mr. Toothaker is 88 years
choresyoung and is out every day doing
Mr, and Mrs. Whitman Newcomb entertained
thirteen at a Christmas dinner Dec. 25th....
has been changed again and by this change,
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick Toothaker entertained
the steamer leaves Camden every morning for
Mr. and Mrs.George B.Dyer.Mr. and Mrs.WhitIslesboro and Belfast, arriving here about nine
I man Newcomb at dinner Dec. 24th.
o’clock.
The boat then makes a direct trip
buck to Camden, returning in the afternoon
inomas n. Marshal; Uircle had tne ionowand then leaving
here for Islesboro and
ing Christmas program at their meeting last
Camden, where the steamer remains over Tuesday: Song, “Rocked in the Cradle of the
It is understood that because of the Deep,” Mrs. Della Frisbee; Christmas Welnight.
opposition from the summer residents of Dark come, Pres. Lulie Nichols; reading, One
Harbor, the building of a wharf in Gilkey’s Touch of Nature,” Mrs. Nettie Merrithew;
harbor may be iriven up. ...The steamer Bel- Flag Song and “Once in Royal David’s City,”
Dorothy Jackson and Annie Omar; reading,
her time for departure, until 4 a. m. Saturday “If Long Ago,” L. C. Putnam; piano solo,
She arrived Helen Ellis; song, “Merry, Merry Christmas
and had a smooth passage down.
here at 7 3(J p. m but was blown off on her first Bells,” IV.ax Collins; reading, “When Yuletide
attempt at making a landing and had to go Comes Again,” Mrs. Dora Bridges; song, “Let
some distance down the bay to turn, making ff
Me Whisper in Your Ear,’.’ Doris Collins; readShe remained at the ing, Paper on Christmas Customs, Mrs. Julia
delay of about an hour.
wharf here until 5.30 o’clock Sunday morning,
McKeen; remarks on Christmas, H M. Benas the wind was so strong it was feared to
nett. In behalf of the Circle Mrs. Nichols
make the passage up river in the darkness.
presented Mrs. Julia McKeen a past president’s badge in honor of her faithful service of
An Announcement Party. At a party given
ten years as treasurer. Candy was served by
last Saturday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Maine Hills, 16 Church street, the engagement the president. Next Tuesday the meeting is
of her youngest sister, Marian Heal, and Dr. called for 1.30 p. m., and a joint installation
Ansel M. Lothrop was announced. The wed- of officers will be held with the Post, Mrs.
ding will take place in ihe early summer. The Mary Pendleton installing for the Circle, and
guests, 18 in number, were seated at one large L. C. Putnam for the Post.
table, elaborately decorated. The color scheme
was pink
and lavender and the place cards
were hand-painted baskets filled with white

minister.

!

Notes.

on

is in force, the steamer
the service. As the Penobscot is closed to
navigation at Bangor, the terminus is at Winterport, passengers and freight for Bangor
going by rail from Bucksport-The British
te amship Bella is chartered to bring a cargo
of salt from Turks Island to Bucksport for T.
M. Nicholson and is due to arrive at Bucksport the last of December or first of January.
....The time table of the steamer Islesboro

The White School

Augusta, Jaii.
Jan. 4th, and in Castine Jan.

Finder rewarded
at Journal office.

Steamer

Maude B. Steward, bookkeeper for
Ben D Field, were Christmas guests of their
mother, Mrs. P. G. Hurd, in Northport.

•iriar, church in

id to have the

the H. L. Whitten

Boyington, eyesight specialist.Crepe-

route the winter schedule of two

guest of her parents, Mr, and Mrs.
Mrs. M. A. Wadiin-Miss Clara R.

Steward,bookkeeper for

troubles from the
Wilson

speak

ing

and Miss

uf view and Rev. A. E.
to

H.

de-chene scarf lost.

Wayside

M, Heal and Dr. Ansel W*
was announced
Lothrop, whose engagement
Saturday, The other guests were Mr. and Mrs.
Austin W. Keating, Misses Clara B and Belle
tree beautiKeating. There was a Christmas
Mr.
with gifts.
fully decorated and laden
Cube relumed to New .York Wednesday, but
i Mrs. Cobe remains until after New Years at

prosperous year and extends best wishes for a
Happy New Year....See appointments of E.

to

Beach, who is attending the Bliss Business
College in Lewiston, is the guest of his parents,
Mr, and Mrs. Frank Beach, in Northport_
Mr, and Mrs. Fred Curtis of Northport entertained at dinner Christmas day Mr. and Mrs.
G E. Curtis and two children, Mahlon & Viola.
-Miss Arline Wadiin of the city
was a

Mr. Tamez is

nat the American

of every description.
tree was the chief center of

feeling that Santa had been very
them.... Miss .Eulalia Greenlaw, who
is teaching school in East Searsmont,spent her
Christmas vacation in Northport, the guest of
herjmother, Mrs. Abbie Greenlaw*... Mr. Irvin

Parish will hold

!ub uf the First

him

irlll

their homes

good

-sday evening.January 4tb,in the
mm of the church, and will
uaker a Mexican teacher, S.
been a member of both Villa’s

and its

rKfiolnm.- P

dren entertained with songs, recitations, music,
and games, and at a late hour all departed for

picture telling the story of
The
nsrituted the program.
dSlO.60 as their percentage of

xioi)

lU.irril

for the little folks. It was generously laden with goodies and pretty things
from Santa’s pack for each child. The chil-

ving

i.rmies.

a

evergreens

Christmas

The

good attendance at the enterWednesday afternoon, Dec.
-nial Theatre by the children
second grades from the Peirce
mas songs and recitations with

c

price of McCall’s Magazine, beginning with
Feb. 1917 issue.
A special offer of the
magazine at the old price up to March 31, 1917
is made ...To begin the New Year right j >in
the Waldo Trust Co.’s Christmas Club, now
forming... Five thousand rolls of new wall
paper received and in stock at Carle & Jones
....Now is your opportunity to get suits and
coats at greatly reduced
prices at the dry
goods store of James H. Howes, Odd Fellows
block. In a card to the public Mr. H jwes extends his thanks for past favors and best
wishes for the coming year-Lumber lot of
100 acres in Belmont, near Tilden Pond for
sale by Dickey & Knowlton, Pythian block_
Household furniture for sale by Dickey &
Knowlton, Pythian blocfc... .The Penobscot
Bay Electric Co. thanks its customers for its

and

Marion,
Boston, means
residence will

Mrs.

of

which bears his

;l_.

A

PAST

Cobe spent Christmas at
House, and Mrs. Cobe decorated this attractive old house with laurel
wreaths and Christmas bells, and it was brilliantly lighted each evening. Mr. and Mrs.
Cobe entertained Christmas at 9 a. in.,in honor
Mr. and Mrs Ira M.

The

—

the

Conscience,”
strong
Rtory of
honor.
Other pictures will also

Rui

Referee, B, Pendleton.

an-

of

feature,

given list Monday night at the hoVne of
Mrs. B. F. Colcord for the children in
this vicinity and a jolly good time was reported.
The house was very gaily decoratewith

Wright’s

on

season.

grounds

TW

Jan.

s.

lbV.V.V.V

their annual 9-cent sale will be-

take advantage of the unusual bargains offer
ed and this year, there will be bargains galore.
Carle & Jones also call attention to the change

The

William Far-

the

Carle & Jones

H

(3).-.‘b

6th, and continue Monday
two days only.
These sales are always looked
forward to with great interest by those who

was

Davis of

wilful

evening,

offered in the Fox six-reel

that

gin Saturday,

offered.

be

operaundergone
went home Sun-

Dispel and others of
M.

nounce

an

Mr.

|
L

New Advertisements

The

man’s test of

well.

/

Clarion”

matinee and

“Fires of

i.uspital,

?

make “The

to

is the rich tonic-food to nourish your
nerve-centers,
the wasted tissue, improve your blood-power,
sharpen your appetite and gradually re-establish

of the year
and other busi-

Pendleton If 7.rb Dodge 2
Crdsby 1
Vaughan rf 2
.c Pendleton 5
Salter c 1
L
.rf
Dodge 2
Durham
Boardman 1 (3)
Sbi^te rb 2^.. .If

single string still stands at 160 made by Irving Cross now of Bangor.

com-

gone to great
a big feature.

B

The

for

absorbing drama has been

Hopkins
Corporation has

Augusta to devote the
closing up the annual report
ness connected, with his office.
to

tally: French—82, 99. 96. 94.
105. 100, 141, 90. 93, 108 998; Gray-82. 108, 81,
82. 86, 87. 115,84, 101, 98-924. The alley record

no

Adams.

num, is

Saturday and wishes
friends who were so
Mrs. Harry
her illness.

n

as

famous book of Samuel

Saturday,

last

,i

an

play

and fair

Equitable
expense

recently underwent

who

justice

that

Film

The regular monthly business meeting of
the Belfast Woman’s Club will be held Tuesday, Jan. 2nd, at 3 p. m. A large attendance
is desired, as important matters are to be considered.

remainder

alleys

string game.

plete the bill offered tonight only. Friday
evening, Carlyle Blackwell is presented in a
great production, “The Clarion,” from the

given with readMatthews, Mrs. John R.
:i iries M. Craig. The next
im was

|

of

see.
everyone should
Hearst News and Comedy Cartoons will

i

Ij

senses

other actor can,

ary of the North church
.ght, Dec. 20th, with Miss
odar street.

at two

Tonight

that virile Amershows,at 7.00 and 8.30 P. M
ican actor, Dustin Farnura, is offered in a feature of surpassing strength and interest, “The
Call of the Cumberlands.” This play is founded on the well known novel of the same name,
and with Dustin Farnum in the lead, appealing

Stevens,

JE

A.

prize in the Canning Club exhibit.

tree program.

h,m8

in

Lord, bought home honors with
Miss Kathleen Colcord won the first
them.
and Miss Emma Slipp the third position as
judges in the poultry department, and will go
Springfield, Mass., next fall as judges in that
department. Mias Jennie Spear won the 11th
Grace

popular

the most

was

nps.m

Northport and friends

The three Belfast girls who attended the
meeting of the Girls’ Club at the University
of Maine last week under the care of Miss

nristmas at home.
be

home at

our

Belfast.’*

Kenney A. Burgess

son

H.

clam

serve a

v

we

on

his home in this city, has returned to

tion at

system is shattered; your strength is wasted
digestion weakened; your blood impoverished.

your nervous

your

age.

Palestine Commandery, Knights Templar,
observed Christinas in the usual way.' A meeting was held at 12 o’clock in the asylum. A
Do you realize that on Christmas
Day the
toast to the Eminent Grand Commander was
days had begun to lengthen? Beginning Dec.
The Saco Valley Canning Co. will close this
18th the days were 8 hours and 51 minutes
given and the response read, followed by muweek a most successful season at their locaj
long, and according to the Maine Farmers Al- plant, under the direction of A. L. Rondeau of sic, prayer and brief remarks appropriate to
manac continued of that length until the
25th, Auburn, They usually close at Thanksgiving Christmas.
i.u. •>_•_pl__n
a
d
_:n_.
when they increased one minute,
but this year continued until Dec. 22nd, emMr. and Mrs. Charles Bradbury entertained ploying about 40 hands.
They put up 100,000 Jan. 1st with its regent, Miss Amy E. Stodinformally last Sunday night in honor of Mr. gallon cans of apples and have shipped 160,000 dard, who with Mrs. Amos Clement will act ae
hostesses in the absence of Mrs. G. C. Varney,
and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe, at their home on North- cans of corn.
The apple pack has been sold
port avenue.
Supper was served at 9 30. and the last car loads will be shipped this The roll-call will be answered with New Year’s
Those present were Mr. and Mrs.
quotations, and the reading, “I Was a Stranger
Cobe, Mr. week.
and Ye Took Me In,” by Whittier, will be givand Mrs. Austin W.Keating, Mr. and Mrs.
The business at the Beuast puai. vuuso ^uub«.Ralph
en by Miss Alice E. Simmons in the absence of
H. Howes. Mrs. Ada Larrabee Wildes, Miss
Assistant Postmas week beat all records.
Mrs. Annie M. Frost. A paper on “PhilanthropAnne M. Kittredge, Dr. W. C. Libby. The
master M. C. Hill, who has been in the office 16
Bradburys left Tuesday morning for New years, says it was at least 33 per cent ahead of ic American Women” will be read)by Mrs. E.
York, where they will spend the next five
406 sackg F. Stevens of Unity, and a reading, “If We
any year in that time. In two days
monlloe
Hfed the Time,” by Rjchard Burton, will be
of mail matter were sent out and about as many
given by Mrs. E. S. Ferguson.
one-cent
stamps
French Wins Bowling Championship.
In received, and about 15,000
Miss Amy E. Stoddard entertained at a
the Dutch & Willey alleys last Monday after- were sold. All hands worked over hours and
Christmas party Wednesday afternoon in honnoon Maurice French won a ten-string*bowling
the carriers served their routes on two Sunday
or of Miss Edith L. Strout, who is at home
match for the championship of the city by 74 mornings. Everything was cleaned up Monday.
from Portland fo* the holidays. Covers were
to
27
Islesboro
pins, against Walter Gray, the total pin-fall
:in
High,
fr
Belfast High won
laid for six at the luucheon at 1 p. m. The
being 998 to 924 The match was witnessed by 25, in a fast game of basketball at Dark Hartable decorations were in holly red, a potted
a large-crowd.
Mr. French is ready to meet bor Dec. 20th. The summary:
the centerpiece. The place
all comers, on the local
at a 10 or 15
H* s* primrose forming

Marshall Post, G. A. R., will
chowder at 12 m. Jan. 2nd to its
The installation of
own and affiliated orders.
officers will follow the dinner.

New Year
eailers far and near.
it bring good cheer,
ubles disappear,
may

alarm Christmas
chimney fire in the Chase tenement
Waldo Avenue. No damage.

a

Thomas

lisppy
5

ty, full of romance, pathos and intense heart
interest, will be the attraction at the Colonial
today, Thursday, afternoon and eveniog.

afternoon at 4.30

still

A
was

AFTER AMY SICKNESS

subject of a paper to be given
The officers of A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of
by Rev Arthur E. Wilson.
Veterans, will be installed at the meeting next
have subscribed.
The exquisite dramatic artiste and
stage couples
sealer of weights ! Monday night by Col. Edward H. Gould of
star, Mabel Taliaferro, in "Her Great Price,”
Percy S. Edgecomb, deputy
the Christmas vaca- Rockland. All members are requested to be
a five-act Metro wonderplay of
distinct novel- and measures, who passed

H. HOWES.

Readers:

un al ro its

\n

last

Affect it” is the

of Belfast.

News

to Augusta
sister, Miss Carrie Greenlaw,
Thursday to attend
Tuesday, remained over
the Dry Goods convention.
for
a senes of six,
The 'first cotillion of
been received, will
which subscriptions have
Fritake place in Memorial hall to-morrow.
Me Keen. About SO ;
day, night, with music by

Women’s Alliance of the first Parish
(Unitarian) will meet at the Parsonage,Church
Btreet, this, Thursday, afternoon at 3 o’clock.
'•Socialism and How the War will
Probably
The

year.

JAMES

I

White Barker Tent. D. of
V.. observed
their birthday Dec. 20th .with
interesting
exercises. Regular meeting
Wednesday evening, Jan. 3rd, at 7/15 p. injinstallation of officers
at 8 p. in., Thomas H. Marshall
Post and Circle
are invited.
Emma

of good will and
oood cheer, we extend our thanks for
tavors and our best wishes for the
At this

The Belfast Poultry Perm advt. of choice
News from North, South. Best »nd West
issue of Thu roaster chickens for Christmas and New Years
Belfast—and Belfast-in this
< was ordered for two weeks, but the first week’s
Journal.
publication sold all the stock.
There will be a supper for the Sunday
The fire call at 9 a. m, yesterday morning
church
school in the vestry of the Univeraelist
which the parente was for a small fire in the Waldo County hosat 6 p. m next Monday, to
pital basement over the steam beater. The
are invited.
who accompanied her hose company responded. There was no damMrs. H. El. Coombs,

The Waldo County
Veterana' Association
will meet Jan, 4th with E. M.
Billings Post and
Circle in Monroe.

Next year

to double and treble the
New accounts now open.

BEGIN NOW
Open

accounts also for the children and

teach them to

save.

“The great thing in this world is not so much
where we stand as in what direction we are going”

Hoiiday'Saviugs Fund points the direction
its participants are going, saving money instead oi
The

spending

The

SWAN’WHIl TEN-?!OKFOKD COMPANY

Club

City Clerk’s Office.
Belfast, Maine, Dec, .’6, 1916.
Sealed proposals will be received until 7
o’clock p. m., Monday, January 1, )917, by the
City Clerk for removal of brown tail moth
nests from all trees within 60 feet of the center
of all public highways in said city and from all
trees in the cemeteries, city park and all other
c ty property.
The municipal officers reserve the right to
reiect any and all bids.
Iw52
CARLETON DOAK, City Clerk?

LUMBER

NOW FORMING
HIT THE TRAIL

LOTS~ Stitchers

FOR SALE.

Wanted

lot in Belmont, near Tilden Pond,
Al/U with heavy growth, and a 27 acre lot
in Searsmont, near Pattee Mountain, Apply to
DICKEY & KNOWLTON,
2w52
Real Estate, Pythian Block.
1 An

acre

it.

City National Bank

Christmas

I

FOR SALE :.Y

expect

we

amount.

I

Savings Fund

AT THK

Leonard & Barrows’ Shoe Factory

Household Furniture

LOST
of Belfast

FOR SALE.

On thestreet, or in some store, a crepe-deBedding, sideboard, rugs, carpenters’ tools,
chene scarf in Roman stripes and white. The chairs, beds, everything at a bargain price.
finder will be suitably rewarded by leaving the I Apply to
same

at

THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

I

2w52

DICKEY & KNOWLTON,
Real Estate, Pythian Block,

boys

Mi

s.

sfT

»o

GIRLS

at

orono.

A GIFT OF

$50,000

FOK riAiEo.

President George C. Chase of Bates
Third Annual Contest of The Agricultural
who has been in Baltimore anc
College,
clubs.
New York city for several weeks for his
ar
Nearly 300 youngsters from all over health, and who recently underwent
the State arrived at the University of operation at the Post Graduate ahospita
in the latter
announced in receni
Maine Dec. 20th for the third annual con- letter to his city,
that
daughters in Lewiston
tests of the Boys’ and Girls’ Agricul- he had secured a gift of $50,000 for tht
ol
name
He gave neither the
tural Clubs under the auspices of the College.

| America Has Passed Most Stirring Year |
<

AND

N

Maine, College of Agricul-

University of
tu:

Ae

of the contest the boys

part

brought samples of potatoes

and sweet
corn they raised.
More than 500 jars ot
canned goods were entered for competi
tion by the girls.
Judging began in the afternoon by
members of the faculty of the College
of Agriculture.
At night addresses of welcome were
given by President Robert J. Aley and
by Paul W. Monahon of the extension
service, followed by a social in the gym-

nasium.
The

the donor nor whether it is for any par
ticular purpose. Besides increase of the

general endowment, several particulai

o,
are being made special objects
attention in the securing of funds, chie:
of them being “a new gymnasium, 8
building corresponding to the Harvarc
Union, and completion of the endowmen
More than $40,of a chair of education.
000 of the $50,000 needed for the lattei
purpose has been obtained.

things

Injuied by

a

Infants

for

<

Hay Press

contest

the

Association to

scores in sweet
covery.
awarded as follows:
First, $1U0, Clarence Titcomb, Farmington; second, $75, Milford Richardson,
Strong; third, fourth and filth of $50 FOR BACKACHE K'CMEYS AND DLACDER
At a Probate Court nein at Belfast, within and
each, Everett Hinds of Benton Station,
tor the County of Waldo, on the 12th day ot
Francis Buzzell of Frveburg, and Lester
December, a D. 1910.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
ROBERT K. DUN TON of Belfast, in said
Millett of Norway.
for the County ot Waldo, ou the 2nd Tuesday
l
county, trustee under the last will ot An
Winners of the Maine Central Railway
of December, A. D. ISM(5.
rilla Baker, late of Belfast, in s.,i«i Countv of
prizes for pig raising were: Dorothy
" a Ido, deceased,
4 certain instrument, purporting to he the last
having presented a petition
Shaekford of Ellsworth, first; Chauncey A will and testament of 1‘hilena F. Bagiev, hue praying th.it his at pomtmeiit may l.o confirmed
Somes of Franklin, second;Gordon Mars- of Waldo, in said County of Waldo, deceased, ;,nd that letters .»i trust issue to him according
Bertha I
been presented for probate.
to aw
ton of Machias, third; Alma Davis of having
Pease named exeeu rix to serve without bond.
Ordered. T hat the said petitioner give notice t.
ah persons interested by causing a copy
Machias, fourth. Margaret Belyea of
to
he
all
inihi>
person*
Oidered, That notice
given
to be published t hree w»-eks sm-»*e>
v, j,
Mapleton won the Bangor and Aroostook terested by causing a copy of this order to be order
m
Republican Journal, a newspaper pnbiishpublished three weeks suecessivt ly in The Re- j ed the
Pig Club prize.
at
that
Belfast,
they appear at a Pinhaie
publican Journal, published at Belfast, that they I
Maine Central Railroad
gardening ; may appear at a rebate Court, to he held at Court, to he held at Belfast, v Tliinand for said
prizes were won by Hilda Sullivan, 1 Belfast, within and for said County, on the sec- County,on the 9th day of January. A. 1 >. is-UT,
ten
ot the clock heiore iiooi., and show
;o>e,
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the ■it
Orono, first; Diantha Lyman, O.ono, ond
e oik
before noon, and show'cause, if any they j it any they have, why the player ot said etui.uisecond; Dorothy Shaekford, Ellsworth, have, why the same should not be proved, ap- er should not be granted
JAMES J.lliBY. Judge
third; Emily Morse, Cherryfield, fourth. proved and allowed.
A true copy.
Attest:
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
Bangor & Atoostook prize to Hannah
A m m i; W. l.EoN.vujb,
A true copy. Attest:
Register.
Turner of Mapleton.
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.
Maine
Central canning club prize
corn

Children.

and

Castoria is a harmless substitute for Carta? d
gorie, Drops and Soothing Syrups. Tt cont-i:.;
Opium, Morphine nor other nareotie suh-i.
more than thirty years it lias been in eonstain
relief of Constipation, Flatulency, Wind
Diarrhoea; allaying Feverishness arising
and by regulating the Stomach and Dowels,
<1.
Siniilatinn of Food; giving healthy and not:
The Children’s l’auacea—The Mother’s Friend,

Perl Knowlton, while working on
closed Thursday night
hay press for Ralph Dellaway in East
of
State
prizes.
awarding
Dixmont, Dec. 14th, b.y some means was
champions were announced as follows: caught on a hook of the grapples anti
Alma Davis, Machias, poultry raising; his flesh was torn from 1 is body very
Dorothy Shaekford; Ellsworth, pig rais- badly. Dr. Watson of Monroe and Dr.
ing; Emily Morse, Cherryfield, canning; Tapley of Belfast were called, and the
Milford Blackstone, Perham, potato rais- two
physicians did all they could for the
ing; Hilda Sullivan, Orono, gardening.
unfortunate young man, who is in a seriThe scholarships in the University of ous
condition and suffering much pain
Maine offered by the Maine CannerB’
The physicians have hopes of his rewith

j

F! etc

raising

highest

were

FOLEY MONEY PILLS

NOTICE

I

1‘

Photo No. 5 © by Mutual Film Corporation; others by American Press Association.

Pictorial Phases of Year’s Events

at

Home

1, James Whitcomb Riley, poet, died; 2, subsea liner Deutschland; 3-8, President Wilson and Charles Evans Hughes; 4, Congressman William C. Adamson, sponsor for eight hour bill; 5, Francisco Villa, bandit leader; 6, General
Pershing, leader of punitive expedition; 7, soldiers leaving for border.
mediate

By GEORGE L. KILMER.
chief events in this country
luring the twelve months just

THE

closed have been the national
election and the situation on
the border of Mexico. The prospects
of complications ,\itli Germany over
submarine warfare assumed serious
aspects early In the year. The whole
country has had an unusually prosperous year. The prices of all kinds
of produce and of many household
necessaries have advanced, in some
cases, beyond all precedent, with the
result that the' cost of living has increased on an average of 33 1-3 per
cent or more.
Villa's Columbus Raid.
The situation on the Mexican border
became acute early in the spring, when
a body of Mexicans led by
General
Francisco Villa crossed into United
States territory on the Oth of March
and raided Columbus, X. M. Eighteen
United States soldiers were killed in
repulsing the attack. This foray halted temporarily pro. eedings looking t
a favorable understanding between the
United States and tint de facto government of Mexico headed by Carranza
It was about this time that rival factions in Mexico were aiming to defeat
Carranza's efforts to restore order.
Following Villa's raid, troops of the
United States army wore rushed from
their stations inland to re-enforce the
slender garrisons which the United
States had maintained at important
points on the Mexican border since
the outbreak against the government
of Porfirio Diaz live years ago.
A “punitive expedition” was ordered
to cross the Kio Grande: and eliminate
Villa and his band. On March 15 Colonel Dodd and General Pershing were
on Mexican soil, proceeding south in
two columns, Dodd's in the lead. On
March 29 1 Mid's column defeated 500
Villistas, killing thirty. Other actions
between United States troops of Pershing’s column and the Mexicans followed, Carranza immediately began to
object to the presence of United States
troops on Mexican soil and asked for
their withdrawal. At the end of April
General Obregon met General H. L.
Scott and General Funston at Juarez
to discuss the situation on the border.
Nothing came of it. A month later
Carranza asked for immediate withdrawal. alleging had faith on the part
•
of the United States.
The first clash between Carranzistas
and United States troops occurred in
June.
On the 16th General Trevino
Informed General Pershing that a
movement of United States troops
east, west or south from the positions
then occupied by them would be considered a hostile act. About that time
President Wilson called out the militia
of the whole country for service on the
Mexican border and notified Mexico
that American troops would remain
solely to protect the United States border. The next day two troops of the
United States cavalry were attacked
outside of Carrizal, ninety miles south
of Juarez. Mexican General Felix Gomez was killed, also Captain C. T.
Boyd and Lieutenant Adair of the
Tenth cavalry.
The affair resulted
from an attempt by the cavalry to
march westward in defiance of General
Trevino’s notice of the 16th. Twentythree troopers were made prisoners by
the Mexicans, thirteen killed and sixteen missing.
President Wilson demanded the im-

lively

winter at augusta.

release

me

prisoners

ana

Election and Politics.
Following his nomination for the
presidency by the Republican convention in June. Justice Charles E. Hughes
resigned from the supreme court bench
and immediately entered the canvass
against President Woodrow Wilson,
who was renominated by the Democratic convention. Theodore Roosevelt
declined the Progressive nomination
and supported Hughes. The campaign
was noted for exceptional vigor, and the
outcome was uncertain eveu for some
days after the election. Victory for
Wilson was not conceded until the
count in California gave him a safe
majority in the electoral college.
Second only in Interest to the presidential canvass were the participation
of women in campaign work and the
result of tile anti-saloon voting. With
gains made, it is estimated that nearly
seven-cialnhs of the territory is now
under “no license” rules.
Among the political events of the year
was the passage of the Adamson eight
hour law for railroad employees, to
take effect Jan. 1, 1917. The act was
passed when the nation confronted a
general strike of railroad men which
Would have paralyzed traffic. A commission was appointed to investigate
the working of the law.
In July a rural credits Act was passed to facilitate loans for the especial
benefit of farmers.
(
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ly pledged by Germany for unarmed
All on hoard escaped.
The
ships.
United Status treated the matter as
an extension of the naval war
zone and notified the allied powers on
Oct. 10 that this country would continue to apply existing rules of warfare to submarines.

simply

British Trade Blacklist.
Involved with the great problems of
neutral rights and illegal measures affecting them was the announcement by
Great Britain in July of the blacklist
of American firms which carried on
trade with Germany.
Trade with
firms so listed, by merchants of the allied powers, was prohibited. This called forth a protest by the United States,
which elicited the reply that the prohibition is a local regulation and not
within the purview of international
law.
Vagaries of weather began in the
winter and continued up to autumn.
On Jan. 27 the temperature was GO-GO,
a record, in New York.
The same day
there was a blizzard on the Pacific
coast and in the Rocky mountains.
Aug. 14 was the coldest for that day
known in the east in forty-six years,
the thermometer touching oil. The latest real snowstorm known in Xew England in fifty years came on April 2S.
In August the United States concluded a treaty with Denmark to purchase
the Danish West India islands for
I27.fi00.000- The Panama canal was
reopened to traffic in A| ril after being
closed for several months by obstructions in the Gaillard Cut. In June the
epidemic among children known as inl'alit ill1 paralysis broke out in New
York city and spread to neighboring
districts.
During August the death
roll exceeded 2,000, and the epidemic
began to subside.

Bigger Army and Navy.
During the year congress appropriated nearly $700,000,000 for national
defense. On July 1 the army reorgani-

zation act of June 3 went into effect
It increased the strength of the reguNeutral Rights.
lar army and federalized the national
The presided! at the end of February
asked congress to take action on the guard, placing it under the <pay and
question of the arming of merchant- control of the national government.
men traversing the war zone and other The new law authorizes a war strength
points at issue regarding submarine approximating 300,000 regulars and a
warfare. Germany had “recognized re- national guard maximum of 400,000.
sponsibility” for the loss of neutral The defense legislation authorizes earlives on the Lusitania in February, but ly construction of four huge battlethe general asi>ect of the submarine is- ships and four big battle cruisers,
July floods in Virginia, North Carosue was one to cause uncertainty as i
to safety of neutral lives on the high lina and South Carolina caused a loss
seas. Both houses acted upon separate of life estimated at fifty and property
resolutions, practically leaving the mat- loss of $15,000,000. In August a cloudter in the hands of the executive. Sen- burst and flood In West Virginia deate vote was US to 14; house. 276 to stroyed sixty-six lives and property
142.
valued at $5,000,000. An explosion of
European war munitions in New York
Merchant Submarines.
A new phase of the submarine ques- harbor caused damage amounting to
tion involving the United States came $15,000,000.
^
Among the deaths of notable people
up when the German merchant submarine Deutschland arrived at Balti- during the year were General Victoriano Huerta. J. T. Trowbridge, Robert
more with a cargo of German goods.
Although the Deutschland was not Burns Wilson, Clara Louisa Kellogg,
armed, the entente powers asked the Rev. Dr. Timothy Dwight, James J.
United States to treat her class as war- Hill, Hetty Green. James Whitcomb
ships, which the state department de- Riley, John I’. St. John, Horace White,
clined to do.
Tlie vessel sailed for Seth Low, Frank Dempster Sherman,
Germany in August and arrived at Charles Taze Russell. John D. ArchNew London on a return trip Nov. 1. bold and Percival Lowell.
The nomination of Louis D. Brandeis
Meanwhile on Oct. 7 the armed German submarine U-D3 entered Newport to the supreme court bench caused critharbor, coming direct from Willielins- icism, but he was confirmed June 3.
haven. She received the usual privi- Bartholdi’s statue of Liberty Enlightleges of a warship iu a neutral port. ening the World was first illumined by
Next day, off Nantucket shoals, Unit- an electrical flood of light, which is
ed States coast, she torpedoed and to be permanent, on the 2d of Decem*
sank three British and two neutral ber.

equal suffrage
enforcement

The Maine Legislative session is at hand.and
it is bound to be one of the most interesting in
our history.
The law makers cannot escape
dealing with several matters of vital importance.
The Good Roads contest is certain to be
a big one and one in which every tax
payer in
Maine is interested—a mill tax plan against a
bond issue plan, and the “trunk line” and
State -aid scheme versus business roads over a
largely increased mileage for the benefit of the
farm-to-market idea. Then a budget system
is to be introduced for discussion and'consideration from every angle by the Legislature. An
attack will also be made upon the primary law!

or

ordered the militia rushed to the border. The prisoners were delivered at
El Paso three days after tjie president’s
demand. Early in September an Amer-:
ieun-Mexican joint commission met to
confer upon the matters in dispute between the government of the United
States and Mexico.
This joint commission signed a protocol Xov. 24.
Meanwhile, one day before the protocol
was signed, Villistas attacked Chihuahua City and were defeated by Carrauzistas. Two days later they again
attacked and occupied part of the city,,
but were expelled on Dec. 1 by Carras.-1
za forces.

inning, and lawI
will be introduced.

will have its

measures

■

great importance to those who are watching
new legislation.
The Journal also publishes at
the opening of the session biographical sketches of the members of the Legislature, ac-

families wishing to keep up with the
companied by portraits.
in education and topics of direct inThe price of the Daily Kennebec Journal
terest to them, must follow the Legislative
will be $1 25 for the session.
Address: Kennebec Journal Company, Auproceedings of their State. In order to do thal
it is necessary to have a daily record of pro- gusta, Maine.
ceedings with explanations and interpretation!
But “He Kept Us Out of War/*
by writers familiar with all the State’s affairs
It has come to be commonly acceptei
Washington. Dec. 22 A deficiency approthroughout the State that no paper in Maim 1 priation bill of $28,000,000 for the army on acis so well prepared in mechanical equipmen ; i count of Mexican border service was submitted
and editorial staff; to deal with any questioi , to the House today by Secretary Baker.
before the public as the Ken nebec Journal.
Advance notices of all the committee hear
*ngs are published in the Journal, a matter o
Maine

procession

were won by Emily Morse, Cherryfield,
first; Christine Hunter, Benton Station,
second; Elizabeth Cook, Carmel, third;
Alice NeiUgan, Benton Station, fourth,
Maine Central Railroad Potato Club
prizes were awarded to Carroll Wilder,
Dennysville, first; Harland Emery, Salisbury Cove, second; Louis Gardner, Dennysville, third; Albert Lincoln, Dennysville, fourth.
Bangor and Aroostook Potato Club
Milford Blackstone, Perham,
prizes:
first; Arnold Ross, Little, second; Percy
Porter, Littleton, third; Eugene Hitching?, Caribou, fourth.
Maine Central poultry prizes: Alma
Davir, Machias, first; Julian D. Davis,
Machias, second; Charles Haley, Machias, third; Dorothy Shaekford, Ellsworth,
fourth. Dorothy Pettingili of Mapieton
won the Bangor & Aroostook prize.

marooned with his dog a«d cat
HalfStonington, Me., Dec. 20.
nearly dead from exposure,
a
local
Joseph Westcott,
fisherman, was
brought here today from a small island

starved and

near the end of Merchants Row, where
he had been marooned since his little fishing sloop went ashore in last Saturday’s

storm.

Rescue had

been offered him by a>
but he preferred to re-

once

passing vessel,

main and his plight was not known at
home until the tug Betsey Ross took him
off this morning.
Capt. Westcott’s sloop parted its cable
near Swans Island, and after narrowly
escaping several ledges, was piled high
and dry on a reef near Bills Island. With
some
canvas
he rigged a temporary
shelter in the lee of a large boulder. The
galley stove and some driftwood kept
him from freezing. His only companions
were a dog and a cat.
The latter Capt.
Westcott placed in the oven, and the dog
huddled beside his master, affording mutual warmth. A vessel passed the castaways Sunday, but Capt. Westcott could
not be persuaded to leave.
Except for a
few biscuits the trio had nothing to eat
until taken off by the tug.
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iumphreys’ Homeopathic Remedies

are

lesigned to meet the needs of families
)r invalids, something that mother, father,
aurso or invalid can take or give to meet
the need of the moment.
cor over

.Vo.
1
2
3
4
7
8
9
liO
13
18
lft
16
17
19
20
21
27
30
3 4

Have been

m use

Sixty Years.

Price
Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations. 2ft
2ft
Worms, Worm Fever.
Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.2ft
Diarrhea, of Children and Adults. 2ft
Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 25
2ft
Toothache, Faoeache, Neuralgia
2ft
Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.
Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Weak iStoinach.2ft
Croup, Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis.,. 25
2ft
Eczema, Eruptions.
Itheumntism. Lumbago. 25
Fever and Ague. Malaria.2ft
Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.2.ft
25
Catarrh, Influenza, Cold lu Head.
23
Whooping Cough.
As!hma. Oppressed. Difficult Breathing. 23
Disorders of the Kidneys..23
Urinury Incontinence.25
8ore Throat. Quinsy
25
Foa

77 Grip, Grippe, La Grippe.25
Sold by druggists, or seut
Medical Book mailed free.

on

receipt of pries.

HUMPHREYS’ HOMED. MEDICINE
William and Ann Street*-New York.

CO., Corner

WANTED
GET

CASH

BY

DISPOSING of your pld

pamphlets, books, autograph letters and picpeople. I also want old and curious pictures of cities, buildings, ships, street

tures noted

ar.d American

4w51p

views.

8 Pemberton

Want list free.
G. A. JACKSON,

Square. Boston, Mass.

PROBATE NOTICES
8S-— In Court of Probate, held at
Belfast,on the 12th day of December,1916,
Robert F. Dunton, trustee under the last will
ot William 8. Brannagan, late ot Belfast, in said
County, deceased, having presented his fifth ac
count as trustee ot said estate for allowance.

WALDO

Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three
successively, in The Republican Journal,
newspaper published In Belfast, In said County, that all ersons interested may attend at a
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th
day of January next, and show cause, if any
they have, why the said account should uot be
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
▲ true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.
wi-eks
a

Sectic n 1.
A vehicle
pass on the right.
Section 2.
A vehicle
shail pass on the left >.]
vehicle and shall not pu..
111 entirely clear of if.
Section 3.
A vehicle u
street to the right shall tu
the right hand curb as prac
Section 4.
A vehicle iri
into another street shall
and beyond the center u:
street before turning.
Section 5.
No Vehicle u:
gency or to allow another
to cross its path shall stop
within the business sectm
nghthand curb thereof, ami
obstruct any crossing.
Section 6
Within the v D
horn, or other device for .sounded so as to make a n?.»;
or unreasonable noise; and n
motor vehicle shall
permit
smoke to escape or any uni
cutting out the muffler or s.

here-

ceased are desired to piesent the same ior
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make pay limit immediately
(SEOLGE E. BRYANT,
JUDsON B, BRYANT,
freedom. Me., Dec. 12. I9it>,

\ DMlNLSTRATKlXs

NOTICE.

lliesub-

serlber

hereby gives notice mat he has beet
duly appointed aduiinistratri x of the estate of

MARY ELLEN GOOD WIN, late of
Bearsmmit,
in tlie County of Waldo, deceased, ana given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are
desired to present the same tor settlement, and
ail indebted thereto are requested t<< make pay-

ment

rronate Court, held at Belfast. witlUn anc
lor the County of Waldo, on the 12th day o
December, A. D.1916.
s. MOSHER of Unity, in said county
widow of Lmdley H. Mosher, late of Unity
in said County ot Ha do, deceased, having presented a petition praying that an allowance bt
granted to her out of the personal estate oi
said deceased’s estate.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice ti
all persons interested by causing a copy of tliis
oider to be published three weeks
successively it:
1 he Republican Journal, a newspaper published
at Belfast, that tliey may appear at a Probate
Court, to be held at
elfast. within and for sair
County, on the 9th day of January, A. i>. iyi7
it ten ol the clock before noon, and show cause
if any they have,why the prayer of said petitiou
er siiouui not be granted.
JAMES LIP,BY, JudgeA true copy. Attest:
author \V. Leonard. Register.
At a

Emily

\ DMIMSTRaTOH’S

A scnber
been duly
estate of

The

sub-

hereby gives notice that he lias
appointed administrator of the

JOHN DICKEY, late of Brooks,
the County of W aldo, deceased, ami given
bonds as the law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said deceased an
desired to pit sent the same tor settlement, aud
ali indebted thereto are requested to make pay

immediately.
WALTER 1\ DICKEY.
Brooks, Me.. Dec. 12, 1916.

nient

A

Prospect, Me.,

GUARDIAN’S

HANNAHK
Dec. 12. 191b.

Section 4.
shall in

ner

j
j

A

of Probate, held at Be;
day of December. 1916
Flwm C, Dickey, administrator on the estate o
Fiances L. Robertson !are of Monroe, in saw
County, deceased, having presented bis llrsi
and final account of administration ot said es
tale for allowance.

Probate Court held at Beltast, within am l
for the County of Waldo, on the 12tli day o
December, a. 1). 1916.
P. WENTWORTH of Knox, in sai< (
county, guardian of Jesse K. Yeaton o f
Knox, in said County of Waldo, having pro
sented a petition praying that he may lesigi {
his guardianship of said ward and that saw
resignation may be accepted by the Judge u f
the Probate Court.
At a

Montville, Me,. Nov. 14.
li^XECU TOR'S NOTICE.

A

«

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, Within am
for the Comity of vvaldo, on the 12th day o
December, a. D. 1916.
B. PENDLETON of Isiesboro, i:
said county, widower of Ida M, Pendleton
late of Isiesboro. in said County of Waldo.de
ceased, having presented a petition praying tha
an allowance may be granted to him out of tb
personal estate of said deceased.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice t
all persons interested by causing a copy of thi
order to be published three weeks successivel
in The Republican Journal, a newspaper publish
ed at Bellast, that they may appear at a Probat
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for sail
County, on the 9tn day of January. A. 1)
1917, ut ten oi the clock before noon, and shot
cause, if any they have, why the prayer of sail
petitioner should not be granted.
James LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
Arthur Vv. Leonard, Register.

GEORGE

bring

ized agent

CONTROL OF

KEY.

The subscriber tier*-

WALDO

[

■

on

such sidewalk

to

j

starting, approaching or
place, the manner of taku

loading go.

or

:

ARTICLE V HI.
PENALTIES.
Kootinn

1

City

all Sriuaru

nim'

Belfast, VV,»
the above by
Section 2.
Any person wtu
above by-laws or any one
punished by a tine not ext e
ollars for each offence. Saul
recovered for the use of the s.
fast by complaint before any ’>
of the

of

shall conform

in the

County

to

of Waldo.

All drivers of vehicles are :■
ply with these rules in order
fic, prevent blockades, avoid
of life.
The police force will str
foregoing rules.
A true copy. Attest:
C A KEETON M*A

remov-

sidewalk beyond the limits prescribed ^for
letter carriers.

i

Section 1.
Drivers must at
with any direction by v.
member of the police fore«,

from

under this section to remove such snow, shall
reimburse the city for all sums paid ar,d expense incurred by reason of the removal of
said snow by said Street Commissioner, and
the provisions of law governing the collection
of taxes shall apply to the collection of said
sums charged by said city aforesaid, provided,
nevertheless, th: t this section shall not apply
to any sidewalk beyond the limns of the routes
prescribed for letter carriers.
Whenever the persons whose
Section 2.
duty it is to remove snow from the sidewalk
under Section 1, cannot agree as to the part of
said sidewalk that each shall keep free from
snow it shall be the duty of the Street Commissioner, on written request of any one of
said persons to make an apportionment of such
sidewalk to each of said persons so requesting,
on hearing after twenty-four hours' notice to
ell such persons interested afor said.
Section 3. In addition to /.he provisions of
Section 1, authorizing the Street Commissioner
to remove snow from sidewalks, any tenant,
occupant, or owner of land bordering on a
street where there is a sidewalk, who neglects
to complywith the provisions of Section 1, shall
be liable to a penalty of not less than Two Dollars nor more than Five Dollars for each
offence, to be recovered on complaint of any
inhabitant. The provision of the foregoing
section shall apply to snow which falls from
buildings as well as that which falls from the
clouds, but shall not apply to snow on any

iij

OBEDiENCi

passengers,

be

\

ARTICLE VIi.

SIDEWALKS

that may be

\

(definition

City Clerk's Office,
i
Belfast, Me., December 5, 1916. f
of
ihe
At a regular meeting
city government held December 4, 1916, the city clerk was
instructed to publish the following ordinance,
with notice that the same will be enforced.
Attest: UARLETON DOAK, City Clerk.

ed therefrom, and if he fails so to do, the Street
Commissioner may have such snow removed
and such tenant, occupant, cuatodian or owner
of such building or lot of land, whose duty it ia

AND VI

Section 1. The word “'in vdriver of a horse, the rider
operator of a motor vehicle.

Section 1. The tenant, occupant, or any person having the care of a building or lot of land
bordering on a street where there is a sidewalk,
or if there is no tenant, occupant, or other person having the care of such a building ur lot,
the owner thereof shall, within a reasonable
time after the snow ceases to fall in the day
time and before 10 o’clock in the morning
after a fall of snow during the night, cause all

SS.— Iu Court of Probate,held at Bel
fast, Jon the I2tl. day of December, 191C
Louise M. Kundlett of Winterport, m said conn !
ty, executrix of the last will of Roger S. Ruud
lett. late of Winterport, in said County, deceas
ed, having presented her first and final accoun t
of adminis ration of said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, thre }
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, 1
newspaper published iu Belfast, in said Count]
that all persons interested may attend at a. Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9th da 1
of January next, and show cause, if auy the V
have.why the said account should not beallowec
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

HORSES

ARTICLE VI

NOTICE

removing snow

j

Section 1. No horse shall
in any street or highway un'
ened and then at tne own.
Section 3.
No vehicle si
witnin the intersection of an..
in ten feet of a street corn.
Section 3.
No persons ha-,
vehicle shall obstruct any t-t
the same abreast of anotlu
case of an emergency.

in Hie

I

am;

SPEED.

WHITE, late of Boston, Mass.,

to

m

as

standstill,

Section 1. No automobile
shall t>e driven or operate
limits at a greater rate ol
milts an hour.

ORDINANCE

IITALDO SS,— in Court of Probate, held a
}} Belfast, on the 12th dav of December. 191ti
Sarah J. Marden, executrix ot the last will u \
George D. Marden, late
Winterport, in sail
County, deceased, having presented her first am I
final account of administration of said estat 5
for allowance.
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, tlnet
weeks successively in 'J he Republican Jonrna
a newspaper published In Bellast, in said Couu
ty, that all persons interested may attend at t
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 9tl
day of January next, and show cause, if au r
they have, why the said account should not b
allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
A true copy. A ttest:
Arthur W. Leonard, Register.

it to a

alarm)

ARTICLE IV.

deceased, and given bonds as tile law directs.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted tliereto are requested to make payment immediately
to David II. Smith of Islesboro. Me., mv author

snow

an

draw up said vehicle
the nghihund curb

of

relative

i

(answering

atus

Ju Ly gives notice that lie has beeu da y appointed executor of the last will and testament
JAMES C.

WAV

take on or let ulF passenger
Section 2.
The driver
approach of a lire engine or

JOSEPH H. WOODWARD.
Dee 12,1916,

HELEN T.
1916.

v

Section 1, A vehicle w,.,
shall promptly give place i.

notice. Thesubsctibei here-

immediately.

I
\

ARTICLE 111

State of Maine.
CHARLES J. WHITE.
Boston, Mass., Nov, 14, 1916.
>___

uruereu, mat me sam petitioner give nonce
all persons interested by causing a copy of thi
order to be published three weeks successivel
iu The Republican Journal, a newspaper pun
lisbed at Belfast., that they may appear at a Prc
bate Court, to be held at, Belfast, within ami fo
said County, on the 9th day of January. A. D
1917. at ten of the clock before noon, and shot \
cause, if any they have, Why the prayer of sal I
petitioner should not be granted.
JAMES LIBBY. Judge
A true copy. Attest;
Arthur W. Leonard. Register.

curve

RIGHT OF

1>M IN 1STRA I RIX’S NOTICE. The suhserib

mt*nt

or

HEAGAN.

in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given
bonds as tin* law directs. All persons having
demands against the estate of said decease.: are
desired to present the same for settlement, and
all indebted thereto are requested to make pay

that all persons interested may attend at a Pro
bate Court, to be held at Belfast,on the 9th o f
of January next, and show cause, it any they
have, why tile said account should not be ailow
ed.
JAMFB LIBBY, Judge,
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur YV. Leonard, Register,

j

before sunrise.

A er hereby gives notice that she has been utny
appointed administratrix of the estate of
LLEWELLYN F. AKEY, late of Moutville.

Ordered, that notice thereof he given, threi
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said County

\

Driver of mo:,
approaching o;
on a pul.

to

Bangor. Me,,

Leonard, Register.

j
|

Section 5.
Every auton;
vehicle shall carry a light
one half hour after sunset a:

said Georue P. W oodward are desired to pro
sent ihe same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imme-

diately,

|
j

signals in such a waj as t<>
other vehicles and to pedest
proach.

by gives notice that he lias been duly apI pointed guardian of
GEORGE
P, WOODWARD, late of Lincoln|
ville,
I m the County of Waldo, and given bonds as the
law directs. All persons having demandsagamsi

Ordered, That notice he given to all personby causing a copy of tlii1- order t-- bt
published three weeks successively in The Re
publican Journal, published ai Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate Court.Jo be held at Heftast, within and for said County, on the secont
Tuesday of January next, at ten of the cloct
betore noon, and snow cause if any tliey have,
why t he same should not be proved, approved
ami allowed.
JAMES LIBBY, Judge.
interested

\

behind.
Kinds

ADMINISTRATRIX'S NOTICE
suhA stlibel hereby gives notice that lie has been
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
THOMAS HE AG A N, late of Searsport,
in tiie County oi Waldo, deceased, and give11
bonds as tlie law directs. All persons having
demands agaiDst the estate of said deceased
are oe irtu t< present the same lor settlement,
ami all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately.

certain instrument, pui porting to be the Iasi
will and testament of Lydia S. Fetguson
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, deceased. having been presented for probate. Jam
W. Ferguson named executrix in said will to
serve without bo id.

I
\
!

hand indicating with it the <;
the turn is to be made.
Section 3.
Before backing
ahull Le given, and while 1..
vigilance must be exercise

in

At a Probate Court, held at Belfast, within am:
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of December, A. 1>. 1916.

I

«

WENTWORTH.

NOTICE.

\

ARTICLE 11
SIGNALS,
Section 1. In slowing up or
nal shall be given those belli:
whip or hand Vertically.
Section 2.
In turning *
whether at an intersection of
wise, or in starting to turn ir■
signal shall be given by ru

immediately

HESTER M.
Knox. Me.. Dec. 12 191«

!

ARTICLE
.VEHICLES IN m.

ii

Ordered. That notice be given to all persons
inteiesied by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in The Republican Journal, published at Belfast, that they
max appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Bellast. will iin and tor said County, on the second Tuesday of January next, at ten of tht
clock beloie noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not he proved, ap
proved ai d allowed.
JAMES LIT,BY, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Arthur \Y. Leonard, Register.

j

:

■

A

STREET REUl ;
AND RULES I-OR

DOLLY «J, BRYANT, late of Freedom,
the County ot \\ aldo. deceased. All persons
having demands against the estate of said ue

A

WILSON

w

lie oioscnbeis

fast, in City Council

of

A 1.1)0 s:s—in Court
Representative Rainey,arguing against \\J
V? fast, on the 12tl.

the waste of money by Congress, made
even
the Congressmen who are afier
“pork” look aghast when he said: “If
the war ends one year from the first of
next March England will have a budget
of $1,200,600,000; Germany will have one
of $1,300,000,000;Austria-Hungary one of
$1,400,000,000; Russia, with a budget always the largest in the world heretofore,
will have one of $1,600,000,000. In the
fiscal year 19i8 the expense of this Government—and we have been in no war
will be $1,650,000,000,
the largest
budget in the world, a larger budget
than any Nation in the world was ever
compelled to meet.”

NOTICE,

it Ordained by the
and Common Council

l_i by give notice that they have been dulv
appointed executors of the laVt wiil and testaumi

Piohate Cmut. held at Belfast, within and
lbe County o* Waldo, on tile second Tuesday of December, A. D 1‘J1G.
certain instrument purporting to he t!u* last
will and tes ament of Charles K. Campbell,
late of Winte port, in said County of Waldo,
de eased, having been presented for probate
Fred A!wood of Winterport, in said county,
named executrix in said will.
At

A true copy, Attest:
Arthur W.

The Biggest Budget in the World.
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CLUBBING
The following clubbing oth
subscriptions to '1 be Journ.i
in advance:
The Journal ar.d i-'arin and U
The Journal and McCall's Mag
The Journal and Woman's :V
The publications included
clubbing offer may be sen'
ferent addresses.
Send in your subscription

nnv>

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL IT

1

Belfast, Maine

For Sale

or Reid

IN CRESCENT CITY.

H1^1'
11

Orange groves, houses, suites
for light housekeeping. E<»r 1^
D. CHAl’lN
lars apply to
*

4w60p

Creecent City.

Y

^Jholic Church in Belfast The Minister who Feels
Catholic Magazine ]
Well on Monday
ifW”
With
is
•he

„I.

Bishop Healy
dication 0f st.

I

tte visit

spring
plans sufficiently adand
authorapproval,

.hat town, in the

|

i

an
many ministers, Monday
“Off day.”
Not in the way of doing
nothing, but in the sense of not feeling well. After the hard work of Saturday and Sunday, comes the nervous
and physical reaction of Monday, with
that "all-in” feeling.
This is a condition many ministers would be glad
to be freed from.
They can avoid it
by giving proper attention to diet, and
taking "L„ F.” Atwood's Medicine to
keep the bowels in order, the stomach
toned, the liver regulated, and the
head clear.
This old home remedy
is so good that many ministers are
to
recommend
glad
it, feeling that
they are passing along a kindness in
so doing.
We will send a free sample
to any minister, upon request.
Buy a 35c bottle at your nearest store,
or write to-day for free sample.
“L. F.” Medicine Co.,
Portland, Me.

to BucksVincent de

of work on the

a

new

Monday, May 18,

d.

mg of the first sod by
lr. W. F. Triggs, and
uncement that the new
erected under the
Eveleth of Winter,peeled to see the day
ave a Catholic Church
irked an enthusiastic

representative,

mrnal

Iforts of Father Gar,igan we are to have
i- long been the desire
m to have a church in
-access of it is largely
the Belfast Republidate of Thursday,
r
1! has been a liberal
m ooubtless continue to
m church is a very fine
ellent neighborhood.”
wars, unaccustomed to
if building operations,
ml the anxiety of the
have weighed heavily
d of Mr. Brannagan
m in progress, hut his
that he promptly
rom week to week,
vas always the best.
and faithful attenught their results,
: snows of 1891 dedice, now known
!. Francis of Assisi,
■

the six years of his charge in Belfast,
Father Garrity had not missed a single
service on the Sunday appointed for Belfast. In summer the journey from Winterport to Belfast is one of the pleasantest along our coast, but during the long
and trying winter months one might well
dread its rigors, hence we must not forget a passing tribute to the priests who
in by gone years have traveled from
Whitefield, Bangor, Ellsworth, Rockland and Winterport on their errands of
mercy to the few struggling members of
holy mother Church who shared the fortunes of beautiful Belfast-by-the-sea.
With the slow means of conveyance of
those early days in our history, before
the but recent advent of the much used
*n.
Bishop Heaiy, automobile of the
present, the trip was
ssibility of having
and tedious, and no one
vmed on Thanksgiv- necessarily long
could offer a word of blame to the zealted to arrange his ;
ous pastor of
Winterport when in April,
he might he with ]
he announced the close of his labors
fast on this happy 1894,
at
Belfast, and the coming of a resident
roved a gala one l
priest who could give to the needs of the
■ie, irrespective of
mission more attention and greater care
the celebration
than his best efforts could command.
Many of the r.oni contributed very
[TO BE CONCLUDED. ]
■ ■

■

*

furnishing fund,

e

while meeting the
the construction
isted that the Cathmid do their part,
fur the furnishing
while poor, and not
is show that their
onerous, and that
ed by their non-

“PLEASE FEED 1 He BIRDS.”

■

■

■

the tiles of the !
if-i an account on i
Belfast Catholic |
iigot a report given
journal under date, ;
!, 1891, which we
.ling in our short
ry of the Catholic

i".

mg

I

..

Catholic Church.
was a red letter
!
of Belfast and victuireh edifice on
seated on that day.
under the direction
i.
James A. Healy, D.
inland, assisted by the
of Bangor, Rev.
of Gardiner, tcev. J.
inland, Rev, J. P. NelRev. P. J. Garrity of
Pastor of the Society
1

,,

dedicated under the
and under the proA
idy of Good Hope.
g.,r under the direction
an rendered excellent
comas most favorably
pile choir consisted of
.uthrie, Miss Annie RusXuitv and Thomas Donr of dedication was 10 A.
!hat time the church was
uas

!
t.

i

a

most

SWANVILLE

seating capacity,

Grange gave an old folk’s dance
Dec. 27th at Comet Grange hall. Bachelder’s
orchestra
furnished
music. Supper by
Comet
Miss

the

worst

ceraber 15th and

from Pittsfield

storm

16th.

The

for

years

w-orked all
were

e-

not

Monday.
Teams caught out bad to put up their horses,
and it took hours for men to wallow through
the drifts for a distance of only a few miles.

E. H. Littlefield was in town part of last
week, collecting taxes and looking after other
His youngest son, Clinton, had the
business.
misfortune to be bitten by a dog, 5 teeth going through his upper lip, and he has had a
very serious time with the wound, and there
Two docwas great fear of blood poisoning.
tors held

a

Manufactur-

ing sliced and
evaporated potatoes is
coming to be an important industry for
this section, and so far as it is
known
Caribou has the only
plant of this kind in
the United States. Canadian
interests
for some time have been
engaged in this
making of a product which is similar, but
inferior,to this output of the R I, Pitcher’s Co’s plant, near the C. P. R. R station in this town.
Ten years ago this
company built the
present plant for the
of

consultation and

were

hoping

for

the best at last accounts.

was

set

yield

and

fermentation

up

GREAT STARS
GREAT PEAYS made by
GREAT DIRECTORS
GIVE

poisons which cause brain irritation.
Brain irritation and crankiness are first
cousins.

properly

Miss Maude Nealey of Monroe was
the guest of Mrs. F. P* elements last
week.

irritable.

j

|

THE LEAD
OVER
ALL THE
OTHERS

SHERIFF’S

—gi!
I

Is situated

Law Court Overrules Motion for New Trial.
The law court Dec. 21st handed down
a
rescript in the case of the Devereux
Company of Castine vs. Sheriff Forrest
0. Silsby, overruling the motion of the
plaintiff for a new tiial. The rescript is

as.follows:
This is an action on the case in which
the plaintiff sues to recover damages for
the loss of the steamer Corinna, her
tackle, apparatus and furniture, through
the alleged negligence of Norris L. Grindle a deputy of the sheriff appointed by
the defendant and for whose conduct the
defendant is answerable. The jury found
for the defendant. The plaintiff moves
for a new trial beeruHe the verdict is

in Boston recently

Miss Alma Gray passed a few days at
the home of her brother, Maurice Gray,

recently.
Walter Ludwick, who has been master
of Georges River Grange for several
years, attended the State Grange in Ba.
gor last week.
The entertainment given by the High
school pupils at Sanford’s hall Friday
evening, Dec. 15th, was well patronized
and the sum of $17.50 was realized.

Capt. J. O. Johnson, who was reported
as seriously ill at our last writing,is very
mvch improved and is able to be up about
the house and read his papers, which will
be gratifying news to.liis many friends.

I

>rris
at-

tached the steamer on a wr;t issued out
of the supreme judicial court. On the
twelfth day of September, 1915, the
steamer

was

accidentally destroyed by |

The two questions of fact that the
jury passed upon were, die the officer
use ordinary and reasonable care
after
the attachment and prior to the lire, and
since the fire has he done what an ordinary prudent and cautious man should
have done to preserve and care for the
property remaining under water?
The jury found, under proper instructions, as to the care that it was the duty
of the deputy to exercise, both before and
after the fire, that he did exercise the
care required, and there was evidence, if
the jury believed it, that justified their
finding, and we can find nothing in the
record that tends to show that the jury
were influenced by
prejudice, bias or
mistake; that the evidence was sufficient
to authorize the verdict we think is clear
from the reading of the testimony, and
the finding of the jury upon the question
of fact must be sustained.
MARINE 11EMS.
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MUSIC MDSE.

LEE

receive

{

Have just added to my equipment a 2-ton
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con-

|

cern

addressed

ceive prompt attention.
Telephone connection

of

W. W. BLAZ9.
126

the

CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE,
k

i_
PLlvSONAL HYGIENE
i water for douches stops
pelvic catvlceration and inflam-

BELFAST AND BURNHAM.

mation.

On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connectin
at Burnnam and Waterville with through trair
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland an
Boston, will run as follows:

Belfast

Kec *nmended by Lydia E.
*_o, fe* ten
years.
heating wonder for nasal catarrh,
sore throat ard sore
eyes. Economical,
and germicidal pow**r.
s, or jwjitpaid by
iw'iv. OcM.-’i. Mass, y

depart.

...

Brooks
Knox.
Thorndike....

Burnham, arrive.
Bangor.
Clinton.
Benton.

Waterville.
Portland.
Boston, pm.
TO

Pi.nko.itki ILed.

5

AM

PM

7 05
10
t7 20
7 32
t7 44
7 50
7 58
18 08
8 20
11 45
8 39
8 48
8 54
1150
3 20

12 LiO
+12 25
+12 35
12 47
12 59
1 05
113
4 1 23
l 35
2 00
-,

3 29
5 50
8 00

P

5

2 5
+2 5 5
t2 c
2 47
+2 £ 9
3C
3 13
+3 5 3
3 c
5 (
5 1i
6 50
5 5
8 55

A

SEARSPORT, MAINE,
Land

BELFAST

Winnecook.

p

Surveying,
Valuation of Timberlands

Topographic

Eastern

and

Hydrographic Surveys

l

General

AM

A

3 CO

8£

Portland. 12 00

12 5 5

Turbine Steel Ste imship]Belfasl
Leave Belfast Mondays and
Thursdays at
2 00 p. m for Camden. Rockland
and Boston.
Leave Belfast Wednesdays and
Saturdays at
7.30 a. m for Seaxsport,
Bucksport and Winter-

10 02

3 1
1 i
3
31
3 J
4(
4<
4
t4 :
4< to

37 Main Street,

Belfast, M

port
Return: Leave India Wharf, Boston. Tuesdays and Fridays at 5.C0 p. m. Leave Winter-

>

AM

Waterville.
Bangor.

Row.

EVIE HOLMES.

a-naii a
goods of every d Jscrlption. Furr
ture. bedding, ca
pets, stoves, et
Antique furnitu
a specialty. If y< lU
have anything «
sell drop me *
postal card and you will receive a prompt call.
WALTER H.
64 Main Street, Belfast.
Telephone 249-3
b« son

}*

■'

P€

Benton.
Clinton.
Qurnham, leave.

7 16
7 00

8 35

Winnecook. 18 45
Unity. 8 54
Thorndike. 9 02
Knox. +9 10
Brooks. 9 25
Waldo. 19 35

10 08
10 17
10 30
+10 40
10 55
11 05
+11 15
1135
til 46

port

1

to

at Law

a

I

son.

*ver

FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS
t

**

For headache and nervousness due to kidBackache
for weary,
bladderanddisorders,
Rheumatism. neY
sleepless nights, for
Kidneys «nd Paln-laden days
Bladder. weak* lame back, take Foley Kidney Pills.
O-- Contain no harmful or habit forming drugs.
SOLD EVERY W HERE

?nd

a. ni.

for

Freight

service

throughout

the year.

DIRECT BETWEEN BOSTON AND NEW YORK

Passenger Service discontinued for the seaFreight Service throughout the year.

Probate practic l

eon,

FRED W. POTE, Agent,
Belfast, Maine

WOOLENS

Regular

I

r

10 00

METROPOLITAN LINE

TABLETS
FOLEY OOHAETIC
Sweet -1
Active -Bowels
Keen Stomach

Thursdays at

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE

2ft

specialty.

ami

Direct between Portland and New York.
Passenger service discontinued tor the sea-

BELFAST, MAINE.
Practice in all Courts.

Mondays

Boston and intermediate landings.

GEO. t. JUHNSON,

I Attorney

14J
19 45
111 66
f6 <
5 < 16
Belfast, arrive. 9 50
12 01
+ Flag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold (
$6.26 from Belfast.
H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
G. C. DOUGLASS,
General Manager. Portland Maine.

Citypoint.

HE WAY BY WATER.
BANCOR LINE

DENTIST,

7 00

Steamship Lines

TWO TRIP SERVICE.

BELFAST

10 00

‘

™‘l*l

tngineering Work.

p

Manlcui

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

[

INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE

MAINE CENlKALRAILROAI

FROM

Leave orders at the stable, corner of
Cross streets, and they will re-

Main and

attentions

to any agent
MAINE CENTRAL, or to

PATTERSON. Proprietor.

Waldo.

np and Shampooing. Also Facial Worl
Full line ot all kinds of Hair Work at n J

Store, PhCBnlx

when

REPAIRING

City point. +7

NOTICE.

23tf

!

lam prepared to do all kinds of
trucking,
Furniture and piano moving a speciaity.

j

regarding locations

will

44tf

V. MILLER.

TRUCKING
!

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

invited and

would be pleased to have

/.

Good Farming Land
Communications

6 0 0 DS

When you want furs
you call.

AND

tj**

II \M>.

TEACHING

PM

parlors

OX

IIA I It

Unlimited Raw Material

Belfast, Maim

47 Main Street,

Boston.

Shiro’s

w

to Order.

Muffs, Scarfs and Garments

VVater Powers

Undeveloped

Phrenix Row, opposite the
Court House.

on

Trimming Cut

Camps

give opportunity to those desiring, to
make a change in location fora new start
in life.

MUSIC SHOP,

g

THORNDIKE MACHINE COMPANY,
4w49
Portland, Maine.

over

I Fur

i

Special Bargains

Chiropody,

I Yov will find

LOCATED ON THE DINE OF THE

are

Unity.

Guaranteed work In

and

9 1917, at 10 o’clock a.n I.
VV. WESCOTT, President,
Belfast, December 19, 1916.
u3w51

J.

_

In wood saw outfits, cut off saws, kerosen
and gasoline engines, electric lighting plant
water plants. Send for circular. It will sav
you money.

Miller’s Fur Rooms

for Summer Hotels

C.

m

?

at

FURS

IVlill Sites, Farms,Sites

Banl ^

Country

THE COE-MORTIMER COMPANY. NEW YORK

Tuesday January

RENTING

\
!

HALL

Locations

The annual meeting of the stockholders c f
The City National Bank of Belfast for th
choice of directors and the transaction of an y
other business that may legally come befoi e
them will be held at their banking rooms c n

■

*

&

FERTILIZERS.

Manufactured
Relfast, Maine.
BELFAST A (it NTS.

Quarries,
Factory

DATTCDOrtbilO

j

YOUR C5ROIPS DECIDE

JACKSON

\

|

-— —.— ___

tell y< u to use E. FRANK COE
in the Rest Equipped Factory in the

--

i|

—

OP BELFAST.

!

s

■

? MAINE CENIEAL RAILROAD

where.

j The City National

j

just off Main street.

They will

h
n

Transient Stable

street

—--

i^THlET

I

]

Banking Coir
pany of Bangor, Maine, recorded in said Reg
istrv of Deeds, Book 318, Page 411, on whic
there is said to be due about $990;
Also, all the right, title and interest whic
said Oscar Cole had in at d to the following dt
scribed parcels of land situated in said Wintei
port on said December 7, 1915, at 2 o’clock an
30 minutes in the afternoon, when the sam
was attached on the original writ; said parce
consisting of two wood lots which were cor
veyed to said Oscar Cole by Herbert Cole an
others by deed dated April 18, 1908, and r<
corded in said Registry of Deeds, Book 29
Page 125, and described as follows:
First Parcel: Beginning at the southeastei
ly corner of land occupied by Luther W. Free
erick; thence north 38 degrees east thirty
three and one-eighth rods to a stake and stone
in the northerly line of what is called th
StnnlpR’ lot. nnw owtiprl hu Tra M
Hnr<l- fhunf
south 51 degrees east 63 rods to a stone i
what was formerly Wiliiam P. Staples’ fielt
thence south 38 degrees west thirty-three an
one-half rods to a stake in the line of land c
John W. Arey; thence north 51 degrees wes
by said Arey’s land to the place of beginninf
containing thirteen acres, more or less, and ir
eluding the privilege of crossing land formerl
of William P. Staples to enter said lot.
Second Parcel:
Beginning on the westerl
side of the Staples’ road, also called the Crock
ett road, in said Winterport, at the northerl
line of land formerly of William P. Staple
now of Ira M. Hurd; thence north 54 degret
west by said Hurd’s land one hundred six rod
to land formerly of Reuben Rich; now of A!
bert Cole, thence north 36 degrees east by sai
Albert Cole’s land thirty-two rods to land foi
merly of A L. Kelley; thence south 54 degree
east by said land formerly of said Kelley on
hundred six rods to said Staples' road; thenc
southwesterly by said Staples’ road thirty-tw
rods to the place of beginning, containin
twenty-one acres and thirty-two square rodi
more or less.
Dated at Winterport, the ninth day of Dt
cember, 1916.
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD,
3w51
Deputy Sheriff.

on

..-

»

|

plant.

Washington

I have single and
double hitches, buckboards, etc. Careful drivers
desired. Your patronage issoiicited
Telephones—stable 235-2, house 61-13.
ly2S
VY. <jr. PKESTON. Proprietor.

\\

product

PRESTON5!. .i
8t

■

Livery, Boarding

[

The four-masted schooner Jacob M.
At the annual meeting of Arbutus
Chapter, 0. E. S., the following officers Haskell, which early in her career earned
of the Bishop to thi
were elected for the coming year:
Mrs. the title of “The Flying Haskell,” has
it Co-Slue nearly twi
Jessie Luce, Matron; W. J. Greeley, Pa- arrived at Sekondo, W. C. A., 43 days
ago is founded on thi
tron; Mrs. Meda Leeman, Associate Ma- | from Boston—said to be a record. She
I’r. VVheeier's history o
tron; Mrs. Eva N. Ripley, Secretary; I carried rum, motor cars, tobacco and
Miss Susan A. Copp, Treasurer; Mrs. I lumber, and will return with mahogany,
Minnie Sprague, Conductress; Mrs. Ethtl her stock for the round trip beine among
1 '03 a piece of sheet cop
long by eight wide wai Sherman, Associate Conductress. The the higheBt ever earned by a vessel of
her size.
installation will take place in January.
ind near Fort Madison
'■
PORTLAND, Dec. 22. Owners of the
!l the
plate are evidentl;
The sad news of the death of Mrs, Portland
five-masted
schooner Jane
"f the following inscrip
Kate Shibles Neal, which occurred at the Palmer, will receive the largest freighl
Junii, Frater, Leo Parisi home
of a cousin in Morrill, was a shock money ever paid for carrying a cargo oi
apucinorum Misione, Posu I
amentum in honorem nostri ( to her many friends here. Mrs. Neal coal from a southern cos' port to Porthad been a resident of the village for land, as the Palmer will receive $2.7E
i: ctae
v.
Spei,’ of which this ii ! about
-i i,m:
and was respected and be- per ton for about 4500 tons of coal to be
‘1648, June 8th, I Fria loved 50 years
‘ns
by a large circle of friends. Her brought to Portland from Newport News.
Capuchin Missionary, laii j
Frank Neal, died several years The Palmer is now on her way out to the
,,4V** in honor of Our Lady o f husband,
,
ago and since then she had made her southern coal port and will probably com
home with her only daughter, Mrs. A. J. plete the round trip in about three weeks
°f this November day
Skidmore, She is survived by one sister, or less time. On her previous trip the
*
new edifice, under its his
MrB. Alfred Pulsifer of New Haven, Palmer received $2 per ton, so the in
'•’on take its place as the re
Conn., and onelbrother, Watters Shiblee crease to $2.75 per ton does not indicati
f Catholicism in this ol
of Morrill. The funeral was held at the that there has been any slump in freigh
“wn
by the sea. Instead o s church in Morrill, Rev. H. M. Abbott
rates Deing offered ship ownerB.
:i
and temporary chapel a 3
The interment was beside
officiating.
ir
wont, the Catholic people > the husband in Morrill cemetery. There
No Higher Price For this.
&eir PP0,nted Sunday morn, wend was a wealth of beautiful flowers from
While food and clothing have advanced ii 1
towards
the
3
fts
open portal o
relatives and friends,
cost, it is well for the Bick that the prices o
ita
Assisi, where they neve r_
such reliable family remedies as Foleys Kid :
>nti ll:,i 'heir kind pastor, Fathe
ney Pills are not increased.
Foley Kidne;
their coming. Thithe
Pills coBt little and relieve backache, pains ii
Ior Livine
Bore muscles, stiff joints, rheu
Bides
and
loina.
services, for tbei
FLETCHER’S
FOR
matic pains and bladder trouble. Sold every
j0# ferriages and funerals, fa
end their sorrowB.
where.
Durin

'Rating

They

Mrs. L. A. White and Mrs. G. H. York
in Bangor on a shopping trip Dec.
11th.

Hence, the husband who is imnourished is inclined to be highly
Irritability and domestic infelicity go hand in hand. Moral: The
wife who would preserve the angelic disMrs. S. E. Dawson of Monroe wspend- position which manifested itself in her
ing a few weeks with her niece, Mrs. G. ! king and lord during courtship, should
H. York.
exercise every precaution against immanufacturing
foods op the family
Mrs. Glenice Arey of Thorndike arriv- properly prepared
starch, expecting to run a couple of
table.
months each year, but today this
ed in town Dec. 12th to visit her parents
plant
It
has
remained
for a Chicago culina
is in operation nearly the whole
Mr. and Mrs. Marcus Littlefield,
year
ry expert and observer of human nature
around, working night and day for the
Mrs. Edna Harquail and daughter, Miss to elaborate on this theory. She sees in
present and employing 135 men with a
7th, to the ordinary variety of doughnut a great
came from Castine Dec.
weekly payroll of somewhere in the vi- Avis,
the holidays at their home in town. stimulus to crime. Since so many poor
spend
cinity of $2,500.
men have doughnuts and coffee as a reThere are 15,000 pounds of starch and
Miss Edna Conant, a student at Hebron
gular diet, the menace of the doughnut
10,000 pounds of sliced and evaporated Academy, is spending the holidays with assumes serious
proportions should it be
her parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. M.Conant.
potatoes turned out daily.
cooked in a manner such as to render it
The plant is not only making its ownindigestible. Indigestion, she assumes,
ers more prosperous, but is
adding maWorms Make Children Fretful,
causes mormdity and low spirits which,
terially to the general prosperity of
when there is no luckless wife to cajole,
If your child cries out in sleep, is nervous,
Caribou and Aroostook County.
It is
may take the form of crime. Hence, she
of worms
giving steady employment to a large puny and listless, he may be a victim
urges that particular care be exercised in
Worn
with
crew of men, and is furnishing an outlet
Kickapoo
Begin treatment at once
preparing the lowly doughnut. The orfor the second size potatoes, which are Killer. This
tablet
in
forn
candy laxative
dinary doughnut manufacturer is charged
the
am
1
it
being evaporated,and
“culls,” which kills the worm and removes
quickly
with adding the ingredient of sugar in
are going into starch.
In ordinary years
easily, 'Don't permit your child’s developmen granulated form. It does not melt until
potatoes for starch sell at about forty to be retarded
hi
dipped into hot fat and then the tiny
by the continued draining oi
cents a barrel —this year, with this new
Get
Kickapoo Worn holes left vacant by the sugar are filled
product being made and starch prices vitality by worms.
in by fat. Doughnuts made in this wise
up, the farmers are getting consider- Killer at your Druggist, 25c.
have but one part.which may be considermore
than
double
that
ably
price.
ed wholesome, and that is the interior
It is estimated that the Pitcher plant
section represented by the hole,
will use more than a half a million bushTo offset this offense we are advised tc
SALE
els before the close of the season. Eight
dissolve the sugar thoroughly. One cup
SS.
hundred barrels a day are being used, STATE OF MAINE,
f
of
sugar should be reduced in a cup of
VA A LDO, I
and the company has more than 60,000 COUNTY OF
sweet milk, to which should be added the
Defcember 9, 1916.
barrels in storage.
Taken on e>--cution, wherein F S. Royatei beaten yolks of three eggs, together
mere is a ready demand lor the evap- Guano
Company, a corporation organized anc with salt and nutmeg sufficient for flavorated potatoes, which are used when it existing under the laws of the State of Viroring tne mixture. After this the oris difficult to transport the others and ginia, having an office and place of business at
dinary processes may be followed out and
when weight and bulk make a differ- Baltimore, in the State of Maryland, is Plaina doughnut-produced which will tickle
of Winterport, in saic
ence.
They are an excellent substitu- tiff, and Oscar Cole
the
palate, stimulate the digestion and
and will be
tion for the regular article of diet, for County of Waldo, is Defendant,
soothe
tne soul.
sold by public auction on the eighteen day ol
Happiness, success and
which Aroostook is so famous.
a
keener
the
relish of ate are said to be bidin
forenoon, a1
I January, 1917, at 10 o'clock
The process of manufacture is an in- the office of Walter A. Cowan in said Winter- den in this
[
nourishing recipe. It is not
t 'resting one.
First the potatoes are port, all the right in equity which said Oscar
altogether improbable that if we would
washed and then peeled in functional I Cole had on the seventh day of December, direct less attention to sociological inin the aftermachinery, which handles hundreds of 1916, at 2 o'clock and 30 minutes
vestigations in seeking to solve problems
bushels a day. From there they go into noon, when the same was attached on the origi- of crime and distress and
pay more atnal writ, to redeem the following describee
a large tank
and as they are removed,
tention to the culinary aspects of mortal
mortgaged real estate, situated in Winterport,
men cut out the dark spots and other ima
more
substantial
to wit:
distemper,
progress
perfections; machinery slices them and
A certain lot of land with the bu filings
might be made. —Washington Star.
they are cooked in large vats under live thereon situated on the northwesterly side ol
steam for some time.
From there they Main street, in Winterport village, bounded
uiux x
go to the racks in the drying chambers northeasterly and northwesterly by land ol
where heat removes the last bit of mois- Charles E Littlefield; bounded southwesterly
H.
the
house
lot
of
anc
Clements,
George
Hazel Adams has begun a winter term
ture an I leaves a product resembling the by
bounded southeasterly by said Main street, beordinary potato chip. They are dried ing approximately 135 feet square, and being of school in Burnham.
twice before being taken out and packed the
premises conveyed to O.-car Cole by Metti
Joseph Walker of Island Falls was a
in bags for shipments.
Freeman Em *rson by deed dated October 10
recent guest of Archibald Tozier.
Wilh the starch factory operated in 1907, and rt-cor.fi d in Waldo Registry of Deeds
connection with the plant, considerable Book 288, Page 179, excepting the part of the
Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Whitehouse, whc
described in said deed which was
had been in Boston for a week, have reeconomy is gained through the utilization premises
conveyed by Oscar Cole to George H. Clement!
ol all waste, which goes into starch.
turned home.
deed dated December 14, 1912, and recorder
Another product of this plant is potato by
I m said Registry, Book 309 Page 228. Said rea
Robert
flour, which is gaining in general use. I estate is subject to a mortgage given by sai( school m Whitehouse, who is attending
Pittsfield, is at home for a tw
The company is now installing a large O'Car Cole to T. R. Savage Company of Ban
weeks’ vacation.
machine for making “natural” potato I gor, Maine, and recorded in said Registry o
flour that will have a capacity of several I Deeds, on which there is said to be due abou
Dr. and Mrs. Trueworthy, Mr. am ^
I
tons a day.
This is designed after a $1,025;
Mrs. George Grant and Mrs. Clough
Also, all the right in equity which said Osca
German type of machine used for the |
j
Masher
were in Waterville Dec. 15th.
i Cole had on said seventh day of December fc
same purpose, and is said to be very suc|
redeem the following described real estate
Mildred
who
is teaching in
Jones,
cessful. The product is used quite widely situated in said Winterport, to wit:
school of domestic science at Livermor
A certain lot or parcel of land with th !
by bakeries in large cities and the addiFalls, returned home Dec. lGlh for
tion of a little of this flour to the ordinary buildings thereon bounded as follows:
short vacation.
Beginning at a spruce stake and birch tre
wheat product will cause bread to retain
its moisture for a day or two longer, | at the westerly corner of lot No. 176; thenc
Sophia Tozier, Violet Thompson an
south 54
east one hundred forty-seve
thereby enabling it to pass inspection as rods and degrees
Gertrude Moulton, who are attendim
five links by said lot No. 176 to a yel
fresh bread.
low birch tree at the southerly corner of lc t ; school at Farmington, are at home for
The growth and importance of Car- No. 176; thence south 39
short vacation.
degrees west eighty
ibou’s new industry has been due in a four rods by lots numbered 289, 290 and 291 to *
Dr. C. W. Whitney was called t
large extent to the energy and ability of cedar stake; thence north 54 degrees west on
the man at the head of the company.Mr. hundred forty-seven rods and five links to a Holeb Dec. 15th by the critical illness o f
Elmer Hillman, who had been runnin
stake by a spruce tree; thence north 36 dc
; Fitcher is one of those men whom a sea
grees east eighty-three and one-half rods b /
sporting camp there the past fou
i cretary of a Chamber of Commerce would
lotJNo. 180 to the place of beginning, containin i months.
; welcome with open arms. He is a “live seventy-seven acres, one hundred twenty-on e
wire,” Everything about him is right rods, more or less, being the lot numhered 17 7 ;
up to the minute, from his electncaily | in the first division of lots in said Winterpori
Coughed Fifteen Years.
and being the premises conveyed by Samui
operated plant to his ideas.
that hang on and grow worse in th e
;
j Cole
Coughs
to
Oscar
Cole
to
a
life interest t
subject
He is making a success of his business
I night .re relieved by Foley’s Honey and Ta
•J
!
Cole
and
Annie
M.
Cole
S,
deed
date
Edgar
I
by
and his success is reflecting in good
R. F. Hall, Made, Va., writes: "For 15 years 1
December 27, 1899, and recorded in Wald 0
was
afflicted with a troublesome bronchi;
measure upon his town and upon the
Registry of Deeds, Book 257, Page 273. Sai U i cough and irritation of the throat.
in
the
where
Foley
county
general,
company’s last described real estate is subject to a morl i
Honey and Tar relieved me; and alter takio
money is being distributed to secure the gage, given by said Oscar Cole and Annie A
one bottle the cough ceased.”
Sold
j
everj
raw
for the
(.ole to the Eastern Trust and

fire.

LIBERTY.
W. D, Sanford
on business.

The notion that a relationship exists
between poorly-cooked viands and domestic infelicity has been fairly well established as having a foundation in fact.
The idea lends itself to proof. Poorly
cooked foods are not readily digested.

business

were

Sat-

men

day Sunday and many of the. roads
cleared of the immense drifts until

a

doughnuts and crime.

Mrs. M. A. Haley was hostess for the
Ladies’ Club. Tuesday afternoon, Dec.
12th.

THE CASE OK COKINNA.

Ruby Gray started

urday morning Dec. 16th and arrived in Waldo
at night. She had to stop in Waldo with Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Thompson until the roads
was
troken and it
were
Sunday night
before she reached home.

1

Sliced and Evaporated Potatoes. Ralph L. Pitcher, a Belfast Boy,
is the Head of the
Company,

Grange.

We had

H. A. Friend of Etna was
visitor in town Dec. 14th.

Manufacturing

Caribou, Dec. 22, 1916.

(Winterport).

WHITE’S CORNER

j

Comet

the dedication BishoL
.he audience tor half ar
ks were excellent and
He said the church
St. Francis under the
r Lady of Good Hope, ir
that was erected nearn the ancient town ol
ross the way.
He touch
religion which he sail
! only true religion; he
ometity of marriage, re
-tice of divorce by thi
‘What God has joinec
man put asunder.’
At
High Mass was cele
i r. Phelan of Rockland
Catholics from anroai
•!. M. Garrity of Port
ol Bangor; Miss Mary
I'd unas Morrissey, John
nil
Birmingham anc
i Winterporl;
Patriot
nil Patrick Quigley anc
; J, E. Burke, Super
■ns of Waterville; Lian
■
lighter, John Suilivai
Kane and wife, Petei

Ii

CENTER.

Ed. Cunningham of New York and his niece,
Mrs. Boullard of Bangor, were recent guests
of Mrs, Ann Webb.

mg about the door and
while others were unVVell in front was out
j. illiam S. Brannagan,
aurch, and in the large
so happy as he.
Ali he had lived to see the
i.is life realized, the
he n ion of a Catholic
At
y of his adoption.
A prorviees began.
filed out of the ves:iie altar robed in the
office and headed by
g in front the crucifix,
led out the door and
circuit of the church
monies were conducted
uage agreeable to the
\l ter the procession enmade a complete eirjilding, the Bishof
with blessed water,
cises the choir had a
music being appreciOn the large,
i-nce.
ii the rear of the chanThe forms were
i«rs.
he audience could un-

1

The National Association of Audubon
Societies has sent out this appeal:
“Please feed the birds. The deep snow
covers their
usual food—insects’ eggs
and larvae and the seeds of weeds—and
they will starve unless we feed them.
Give them ‘hayseed,’ chaff from the
barn floor, crumbs, scraps of meat,
bones and suet; anything eatable, and
they will repay you a thousand fold by
their work in the garden and orchard all
the spring. Do it now.
Fasten the
meat scraps and suet to the trees and
see how
eagerly the chickadees and
wood-peckers go to it.”
will
no doubt heed this appeal,
Many
and there are some who for years have
provided for the birds in the winter
months. At his home in Searsport, we
are told by a correspondent of the Ban.nd
gor News, Lincoln Golcord, poet
author, with his own hands fashioned an
attractive
bird
and useful
up-to-date,
reeding house. The house is two feet
wide and one foot, high, with wings two
and a half feet long. The wings are
fashioned so as to keep the house head
to the wind.
It has a lean-to roof and
one side, the back, is
open. It pivots on
a pole six feet
high, and is placed within
reach
of
an
easy
upper window7. Crumbs
and scraps are put in for the chickadees
and sparrows.
On a recent Sunday Mr.
Golcord placed bits of suet on the evergreen trees that are in the garden, and
in a very short time they were discovered by crows, which came in great numbers, driving away the smaller birds.

Caribou’s New Industry.

SAVE MONEY by buying dress material
and coatings direct irom Factory.
Write for
samples and state garment planned.
F. A. PACKARD.
3m46
P.ox B. Camden, Maine.
MEN

WANTED—7O.ER1NG OR MAIL|

their Safety Razor BladeB to me to be sharpened better than new.
Single edge, such as
Gillettes, 35c; Durham Duplex
Gems, 25c.
72 Main street
60c. per dozen. C. E.
Belfast, Me.

■

Clarence

Gilkey is at home from Bangor for

A Distinctive Reason'

holiday ?.

the

I Alice Pen no
Dickey (nee Mine Alice Harrimen)
I
»f heart trouble at the home of her daughter,
Mrs. Romaine Q. Merrick, in Greenville, South
Carolina. A great shock to this entire community where, as a week's guest last summer
at our hotel, Mrs. Dickey was seen and enjoy-

n

-*-

St. AN SPORT.

Gilkey spent Christmas with

Miss Henrietta

by hosts of friends in her girlhood's home,
hardaome girl, she had grown strikingly
beautiful in mature yea™- None suspected
that in the midst of her bright wit and apparent joyousness an insidious disease was

There were no services
December 24th,

What is the chief reason for the
ority of Royal Baking Powder?

Methodist

the

m

church

Fulton McElhiney of Skowhegan
friends in town for a few days.

visiting

is

Earl Smith is the guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Smith, for the holidays.

Eliza Averill, who has been confined to
her home with a severe cold, is now improving
Miss

slowly.
Thomas Rich went to Belfast Saturday,
where he will spend the winter with his sonin-law.
Mrs.
home

There is no alum nor phosphate in
Baking Powder.

trouble.
Mrs. I. H. Havener and daughter Mary left
for a visit with relatives in

by boat Saturday
Bucksport.
Archer Gilkey

Levi
A.

prey i*

of

The young people
be presented soon.

Brooks people thoroughly enjoy their
lights, these cold, blustery nights.

Whooping
public

Real estate

nuisance.

STOCKTON STRINGS.

noti-

owners are

tail moth nests before Jan.

Griffin, Maple street, is spending
her sister, Mrs. John M.

Miss Maria

Mr. and Mrs. Bert Dow
gratulations on the birth of

winter with

the

to

1S17.

j

Tuesday.

Friday

spend

parents,

street.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Henry McCaslin, Union street.
Miss

Ethel M. Nichols, teacher in the Ban-

teachers have worked faithfully to keep the
young people interested. Monday evening,
December i:5th, there was an entertainment
and

street.

Sweetser

The heavy lain Friday made the traveling
very bad. Saturday the wind blew a gale from
the northwest and freezing left the roads very

day

rough.
Smith, who is in the employ of the
Adams Dry Goods Co. of Bangor, passed
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. F. B,
Smith, Church street.
Earl

Miss Ruth Trundy arrived from Boston

Saturday to spend

the train
her

parents, Mr.

Trundy

Laura

the

on

holidays with

Mrs. Fred Trundy. Miss
arrived from Bangor.

and

also

Devereaux, who rented his farm
the Belfast road to David Fairchild of

Daniel H.
on

Allenwood, Pa., .left Thursday for Jacksonville, Fla., where he will spend the winter.
Somers Roche, who

Arthur

the

was

guest

Colcords, is the
serial story in the Saturday
Evening Post, entitled A Scrap of Paper.
last

of the Lincoln

summer

author of

new

a

daughter. Miss
Jessie, entertained on Christmas day the following gueste: Mrs. Roulstone, Miss Harriet
Roulstone, Capt. and Mrs. Daniel C. Nichols.
Mrs.

A.

Nickerson and

J.

morning opened with a light snow
in the morning, after which the sun came out
and the day was bright and clear with a crisp
air. Ail business was suspsnded for the day.
Christmas

A

Mr. and Mrs. John

Wedding.

(Jolden

goiaen weaaiog oaiur23d. The reception was

observed tneir

at the home of Mr.

refreshments

the

After

were

[
| appreciated by the congregation.
[ Mrs. Annie K. Harriman has been

ci MU

Sweetser, another brother, made the presentaspeech and gave them $50 in gold from
the relatives and friends. This was received

by

with

Sweetser

John

a

few

words. The evening
very enjoyable
ended with the singing of old-time and newtime songs. Mr.. Sweetser was married to
Sarah Merithew Dec. 23, 1866. by the muchbeloved pastor of the First Congregational
Sweetser
Sweetser

L.

Stephen

Rev.

church.

April 1,

employment

Mi68

few years ago, when he retired and has passed
They had four
his later life in Siarsport.
children, two of whom are living, Mary L who

Elmer Webster,

married

There

Lowell.

Reed

Mrs.

and

Clara,

who is

are seven

now

grand-

i

children.

in

a

Inez

hat

shop

for

the

Hanson

Lieut. Carver is

ing charge of
during the war

one

the German
in

Colcord, formerly

five months' leave of

a

her duties

wireless stations

Europe.

Miss Maude B.

port, has

of the naval officers hav-

of Sears-

absence trom

librarian of the

Plymouth Cordage Co. She expects to spend the time in
Colorado, returning to Plymouth, Mass., Jan.
as

1st.

mishap

unfortunate

An

came

down

town in

the

storm

Miss

Miss Curtis
and

brought

bag containing $130 in money,
rings, gloves and minor articles. When

with her
some

a

small

she reached home her
mL

occurred to

Curtis Friday, Dec. 22nd.

bag was

gone.

__i_c

church of Searsport will be held in
Conference room, this, Thursday afternoon, Dec. 28th, at 2 o’clock. This meeting is
for the purpose of hearing the treasurer’s report and choosing the usual parish officers.

gregational
the

The Christmas

night basketball

game

was a

double header, two games being played, one
between the girls* teams, Red Tops and
Orange Blossoms, the other between the married and single men. The Red Tops won by a
score

of 7 to

1, and the single

men

by

a

score

of 39 to 86.
Mrs. Fred Burr and Mrs. Nathan F. Gilkey,
entertained the White Elephant Auction Club
The
at the home of the latter, Dec. 20th.
prize was a white elephant and fell to Mrs.
Henry G. Curtis, which seemed an odd circumstance as she named the club. The members present were Mrs. William Goodell, Mrs.
Fred Smith, Mrs. Lila Blee and Mrs. John
Frame, and Miss Henrietta Gilkey substituted.
Everyone reported a merry afternoon. Tea and
cakes

were

Owing

served at four.

to

the

storm

basketball team did not

James

Mrs.
and

fireplace and

brick

come

the

Castine

to town to

play

the Searsport A. A. A game, however, was
hurriedly arranged between the married and
single men of Searsport. At the scheduled
time the town was plunged in darkness which
lasted most of the evening and the game was
called off. The failure of the light was caused

great

suc-

Duncan, Miss Harriet

Eleanor Clos.on

were

in

in it what looked like

a

real

fire, Old Santa Claus was seen peeping from
the chimney. Wreaths and fir boughs were
arranged about the fireplace and all around
room,

windows.

2.30 and

and red bells
The

soon

children

the

were

swung at the

began

to

arrive at

rang with their laughing
Musical Chairs and Blind

room

they played
Man’s Buff. After they had played games for
ajtime they clustered about Mrs. Duncan at the

voices

as

and in her

interesting

way she told

beautiful Christmas etory of The Babe
with Mrs. James Parse
jn the Manger. Then,
at the piano, children and grown-ups sang
Christmas carols. Then Isabel Closson and
Frances Rogers told stories of Christmas to
the little ones. After this the concealing red
them

a

pretty favors, candies and pop corn. As soon
the little favors were distributed the refreshments were served, consisting of ice
creain and fancy wafers. The guests were;
Mrs. John Frame, Mrs. James Parse. Mrs.
Joseph sweetser, the Misses Lucy Pendleton,
Annie Rogers and the Rev. Thomas H. Martin.
The little ones left at 4.30.
as

gregational church, Dec. 24th. The subject
The Angels Christmas Song; the text from

The program of music
was as follows: voluntary, Christmas Pastorale
—Henri D*Aubel.
Mildred Shute, Organist.
ark What Mean Those Holy Vcices,
An them
Marzo
Carols interspersed through servise.
Holy Night, Peaceful Night,
German Folk Song
Gauntlett
The Wise Men Saw Afar,
Traditional Melody
The First Noel,
A'fred Redhead.
Within a Manger,
Luke-2-verses 8 to

16.

The municipal officers have been notified bj
tbe commissioner of»agriculture of Maine of
the preeence within the town limits of tbe
teown tail moth, which has baan declarad a

night

j
i

family home, West Main street, with
brother, Capt. Edmund Hichborn, and sisShe left Tuesday
ter, Miss Nellie Hichborn.
to resume her duties in Howes’ dry goods

over

her

aged grandmother,

the

SOUTH

MONTVlLLE.

School began Dec. 20th, Hazel M. Taylor of
Augusta, teacher.
C. M. Howes attended the State Grange in

Bangor

last week.
at

home from

Belfast High

school for the holidays.
O. W. Ripley and wife spent Christmas with
S. P. Colby and family.
Elwin Adams is spending his' vacation at
home from Freedom Academy.
Quigg, who is teaching in Orono, is
spending her vacation at home.
Inez

work.

Carl Adams and family’* spent Christnfas
with her sister, Mrs. Addie Hall, in Searsmont,

F. F. Phillips returned to his home in Waterlast week to spend Christmas with his
wife and children.
town

Ralph I. Howes, H. A., of Newport, R. I., is
spending Christmas with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs.

C. M. Howes.

Arthur Norton and family* Hattie and Etta
Gilman and C. A. Kirkup, took dinner Dec.
24th with O. W. Ripley and wife.
Mary Martin, who has been teaching in New
Hampshire, is spending her vacation with taei
parents, Mr. aaaMia, A. V. Martin,

Capen

teacher in the Eastport schools.
IT

H

Sanhnrn

rtf

over

Sunday.

called

was
a

Rnncrnr

arrived

the Christmas guest of the

in

to

Lewiston

relative.

Charles Snow from the vilMr. and Mrs. A. F. Ellis

guests of

Christmas tree at the

family

L.

K.

for

a

church,

There

and

sev-

treee.

Perkins and

work in

are at

Lawrence Perkins, who

Bridgeport, Conn.,

are

at home

two weeks' vacation.

Taylor and Miss Alice Taylor of Bangor arrived Saturday evening for a visit with
Westly Styles and family.
Airs.

Mrs. Fred

Hartson and

Mrs.

Morris Ames

Friday night for a visit with their
parents, Capt. and Mrs. S. M, Grant.

arrived
!

Josephine Stowers fell Thursday afternoon and broite one bone in her left wrist.
She is attended by Dr. Small from the village,
and is at the home of her sister, Mrs. F. S.
Mrs.

Harriman.
The fnneral of Mrs.

Katie Bowden, wife of

Howard

Leach, who died after five days’ illheld at the house, where she had
ness,
lived only a few weeke. The burial was in
was

Prospect, her native town.

I
1

We also extend to you our best wishes
for a Happy New Year and trust that success
and prosperity will be yours also—in 1917.

I
I
I

II

|

Gertrude Webber went to Boston by
train last Saturday.
Miss

Christmas week

spending
parents, Mr. and Mrs. G.

with his

was

Mrs. Forrest Grant has been keeping house
Ralph Arey. in Thorndike, while Mrs.
Mrs. Marcus
Arey visited her parents, Mr, and
Littlefield.

I

a

Mrs.
grange.
pany him.
Mr.

a

was

unable

AMERICAN

home at the close of the school.

FOREIGN
a

Christmas

Orange, Tex.
Clenfuegos, Dec 18. Arrived
ter Haynes, Philadelpha.

ner,

Sekondi, Dec 17.
Haskell, Boston.

Lucky Day whist club met with Mrs. A.
F. Durham on Friday of last week in spite oi
of the storm. Two members were unavoidably
absent, and Mrs. Hartshorn and Miss Carolyn
Durham acted as substitutes, The first prize
was won by Mrs. P. A. Cooper, the second by
Mrs J. B. Palmer, and the consolation by Mrs.
The

BELFAST
Corrected
PRODUCE

informal gathering of friends took place
recently at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Nelson
Curtis, and a very pleasant evening was passed. Whist was played, and an interesting
guessing contest was engaged in. Cake, coffee,
and cocoa were served, and a candy pull was
an entertaining feature of the evening’s en!

pretty home wedding took place on Tuesand
day, December 19th, at the home of Mr.
Mrs. Walter Twombly, when their daughter,
Flora Eliza, was married to Earl Herbert
A

Haven, Conn. The ceremony
the Rev. Ashley A. Smith,

for

a

i

Bangor in the presence of a few relatives :
!
and friends. The bride was charming in c
The young j!
gown of white crepe de chine.,
people remained here until after Christmas I
but will make their home in New Haven,Conn,

S WAN V1LLE.

McTaggert of Brooks is the guest of
sister, Mrs. G. T. Nickerson.
Friday’s rain did not carry off all our snow,
but it ruined our nice sleighing.
Robert

his

Miss Annie Nickerson, who has been visiting
friends in Unity, returned home last Thursday
of

L W. Rollins
j
ock recently.

I

|

visited relatives in Wytopit-

sch

Jacob

FRICE

Weekly

CURRENT.

for The

MARKET.

Journal.

RETAIL

MARKET.

1 10
Lime,
Beef, Corned,
5
Butter Salt, 141b:, 18.i22,Oat Meal,
5
Corn,
12l|Onions,
13al4
1 16'Oil, kerosene,
Cracked Corn,
9
1 16, Pollock,
Corn Meal,
18
28 Pork,
Cheese,
1 13
2 30 Plaster,
Cotton Seed,
6
Codfish, dry,
10, Rye Meal,
1 65
10 Shorts,
Cranberries,
24 Sugar,
Clover seed,
8Jj
90
9 50a 11 00 Salt, T. I.,
Flour,
3 1-2
4 50 Sweet Potatoes,
H. G. Seed,
6
20 Wheat Meal,
Lard,

|

BORN
....

j
!

antf Mrs. A. E. Cunningham of Swanspent Dec. 24th with her mother,Mrs. U,

MARRIED.

G. Marden.

Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Gilman and family lefi
Christmas morning for Norridgewock, having
sold their home here. All regret their departure.

j
j
!

Elwell-Whitmore. In Rockport, Me, Dec
24, by Rev Hosea W Rhoades, Charles Lewis
Elwell and Elizabeth Evelyn Whitmore, both
of Northport.
Fairfield-Mushek In Verona Park, Dec
18, by Freeman W Smith, Leroy F. Fairfield,
(formerly of Rockland) and Miss Anna H
Mushek, both of New York,
In Belfast, Dec 24, by
Moore-Gilbert
Rev D Brackett, Elmer H Moore of Swanville
and Miss Hazel F Gilbert of Monroe.
In Bangor, Nov 14, by
Richards-Maddox
Rev Oscar S Smith, John Peter Richards of
Lily Bay and Miss Jean Dresser Maddox of

Harding and daughters, Phyllis
Maxine, of Brewer, are spending th<
Christmas vacation with hei parents, Mr. anc
Mr. Harding joined then "Bucksport.
Mrs. Ira Ward.
Dec. 23rd for the holiday.
Mrs. F. E.

and

proud
daughter (Ruth Mildred)

Mr. and Mrs. L.

of

a wee

newspaper print,
and that all known creditors.
in interest,
may appear at
place, and show cause, if ar
the prayer of said
petitioi"
granted.
And it is further Ordered
the Clerk shall send
by mad
tors copies of said
petition :.
dressed to them at their la.
stated,
Witnoca

C. Dow

are

the

poswh(

arrived Dec. 23d—a worth-while Chnstmai
present! Both mother and child are doing
well.
Congratulations are extended to th«
fond parents,and also to Master Earl!
The entire community was saddened on Dec
13th when it became known that Mr. Selden P
Clark had passed away at the Waldo Count]
Hospital, where he bad been very ill for sev
eral weeks. He was a man of excellent char
acter, and will be greatly missed. He was om
of a large family, leaving six own brothers
one half-brother, four sisters and his mother
Hii 1
the father having died some years ago.
wife, who was Mias Mary Boyd of this town
and five children, survive him, to whom th<
deepest sympathy is extended in their irrepa
rable loss. The funeral services were held oi 1
the afternoon of Dec. 18th at his late home

Arey,

aged

j
pi-j

i

!

>

I

\
i

\

Bankrupt’s Petition
George W. Bridges,

j

Bankrupt,
To

j!

Clarence li
District Court of the Ur
District of Maine.
the

Hon.

George W. Bridges of Un>
ty of Waldo and State of M
trict, respectfully represent

j
1
j
j

day of September, last
judged bankrupt under U
elating to bankruptcy; tha'

dered all his property and
and has fully complied \\:
nrents of said Acts and of
touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, I
creed by the Court to h.
from ail debts provable
under said bankruptcy Act
as are excepted by law from
Dated this 19th day of Dec■■■!
GEORGE A.

j

)

j

>

ORDER uF NOTICE

|

j
j
:■

1

District of Maine, ss.
On this 23rd day of Decern
reading the foregoing petite
Ordered by the Court, Tha.
upon the same on the 2nd
A. D. 1917, before said Uou
said District, at ten oVU cl
and that notice thereof be

Republican Journal,

a

j
j
j

j

new.-:

1

said District, and that all
other persons in interest,
said time and place, and
they have, why the pray«
should not be granted.
And it is further ordered t
the Clerk shall send by nu..:
itors copies of said petitmr
addressed t,o them at their }
as

stated.

Witness the Honorable
Judge of the said Court, am
at Portland, in said District,
December, A, I). 1916.

| L.s. |

*

JAMES E t

true copy of petition a'
Attest;
JAMES E.

Eye-Sight Spe<
OF THI

BOYlNGTOiN Oldis
44

South Main Street, W'

Forest

1

DAYS, MONDAYS
I

DiPiii.

j

f<

In the matter of

OFFICE

In Rockport, Dec 22, Mrs May Arey,

27 years.

T.

\

December, A. D. 1910
[L. S.]
JAMES E.
A true copy of
petition ai
Attest: JAMES V.

A

Walter Clark of North Jay was in town Iasi
week, called here by the death of his brother
Selden P. Clark.

^

a

PAID PRODUCER.

Mr.

sessors

Journal,

■

AMES. In Rockland. Dec 20, to Mr and Mrs
Blanchard Ames of Matinicua, a son, Hilton
Miss Lina A. Colson was a recent guest of !
Rankin.
relatives in Bangor.
Cooper. In Brookline,’Mass., Dec 18, to Mr
James F and Mrs Rena (Black) Cooper, a son,
a
was
recent
I. F. Gould of Bucksport
gues
Roscoe James.
of Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Lane.
Dyer. In Palermo, Dec 16, to Mr and Mrs
I
John Dyer, a son.
The stork left a boy at the home of Mr. anc
Luce. In Belfast, Dec 24, to Mr and Mrs
Mrs. Walter Grant, Dec. 22nd.
Frank B Luce, a son, 9 pounds, Robert. Parkhurst.
Mrs. John Boyd and Mies Ada of Frankfori
Poland. In Camden, Dec 20, to Mr and
visited Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Killman Friday.
Mrs. Charles Poland, a son.
In Lincolnville Beach, Dec 17,
it
Thompson.
C. H. Lindsey. Jr., who has employment
to Mr and Mrs Albert W Thompson, a son, AlMarblehead, Mass., is at home for a few weeks mon Robert.

Yille

<

M

18

of

PROSPECT.

sch J Manches-

upon the same on tin :i
A. D. 1917, before saitl Court id
District, at ten o'clock in the
notice thereof be
published

Judge of the said Court,
at Portland, in said District,

RETAIL PRICE.

performed by

employed.

Arrived

00a2 00 Hay,
12 00
20
dried, per lb., 7 Hides,
16
6,50 Lamb,
Beans, pea,
6 75 Lamb Skins,
1.00
Beans, Y. E.,
33 Mutton, N
8
Butter,
lOall Oats, 32 ib„
60
Beef, sides,
1 50
Beef, forequarters, 9al0 Potatoes,
60 Round Hog,
12
Barley, bu,
8 00
Cheese,
28jStraw,
26a30
Chicken,
25'Turkey,
37 fallow,
2
Ualf Skins,
12al3
Duck,
20j Veal,
48 Wool, unwashed,
38
Eggs,
18a20 Wood, hard,
5 00
Fowl,
18 Wood, soft,
3 50
Geese,

An

where Mr. Stratton is

,„

ORDER OF NOTICE rBFk.
District of Maine, ss.
On this 23rd day of Decern
on
reading the foregoing pet
Ordered by the Court, T ha

Apples,per bbl.l

Cooper.

joyment.

PORTS.

Sekondi, Dec 20. Arrived, echr Adelaide
Barbour, Farrow, N. Y.
La Vela De Coro, Dec 12. Sld, echr Theoline
Francis, Jacksonville.
Havana, Dec 14. Sld, sch William H Sum-

day,
large family party
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Christopher
Moody and three grandsons, Mr. and Mrs.
Elwin Dickey, and Mrs. Susie Dawson. A
heavily laden tree gave pleasure to all- old
and young,

She is

rurtTS.

adelphia.

on

'!

bankruptcy.

Wherefore he prays. That he
by the Court, to have a full do
debts provable against I
bankruptcy Acts, except suci;
cepted by law from such disc
Dated this 18th day of Dec.
LOWELL i

j

The

Stratton of New

his

York, Dec, 21. Ar, sch jGoverno'’
Powers. Lisbon.
Boston, Dec 22. Ar. schs Margaret Thomas,
Turks Island; 26. sld, sch Annie P Chase (from
Stockton) New York.
Pensacola, Dec 19. Sld, sch Blanche H King,
Tampico.
Searsport, Dec 22, Sld, barge Spring, Phil- !

to accom-

and Mrs. Harold Moody entertained

Herbert

■■

New

delegate by Morning Light

Kimball

*

valuable

He not long
a very short sickness.
for her, being unwillago refused a good price
ing to dispose of ber.
D. M. Kimball spent most of last week in
Bangor, attending the State Grange, to which
as

Hon. Clarence Hai
District Court of the Un.;,
District of Maine.
Lowell P. Zwicker of Thorn,,
ty of W aldo and State of Mid.
respectfully represents, that ,.r
December. 1915, he was duly
rupt under the Acts of (
bankruptcy;that he has duly
his property and
rights of {■,
fully complied with ali
said Acts and of the orders
of

SHIP NEWS.
lost

E. A. Hathaway recently

j

Bankrupt,

To the

now

Rainey, of Prospect.

Bankrupt’s Petition for
the matter of
Lowell p. Z wicker.

In

it won for Mr. Wilson at the recent election
will be always an unhappy memory to their recipient.—New5York Sun.

and Mrs. James Knowlton spent Sunday
their daughter, Mrs. Freeman Cu.rk, and
Christmas with their granddaughter, Mrs.
Mr.

sent

nineteenth

the Federation of Labor says that
the Adamson law,” It didn’t.
at the point of
a gun.
The
the Constitution in behalf
defied
brotherhoods
of the bill and now they are invoking that same
Constitution to take the punch out of it. The
Adamson measure, fraudulent on its face, is
now denounced by both its former advocates
The votes that
and by its former opponents.
And

with

was

the

on

it “didn’t ask for
It demanded it,

for son,

he

Maple Grove Ceme-

Unhappy Memory,

An

A. Palmer.

taken seriously ill
last week and is not much improved at the
present writing.
C. B. Crocker

Rev.

in

I

Company

“Not now, hut in the coming years,
It may be in the better land.
We’ll read the meaning of our tears.
And there, sometime, we’ll understand.”

in Monroe.

Fred F. Palmer is

was

tery. The funeral was held
anniversary of his marriage.

Chriotmas
Harry Peavey of Searsport spent

Thursday and returned Friday, accompanied
by her daughter Nellie, who was unable to
come

and the interment

1

Mrs. Fred Blanchard went to Pittsfield last

Mr. Kennneth Greeley
Hampden spent
She will reMisses Hichborn, Church street.
Christmas with his cousin, Wm. McKinley
main'until Saturday afternoon. Mrs. Carrie Damm.
A. Gardner, Middle street, was also with the j
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson, who attended
Hichborn sisters for the Christmas dinner, rethe State Grange in Bangor, returned home
maining till Wednesday afternoon.
Friday.
Mattapoisett,
Mrs. Harry W. Griffin of
Mr. and Mrs. A. T. Nickerson entertained
Mass., arrived Dec, 23rd for a week’s visit their brothers and sisters and families at dinwith her parents, Uapc. and Mrs. Frank A. ner Christmas.
Patterson, East Main street, and her daughter
Wm. M. Damm, a student at Dartmouth, is
and husband, Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hopat home for the holidays, the guest of his parKins, Church street. Sunday the three generents, Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm.
ations, Mrs. Patterson, Mrs. Griffin and Mrs.
at
the
Stanley Cunningham, who is attending the
the
Unioccupied
family
pew
Hopkins,
versalist church, accompanied by Mr. Hop- High school in Monroe, spent the holidays
with his mother, Mrs. T. D. Nickerson.
kins,
Miss Doris Nickerson, who had been visiting
were
enterdinner
Various family
parties
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Nickerson, the
on
the
town
day
Christmas,
tained throughout
past week, returned to her school in Stoninggiving us a light snow fall in the morning, followed by bright skies in the afternoon, accom- ton, Monday.
It was decided to have the Christmas tree
panied by rather a high wind. Owing to the
condition of the travelling in and about town, which it had been planned to have at the
the snow storm and the rain storm and the ex- church, at the Grange hall last Saturday night.
ceedingly high wind of the previous week, the On account of its being such a rough night not
treea were very
Christmas shopping has been very much less very many were out. The
and Mr. A.
than usual, greatly to the regret of our mer- pretty, the children did admirably,
Santa Claus.
chants. Only one fine day in the week, Wed- D. Moody made a jolly
Miss Julia Chase, a teacher in Everett,
nesday, waa favorable for Santa Claus buying.
However,many little stockings were well filled, Mass., arrived Saturday night to spend the
An extra holidays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. H. M.
an d the day a generally happy one.
Her father met her at Waldo Station.
p resentation of “movies” was given Monday Chase.
evening by Mr. Wilber Crockett, followed by « When about two miles from home a bad place
dance, in which the moat of our young people in the rojid caused them to upset. Mr. Chase
participated. Not a large crowd waa in at- was hurt about the face a little. Miss Chase estendance, bat a pleasant time was reported.
caped injury. The horse ran, demolishing the
which he cleared himself when
Friday morning, Capt. Charles P. Staples, sleigh, from
was so badly cut that a
Church street, received a telegram announc- near the church, and
the sodden decease that morning of Mrs. veterinary was called.

ing

■

I

MONROE.

was

of

Eastport arrived last week and remained the
guests of Mr. and Mrs, William Avery, Middle
street, over Christmas, leaving last Wednesday on their return trip. Miss Avery, the
younger daughter in the Avery family, is a
M.a

Bates

school

Christmas.

gaining each day and her friends hope
happy family- complete recovery in a few weeks.

Arthur

few

a

Jennie

were

was a

Mr. and

and

L.

teaching

is

the illntss of

lage

eral

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Rich of New York are
guests at “The Stockton,” hav ing arrived Dec
16th. Their sons,Walter and Eugene, are with
them lor the holidays. Walter is a student at
Mr. Rich is a brother of
Hebron Academy.
Mrs. Humiston, wife of the proprietor of “The
Stockton.”

A most

I

ing the coming year.

at dinner

Christmas passed very quietly here.

day.

Mrs. H. L. Hopkins and their son
and bride, Mr. and Mrs. George H. Hopki
Church street, entertained at dinner, Christmas, the mother cf the latter and grandparents, Mrs. Harry W. Griffin and Capt. and Mrs.

wno

at home for

and Mrs.

Mr.

Ccoding

Mrs

Boston is spending

this

Black arrived home Tuesday
from visits in Lisbon Falls and Rockland.

Christmas

Grant, and her daughter, Miss Elvina, finding
both in usual health, and Wilbur Grant, now
living in Bangor, the guest of his mother for

P.

Miss

her

upon

was

Friday by

in the

Monday morning,

J. Q. Adams and family spent Christmas
by a wire getting loose and burning through a
with Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Howes.
the
Charles
Eames
house.
Later
near
pole
Mrs. Gertie Colby, who had been away for a
the lights went out again on account of trouble
few days' nursiDg, arrived home Dec. 23d.
in the power house.
Margaret Conner has been having her hay
A splendid Christmas sermon was delivered
and Ruth Colby assisted in the houseby Rev. Thomas H. Martin in the First Con- pressed,
was

J

from Belfast to remain

draperies which hung at one end of the room Frank A. Patterson.
parted slowly and the long-looked for'Christ- gathering.
mas tree was discovered glistening with its
Miss Geneva Avery

Everett Morse is

Friday

H.

Miss

was a

j

fireplace
L':_r*

Mrs

charge and were assisted by the following
Camp Fire Girls; Isabel Cloeson, Isabel Frame,
Edith Parse, Minerva Gray, Annie and Frances j store,
Rogers and Marjorie Towers. The room was
Mr. and Mrs. Albeit M. Ames, Church street,
very Christmas-like in its trimmings of green
drove to Prospect Christmas afternoon to call
At one end of the room was a red
and red.

the
Lida

Thelma segar,

lege, where she is liking very much.
Miss Ruth bmith returned Dec. 18th from a
vacaticn visit with her parents in We6t 8ebois, and friends in Millincckett, and is again
with her grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. vVilliam

Erskiue

cess.

church

at

in town.

Monroe,

Saturday

Congregational

rough here

very

Miss Marietta Turner of Rockport is here
for a two weeks’ visit.

The Christmas

First

is

Hardie Morin of

days

for

Mrs. Wilbur J. Carver left Tuesday for Saville, Long Island, N. Y., where
Lieut, and

traveling
writing.

Bangor

Irom

arrived

I

cow, after

SANDYPOINT.

winter.
are

party given in the upper con- j Lambert, WtBt Main street, and is attending
ference room, Saturday, December 23d, for the | the S.ockton Springs High school.
children of the Junior Sunday school of the I
Miss Emma Hichborn arrived

with his

solo.

The

Friday to remain over Christmas with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Wellman Hanson, Sandypoint road. She returned Wednesday to
resume her duties at the'Beal’s Business Col-

18, 1841, and Mrs.
He was a sailor until a

1843.

a

u.

Coleman and little daughter Ada
the present in their home here.

Mr.

Thurston.

to so much sickness among the young people
they had to omit many of the pieces. Special
mention should be made of Georgia Ryder,
Lena Rose, Beatrice Austin, Blanch* and Nina
Webb, and also Miss Ruth Streeter, who sang

guests at the hotel,
tine chicken dinner was

Mis.

Dec.

born

was

a concert was given
by the young
people, with special music by the choir. Owing

dinner
a

We extend to you our sincere thanks for
your cooperation which has given us the prosperity we have enjoyed, and we hope to merit
the continuance of your liberal patronage dur-

Penobscot Bay Electric

the

evening

Coleman, Middle street, left early last
week for We6t UptoD, Mass., where he has

and

from

A most interesting Christmas address was
given by Rev. W. E. Streeter at the Congregational church last Sunday afternoon.
In the

Edric

well-chosen

was

were

Chiistmas, where
served.

tion

uniij

iuio.

street

Main

I

and Mrs. B. F.

16th

Professor Paul W. Monohon, director of the
school and dairy feeding, to be held
at Brooks Thursday, Friday and Saturday,
Dec. 28th, 29th and 30th, has announced the
following instructors: Harold J. Shaw, from
Androscoggin county; C, W, Barber, from
Cumberland county, and G. A. Yeaton, from
Oxford bounty.

Christmas service given by Rev.
Blair on Sunday, at the Universalist
church, included an excellent sermon, highly

served James

Dec.

extension

suffering
Sweetser’s brother, I from a very severe cold, which confined her to
She is now much
Augustus L. Sweetser, and was a complete ! the house for several days.
surprise to the guests of honor. About 25 improved, although still coughing a good deal.
guests' called to congratulate the bride and
Crawford S. Griffin is at this writing, TuesMrs. Augustus Sweetgroom of 50 years ago.
day, the guest of his various relatives in
ser and daughter, Miss blanche,did the honors,
town, having arrived the middle of last week
Mr. Sweetser having been detained because of to
spend Christmas among them in his native
house
was
The
the storm in Pawtucket, R. I.
town.
prettily decorated with pine boug s and red
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, Church street
bells were hung at every window and door.
iUI.
ouu
Dec.

evening,

held

of Mr.

Brown school, Providence, R. I.

Moses

A.

Sambrook of Boston spent Christfamily on Elm street. Other
arrivals for Christmas were Carl Carlson,
Harry McCeslin, Archer Gilkey and Litmore
Kidder.
Charles

mas

Maynard Stantial, son
Stantial, arrived home

special

The

receiving con11-pound boy.

Raymond Merritt, a student at the University of Maine, is Bpending the Christmas recess
with his mother. Mrs. Fannie Merritt

with her parenrs.Mr. and Mrs.Simeon BMerrithew, Church street.
A.

an

Mrs. Walter Gibbs returned home Thursday
from Old Town, where she had been called by
the d^ath of a relative.

cation

Christmas tree in the schoolhouse.

High school, passed Christmas with her
parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols, Water

gor

We take this opportunity to thank you
for our prosperous year of 1916.

Miss Helen Crockett returned Thursday
from Bangor, where she had been visiting relatives.

Wilson Kneeland of Somerville, Mass., called
In the Porter schoolhouse, about two miles
The mails for the Christmas holiday were
of his niece, Miss
is a small but ex- I here to attend the funeral
from
village,
Searsport
was
I
I Marian Kneeland, left for home Dec. 20th by
very large, both in and out, and business
school, which was orbusy
Sunday
ceedingly
lively at the postoffice.
Boston boat.
ganized last May by State Superintendent of |
Prof. Frederick R. Sweetser of N^w London,
Our postmaster informs us that the Christthe Methodist Sunday School Society. The I
Conn., arrived last Saturday night and has
mas mail was considerably smaller than last
is Mrs. Charles Curtis, who
superintendent
opened his home on Main street.
teaches the junior class. Mrs. Augustus W. year, although the last day the nnmber of
Mrs. fc>arah v. staples ieit xnurbuajr iui
Nickerson is in charge of the young people’s sacks sent out, 24 in number, equalled any one
Winthrop, Mass,, to spend the remainder of class, David Nickerson, the Bible class, and mail of 1915.
the winter with her son, Edmund B. Staples.
Miss Ruth Merrithew arrived Dec. 16th from
Osborne Nickerson, the intermediate. There
Harry McCaslin of Beverly? Mass., arrived are thirty-five children in the school and*the the M. C. I .Pittsfield, to spend the holiday vaChristmas with his

are

Mr. and Mrs. S. W. Norwood and E. A. Carpenter attended the State Grange in Bangor.

selectmen

has beea completed.

a business trip to BanMonday, returning Tuesday morning,

W. C. Austin made
gor,

do

Lismore

to

cough seems to be prevalent
folks at the present time.

among the little

House.

home

street

Herbert Maxcy is spending the holidays
with his sister, Mrs. Lester Shibles.

Failing
13,
; Ames, having been with her since September.
this they will be destroyed by the town, and
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Colson of Searsport
the actual cost of so doing will be collected 1
were Christmas guests of her father and mothfrom the property owner in the form of taxes.
er, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon B. Merrithew, Church
The
are to be notified when the work |

returning

drama to

a

The Brooks Band has postponed its ball in
Union Hall to New Year’s night.

Burton M. Packard of the Sebec Lake House
arrived Monday and is spending a few days at

Kidder of Boston was the guest of
Mr. and -Mrs. George L. Morrill for Christmas,

preparing

Grange

fied of this fact and required to carefully examine all orchard and shade trees, or cause
them to be examined and destroy all brown

Seareport

are

Several from this place attended the State
in Bangor last week.

Royal

*

/

I

To Our Customers:

her vitals, and when she said to
friends that she might never come

upon

ic

The News of Brooks.

The Penobscot Coal & Wharf Co. made a
Christmas gift to fifteen of their regular employes of $50 each.

the

|

again to Stockton, no one suspected that she
realized her condition of imminent peril from
physical disease. Deepest sympathy is extended the stricken daughter, in this irreparable
loss of her fond mother. No furthur particulars have been learned at this writing. Her
death is keenly felt by many old friends

Trundy of Tufts College is spending
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.

holidays with
E. Trundy.

.;

intim.

ROYAL BAKING POWDER CO.
New York

Boiton spent Christmas
with his parents, Capt. and Mrs. N. F. Gilkey,
Main street.
the

several

are

powders.

confined to her
weeks with heart

been

F. H. Park,has
for the past two

superi-

This reason, which every woman should
know, is that Royal Baking Powder is made
from cream of tartar, which comes from
grapes. This means a healthful fruit origin.
It means natural food as distinguished from
mineral substitutes used in other baking

will open again Monday
two weeks’ vacation.

The schools in town
a

A

good reasons, but there
is one which distinguishes Royal from other
baking powders.
There

Fred Swift has been confined to his home for
the past two weeks with a bad cold.

January 1st, after

AN APPRECIATION!

ed

friends in Stonington.

WILL BE A r

House,

Monroe,

January 3.
York's Hotel, Brooks, 1
The Hotei, Thorndike, It
Central House, Unity, B
Bellows' House, Freed

•;

.Canning. In Bar Harbor, Dec 13, Jeremiah
J Canning, aged 68 years.
Carter. In Surry, Dec 14, Freeman T Car- January 6.
ter, aged 72 years.
no'i>
In Bluehill, Dec 12, Frances I
COUSINS.
scrlber beieby gives
Cousins, aged 18 days.
adminisn
been
duly
appointed
W
In Camden, Dec 22, George
Glover,
of
Gi over, aged 89 years, 8 months and 13 days.*
MARTHA A. FREEMAN, late
Payson. In Hope, Dec 9, Nellie R Payson,
in the County of Wahlo, Ur
aged 60 years, 2 months and 21 days.
bonds as the law directs.
Lenfest. In Swanville, Dec 23. Frances J
demands against the estate
Lenfest, aged 89 years, 2 months and 17 days.
are desired to present the
STAPLES. In(Waldo, Dec 24, Oscar L Staples, and all indebted thereto an 1
1
aged 69 years, 7 months and 13 days,
payment immediately to KoU'
Smith. In Rockland, Dec 21’, Wilford W Belfast, Me., my authorized
Smith, a native of Warren, aged 47 years and of Maine.
CHARM ;
6 months.
Malden Mass.. Dec 12. n**"
In Belfast, Dec 23, Mrs Cora E
Welch.
Greene Welch, aged 57 years and 19 days.
Whitney. In Boston, Nov 30. Mrs Matilda
**
F Whitney of Bucksport, aged 75 *years^4
FOB BACKACHE KIOtEtS
months and 5 daya.^

Administrators

■

FOLEY

^

KIDNEY®?

